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with any plan which they may have
He leaves one sister, Mrs. Roscoe Arey, and a
Centennial Sermons. February 7th, Rev.
had relative to the prevention or shaping of
large circle of friends to mourn their loss. Ashley A. Smith,
as a party.
Mr. Montgomery introlegislation
pastor of the First UniversaAmong the acts and resolves presented in duced this bill at the request of some of the
Funeral
services
were
held at his late home list
Nathan L. Simmons a prominent and in- |
church, will begin a series of centennial
the Senate and House the past week of local or labor men of the State who are urging its
pasfluential citizen of Morrill, and well known in Friday, January 22nd, Rev. Ashley A. Smith, sermons. The year 1909 marks the centenary
sage. As everyone knows it provides for the
general interest are the following:
extension of the B. & A. rebate*on the tax on this city and county, died January 21st at his ; pastor of the Universalist Church, officiating. of many remarkable men and women, whose
Ry Mr. Colcord of Waldo: Petition of J. W. that road for the next ten
years amounting to home in that town, aged 61 years and 19 days. The remains were placed in the receiving tomb word and work have left a
black and 105 others of the town of Searsport
permanent influence
a year and the rebate of the tax on the
in the favor of Waldo county hospital; also re- $90,000
He was at his blacksmith shop the Saturday at Grove Cemetery
on our life and times.
It is the design of
new Allagash branch of that road
proposed
solve appropriating $1000 annually for two
ill
with
Sunday
which will open up an entirely new country in before he died and was taken
these centennial sermons to
modestly comyears for construction of a dormitory at Free- the
Funeral services for Henry E. Howard, aged
Aroostook region. Of course it is not a acute Bright’s disease, from which death redom academy.
61 years, were held January 19th from his memorate these lives, and touch upon the lifemeasure at all and no one ever
party
thought sulted Thursday. Mr. Simmons had worked at home on Middle
By Mr. Morse of Belfast: An Act to extend that
street, Bath, Rev. D. B. Holt message which they have given to our age.
any political consideration would enter
the charter of the Belfast Banking Company;
into its discussion. The issue is plainly drawn blacksmithing from youth, having succeeded of Wesley Methodist church officiating. The These services are held every Sunday afteralso an act to incorporate the Citizens Electric
and the question is not whether it was original- his father in that occupation,and was a skillful body was sent to Rockport for burial. Mr. noon at 2.30 o’clock and a cordial
invitation is
Company of Belfast.
Howard was bom in Searsmont, Me., son of
a measure of the Republican
party or of the workman and honorable in all his dealings. He Alvin
By Mr. Miller of Lincolnville, resolve grant- ly
and Arethusa Howard. When the Civil extended to the general public to attend.
Democratic party but whether the people of
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ing a State pension of $8 per month be paid to Maine want to
married
Annie M., daughter
War broke out Mr. Howard enlisted at West February 7th, The Religion of Abraham Linextend the rebate to encourage
William H. Murch, Portland, late of Co. G, 15th
and aid the construction of another branch line E. P. Brown of’ this city, who survives him • Rockport in the 6th Maine light artillery, par- coln; February 14th, The
Poetry of Oliver
regiment, U. S. infantry.
of the B. & A. through the Aroostook
with eight children, all but one grown to man- ticipating in the battle,of the Wilderness, the Wendell
region.
Holmes; February 21st, The Message
By Mr. Harmon of Stonington, act to annex
siege of Petersburg, battle of Cold Harbor and
the town of Isle au Haut to the county of Knox.
hood and womanhood and, having received col- other
engagements. After the war he made of Elizabeth Barrett Browning; February 28th,
By Mr. Staples of Knox, act incorporating
lege or other education are now filling respon- his home in New Orleans and for several years Edgar Allan Poe, and his Message of The
Secret
the Vinalhaven Water Co. naming Thomas F.
followed
the sea. Then he moved to Rockford,
sible positions.
The children in the orLibbey, E. F. Russell, F. S. Walls,!'. G. Libbey,
111., where he lived for 13 years, and there Rhythmical Creation of Beauty; March 7th,
der of their age are Winnie, who married
M. F. Lyford, J. H. Sanborn, G. S. Libbey, B. L.
Miss Edith M. Richards of Portland, Great
joined G. L. Nevins Post, G. A. R., and also The Music and Message of Mendelssohn, with
Lane, M. P. Smith, A. F. Littlefield and M S.
C. B. Allen of Worcester, Mass.; Grace, Rockford Lodge of Masons. For the
Pocahontas of the Great Council of Maine, will
past 10 special Mendelssohn music by the choir; March
Bird as the incorporators.
Authority is given
who is principal of a Grammar school in the years he had lived in Bath. Mr. Howard leaves 14th, Sir Alfred
Tennyson, The Voice of the
to supply the town of Vinalhaven and the vil- be in Bel fast next Tuesday to institute a Pocaa wife and son. Dura L. Howard of
and a
Bath,
Age; March 21st, Edward Fitzgerald and the
lage of Carver’s Harbor with water. The capi- hontas degree in K. of P. hall. All interest- suburbs of Boston; Roscoe, who is at the head sister, Mrs. Frank Clark of Camden.
tal stock is fixed at $50,000. which may be inof the trained nurses in the Butler
Message of the Rubaiyat; March 28th, A Cened are invited to attend.
hospital
creased to $300,000, earnings in excess of six
of Providence, R. I., with which institution he
Mrs. Lucy Ward died January 17th at the tury of Religious Life and Progress.
per cent, dividends after payment of all expenTimothy Chase Lodge, No. 126, will hold their has been
connected since he was 18 years of home of her
ses to be applied to reduction of water rates or
nephew, Herbert N. Goodhue, in
annual installation at the Masonic Temple
Fort Fairfield. Some three weeks before her
THE REPUBLIC DISASTER.
construction expenses.
age; Henry Guy, married, who is employed in
4th.
A
cordial
evening.
February
death she had suffered a shock of
By Mr. Staples of Knox, act incorporating Thursday
a large machine shop in Worcester, Mass.; Ed- j
paralysis.
Mrs.
extended
to
all
is
Masons
Ward
invitation
and
was
their
the Grand Lodge of the Ancient Order of Unit:
born May 9, 1828, in WinterA Letter From One of Her Passengers.
ward, married, who is employed by the same i port, the daughter of Daniel White and
ed Workmen in Maine.
families to.be present.
Lucy
Among the passengers on the ill-fated S. S.
Petition for closing Marsh stream and all
company; Frederick J., a graduate from the N. Dunphey. In early life she w’as married to
which was in collision with the
Canton Pallas, Patriarchs Militant, I. O. O.
David Ward of
brooks flowing into Northern pond to trout
Bangor, who was for some Republic,
University of Maine, who is teaching a High
Florida last Saturday, were Mr. and Mrs. Alyears a cripple, and was confined in a hospital
fishing from June 1 to May 1 in each year and F., will give its annual military ball in the Bel- school in the
of
Josie
who
Boston;
P.,
vicinity
at
to the dipping of carp between April l and May fast
Bangor. He has been dead about 35 years. bert W. Mead of Manchester. Mass., who had
Opera House Thursday evening. February is fitting for college at Higgins Classical Insti- Mrs.
Ward had lived in Fort Fairfield most of
15 for three years.
sailed for a six months’ visit to Europe. Mr.
Act fixing the legal length at which trout 11th, and it is planned to eclipse all former tute, Charleston, Me.; a^d Hugh, the youngest, the time for nearly 40 years and was well and
efforts in this direction.
Brigadier General 16 years of age, is with his brother Fred and favorably known there and leaves many old Mead is a nephew of Mrs. H. B. Cunningham
may be taken at nine inches.
Act prohibiting fishing in the tributaries of Levi M. Poor of
Augusta is expected to be attending school in Poston. The children all friends. A sister, Mrs. Eliza Goodhue of Fort of this city, and his many relatives and friends
China lake in Kennebec county.
Fairfield, died a little over a year ago.
ir. this vicinity are glad that their terrible exfull staff and the ball will be
with
his
present
came home for the funeral, which took place
By Mr. Morse of Belfast: Resolve in favor
perience did not result any more seriously.
of William R. Marshall, Administrator.
the dress affair of the winter season. A ladies’ in the
village church last Sunday, Rev. David
Mr. and Mrs. Mead are now at the Parker
By Mr. Morse of Belfast: Petition in favor orchestra of Waterville has been engaged to L.
The Churches.
Wilson, pastor of the Congregationalist
of Waldo County General Hospital.
House, Boston, where they will remain until
furnish music. Cantons Augusta of Augusta church, Belfast,
Mr.
Morse
of
Beside
his
Belfast:
widow
Petition
of
C.
M.
officiating.
By
There will be preaching at the Woods school- they can reopen their home in Manchester,
Conant of Winterport and 39 others of Monroe. and Halifax of Waterville have been invited and children Mr. Simmons leaves two brothers
which was closed for the winter. Mrs. CunFrankfort and vicinity asking for regulations
to attend.
and one sister: John M. of Poor’s Mills. Sarah house, Northport, next Sunday afternoon at 2
upon fishing in Marsh River and tributaries.
ningham received the following letter from
o’clock.
wife
of
F. S. Johnson of Belfast, and Allan
Elite Temple, No. 69, Pythian Sisters, of E.,
A BATCH OF LOBSTER BILLS.
Mr.*Mead, telling of their experiences.
J.
Simmons of Waldo. The bearers were F.
Frankfort installed their officers for the ensuThe Young Peoples’ Union of the First ParOn board R. M. S. “Baltic.”
Hodgkins of Damariscotta. act providing
M. Adams. Jonathan Berry, Delbert Paul and ish
that no person shall catch any lobster or en- ing year on Tuesday evening. January 19th.
(Unitarian) church will meet next Monday
Sunday, 9 o’clock P. M., 1909.
My Dear Aunt Van: We have had an awful
gage in any branch of the lobster industry Jennie Dockham was installing officer, assisted A. B. Hatch. The esteem in which Mr. Sim- evening with Miss Clara
Keating.
without a license, common carriers only exexperience and were taken on board this ship
Maud Averill as grand senior and Ada mons was held by his fellow citizens was maniThe spelling match held by Castle Waldo, at one o’clock last
empted. Licences are classified as resident by
night from a sinking Italfested
in
the
attendance
at
the
service
large
and non-resident and are further divided into Quigley as grand manager. The officers were
Knights of King Arthur, last Friday evening j ian emigrant ship “the Florida.” The Florida
and
the
smackmen
wealth
of
flowers
which
was
the
fishermen,
retailers, wholesalers, aa follows: Past chief, Blanche Harriman; M.
surrounded was won by Lewis Johnson.
ship that collided with our ship, the
j
pound owners and canners, the scale running E. C.. Emma Bachelder; E. S., Mabel Clark; E. his casket.
Republic, at 5.40 Saturday morning. We were
from $1 for fishermen to $1000 for canners.
The Guild of the North Congregational all asleep when the awrful crash came, and in
he r londa struck us amidHyde of Bath, act directing the commission- J., Kitty Smith; manager, Maud Hopkins; M.of
pitcn aaricness.
Deacon ueorge H. Dority, who died in Winchurch will hold its regular meeting
Monday ships, putting the engines out of commission
er of sea and shore fisheries to expend $1,000
R. and C., Harriette Batchelder; M. of F.,
annually for two years for experiments in en- Edwina Grant; protector, Nellie Heagan; guard, terport January 14th, was born in Brooklin, evening, February 1st, with Miss Margaret N. and tearing a great hole way into our ship
Maine. November 14.1835, and lived there until i Hazeltine, Cedar street.
couraging the shell fish industry.
killing a lady in one cabin and a gentleman in
Helen Aucline; organist, Ida Tait.
I llinpnn
kV.r>L1
another and badly injuring several others.
last March, when he came to Winterport to
There
will
be
services
in
the
at
East One has died since.
Chapel
portation of Maine scallops between May 1
Four of the
Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias, held make his home with his
were
daughter, Mrs. George Northport Sunday January 31, at 10:45. conduct- killed on the Florida. Helen and I crew
and October 1 in each year.
rushed on
a public installation in Pythian hall WednesW. Grant. He was a joiner by trade and foldeck with only our outside coats on and have
Kelley of Boothbay, act making the new
ed by Rev. C. L. Wright of Belfast.
Sunday lost
lobster measurement applicable to canneries.
day evening. January 20th. The newly elected lowed that occupation as long as his health and school will follow
Helen is onlv
practically everything.
the preaching service.
Hodkins of Damariscotta. act providing that officers were installed by District Deputy
partially clothed, and I have no underclothing,
He married October 16,
j
strength
permitted.
the commissioner of sea and shore fisheries
shirt;
trousers
on
The
over
just
services
at
my
the
Universalist church next
my night shirt
Grand Chancellor S. D. Flood of this city, as 1865, Miss Joanna H. Haskell of
Sedgwick, Me.,
and my outside coat. I saved $1500 in Amerimay appoint a deputy commissioner at a salary
of $1,200, to take the place of the present follows: Frank Sargent, chancellor command- and this union was blessed by one child, a Sunday will be at 2.30 p. m., with sermon by can Express checks, but lost our letter of
the pastor, Rev. A. A. Smith on
chief warden and act in the absence of the
er; Allen L. Curtis, vice chancellor: Fred P.
“Knowledge credit for a thousand dollars and some of Heldaughter, who, with her mother, ministered to
commissioner.
of the World.” Sunday school will follow this en’s jewelry.
We have lost over a thousand
Hart, prelate; Orris S. Vickery, master of J him in his last days, and who with two granddollars worth of clothes and will have to stay
Bowley of Swans Island, act amending the
service.
work; Clifford J. Pattee, keeper of records and children survive him.
lobster law so that short lobstets must be imAt the age of twentyat the Murray Hill Hotel in New York until
The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meet- we can get clothes enough to get back to Parmediately liberated and that the possession seals; J. B. Waterman, master of finance; Wil- one years Mr. Dority was converted and joinof mutilated lobster meat shall subject the liam F.
ker House, Boston. Helen did
beautifully, but
Langill, master of exchequer; William ed the Baptist church in his native town. His ings in their rooms on High street every it will
offender to the fines now provided.
be a long time before we get over this
at 7.30 o’clock and
Thursday
evening
Davies of Yarmouth, act increasing the A. Robinson, master at arms; George P. Cook, religion was his life and his life interest.
Sunday awful, awful experience. We are so thankful
In
salary of the commissioner of sea and shore inside guard; James C. Dexter, outside guard. 1886, April 29, he was chosen a deacon, which afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are cor- to be on this ship, but are still floating around
fisheries from $1,500 to $2,000.
out here in the fog just outside
Light refreshments were served.
Sandyhook.
relation he maintained until failing health in- dially invited.
Duncan of Rockland, act providing that oneThere were 1500 people on the decks of the
The Christian Scientists hold services in
duced his resignation, whereupon he was elechalf of the fines for violation of the sea and
sinking Florida last night. The filth on her
shore fisheries laws shall go to the person STATE OWNERSHIP OF WILD LANDS. ted an honorary deacon. He also served ac- their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday
morning at was terrible and we men had to fight the Italians to get to the boats last night after the
making the complaint and the other half to the
ceptably as Sunday school superintendent and 11 o’clock; subject, “Love;” and Wednesday women and
commissioner of sea and shore fisheries.
children were taken off. My body,
To the Editor of The Journal: Governor
Bible class teacher. He served his country for evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are cor- hands and
A NEW BRIDGE
legs are all bruises from kicks and
BILL.
State
recommended
Fernald has
ownership three
welcome.
blows they gave me while trying to get to a
years during “the time that tried men’s dially
The bridge
question is becoming a very and control of our forests and streams. This
souls.” It was in the 16th Maine, and he was
There will be a service at Trinity Reformed boat, for we expected her to go down any time.
complicated one, for a new bridge bill was in- is a
To make matters worse it wras raining hard
start, but the wild land owners, who j
good
troduced in the house Friday by Chase of Sea brave and patriotic soldier.
During his last church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon when the women and children were being
bec. This bill differs from the Donigan mea- continually complain of being assessed too illness he had
ever a smile and a gentle, cheerby the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school taken off between one and three o’clock. It
sure in many respects, but principally in that
high for taxes, will not tumble over each J ful word for his wife
and daughter, or who- immediately after the sermon. Prayer meet- took six hours to carry us to this ship, the Balit does away with the stipulation that bridges
other to get a chance to sell their claims to
tic, where we found something warm to drink
to be taken over by the State must be 50 feet
ever approached him, and the
physician bore ing Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
and eat and a good warm cabin.
assessed valuaIf anything
in length, substituting therefor the provision the State for less than present
to
his
wonderful fortitude.
testimony
It is
A number of the members of the
happens to this boat it would be terrible, for
that the cost of the said construction with all tions. If the State takes the land by right of
Epworth
there
are over 2000 people on board.
the Lord’s will, he said: His will be done.
Must
He League gathered at the
other moneys raised for the construction and eminent domain
they will complain that they
parsonage of the stop now and
to bed for I am so tired.
was 72 years and 2 months old on the
repair of highway bridges, in a given town were forced to
day of Methodist Episcopal church on the evening of Pass this letterget
part with their holdings for
for I am too tired to
along,
make a tax rate in excess of four mills on the
his death. There was a brief service
write the others.
Saturday January 20th and enjoyed a social and
of love to you all, and
less than their real value. I would like to sugvaluation of the town.
candy we are so thankful Lots
to be saved so far.
The average tax rate for highway purposes gest a compromise by giving each owner a morning, conducted by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, pull. Old fashioned molasses candy was made
Good night,
and the remains were taken to Brooklin, Me.,
of all the towns and cities of the State in 1904
most successfully, and games of all kinds were
chance to fix his own valuation, as follows:
Bert.
was practically four mills.
There has been
for the final funeral services and interment,
the
Governor
Have
a
law
the
who
played by
passed authorizing
young people,
criticism of the Donigan measure on the
passed a
which took place Sunday.
S ANDY POINT.
the
town
to
for
that
one
have
a
50
as
a
Commission
foot and Council
ground
buy
might
thouroughly enjoyable evening.
('apt.Converse Grant is repairing his schoonbridge valued say at $1,200, while a neighbor- State annually all wild lands offered for sale to
Mr. James Warren Cox was born in SearsRev. John F. Tilton, pastor of the Main
ing town might have a bridge 48 feet in length
er. the Stony Brook, and will carry wood for H.
built at a cost of several thousands. The first the State where the price charged is satis- mont, Juiy 31, 1829, and died in Los Gatos, Street Baptist church. Saco, has announced his
L. Hopkins... Mrs. M.A. Quigley of Massachunamed would come in under the Donigan act
factory. the law providing State bonds and a California, January 6, 1909. Mr. Cox left resignation, to take effect May 1st. Ill health,
setts arrived last w eek,called here by the illness
while the second would not although it might sinking fund for the purpose. The purchases
home very early in life, settling in San which kept Rev. Mr. Tilton in the hospital for
he much more of a burden upon its town than
of her daughter, Mrs. Ernest
Brewer, who
t > be limited each year only by the availability
Francisco, where he married. Two children several weeks, is the cause. Mr. Tilton was suffered a shock
the first named.
Monday and was unconcious
the
overratof
or
of
funds
sale
bonds
Sen. Donigan also introduced in the senate a
through
were born of that union, the mother
formerly pastor of the Baptist church in this for two
dying
days. She is now able to speak and is
new draft of his bridge bill making the length
ing of values by the owners. Owners would while they were young. Later in life he mar- city and went to Saco four years ago from
of bridges to be maintained by the State 4<*
Mr. Zenas Grant is ill
gaining every day
their titles for the bonds. ried Miss Martha
frequently
exchange
Mass.
He
will
not
of
the
Newton,
E.,
late
active
Ealddaughter
feet instead of 50 as in the original bill. It
accept any
with grip-Mrs. Nathan Hopkins of Bangor
As the Wild Land Association is exceptionally win
was tabled for printing.
Muzzy of Searsmont. Mr. Cox was a self- pastorate for at least a year after his resignaspent several days last week here with her
strong in its organization, to avoid a corner on made man of sterling integrity, and a Christian tion takes effect.
HEARINGS ON TAX MEASURES.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. (’has. Shute_Mrs.
The committee on taxation had a hearing prices, and as the buying ought to take a num- gentleman who made friends wherever he
The services next Sunday at the First Meth- Sarah Willey has returned to her home in
last Thursday on several measures, some of ber of years, the law should provide that each
went. As a business man he was very successodist Episcopal church will be as follows: at Hampden. She had been here several weeks
them coming before the committee as recomwild land owner shall state annually the valua- ful. He did business in San Francisco until
mendations from the special tax commission.
10.45 a. m., preaching by the pastor. Rev. Al- w’ith (’apt. Samuel French and wife_Several
and
that
this
annual the earthquake of 1906, when he sold out and
First was a bill to include barges with vessels tion at which he will sell,
bert E. Luce; at noon, Bible school; at 3 p. m., from here attended the dance at
Prospect Frifor taxation; the matter being left now with valuation set by the owner shall be the valua- retired.
Much of the time since he and his Junior
Epworth League; at 7.30 p. m., Gospel day night, Jan. 22nd... Mrs. Fred Perkins has
local assessors.
tion the tax assessor shall be governed by. wife had spent in travel. Last October he
service, conducted by the pastor. Tuesday, at arrived home from a visit in Northern Maine.
•Hon. F. C. Whitehouse of Topsam, spoke of
as the State
bought a beautiful home in Los Gatos, when 7.30 p. m., the Epworth
the use of barges in towing pulp wood from the This will prevent over-valuations,
League. Thursday, at ....Mrs. Levi Harriman and daughter, and
where
is
not
to
take
the
his
He
said
owners
health
that
the
of
failed
and
any
property
an
obliged
provinces.
incurable disease de- 7.30
barges
Mrs. York of Cambridge, Mass
p. m., the church devotional service. Frihave been
ask no exemption from taxation but wish mere- valuation seems t- o
the
and
owner
is
not
high,
veloped rapidly. The best medical skill, and day there will be a joint
meeting of Castles of visiting Mrs. Sarah Jordan and family.Mr
ly to amend the law so that barges shall be likely to over value his land under such a tax ! all that
hands could do, could not save K. O. K. A. at the North
loving
on
the
same
basis
with
other
vessels.
placed
church. There will and Mrs. Calvin Young of Hampden were here
He believed that barge owners would be justi- pressure and no certainty that his price will him. He was buried in Cypress Grove Ceme- be a
parish supper in the vestry of the church two da>s last week with Mrs. Young’s sister,
fied in asking for a lower valuation than other be accepted.—Rex.
tery, near San Francisco. Mrs. Cox has many from 5.30 to 6.30
Mrs. Olive Merrill-Several of the
p. m. on Friday.
vessel property.
Senator Colcord remarked
young
friends in this locality who deeply
sympathize
that “There are barges and barges.
There are
A very interesting meeting of the Auxiliary men are doing a good business getting scallops
with
her.
Mr.
Cox
leaves
one
wooden barges and there are steam barges MM OI NVll.LK.
brother, George of the North
near
Odoms
A
little
son
Ledge...
arrived
Jan.
Congregational church was held
worth five times as much. I do not regard this
The school at the village taught by Miss W. Cox of Rockland.
with Miss Avis M. Morison January 20th. The 18th at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alanson
proposition as an equalization of values but I
T'U
Margaret Jackson closed last Friday. She has
Bowden
think it would be all right to place the word
Miss
Marie
Grant spent Monday in
subject of the evening was the work in the
uuuie
uii
——-*uiiuuij
wooden before barges.” Senator Colcord also taught several terms in that district and given
Church street, of Miss Caroline Bradburv re- South Seas, and Miss L. Grace Chadwick read Bangor-Mrs. J. P. Stowers and Vera Rolsaid that the earning of steam barges is about
excellent satisfaction.Dr. W. L. Dunton of
moves the last survivor of an old
one and a half times that of wooden barges and
family long a carefully prepared and interesting paper on lins spent Friday in Belfast, shopping .JanuSpringfield, Mass., was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. j prominent in the affairs of this
gave it as his opinion that in five years there <5 T
city. She was the life of Hiram Bingham. The other topics ary 16th it was 17 below zero at F. S. Harriloct n.oal/
or-.A M
T ll/Ono
would be no wooden barges built.
man’s store.
the daughter of Nathaniel H. and
Sophia were also most entertaining as well as instrucau aci to esiaunsn a unnorm pon Lax was exRuss spent Sunday with relatives in Hope.
plained by State Assessor Pottle, wrho stated Mrs. Ina Knowlton is spending a few days in (Moulton) Bradbury, natives of York, Me., tive. The February meeting is to be guest SWAM IU.K ( KM KK,
who came to Belfast in 1820. Mr.
that the present poll tax may be from one to
Aaron Know lton, who was so sick with pneuBradbury night, and Mrs. C. M. Craig, Miss Avis M.
three dollars as any town or city may decid^i k Boston.The “Lincolnville Dramatic Com- was descended from an old and
distinguished Morison, Miss L. Grace Chadwick, and Miss M. monia, passed away and was buried last week
Last year t'>e average poll tax throughout the pany" will present the popular drama, “Millie,
English family, who trace their genealogy to D. Pilsbury were appointed a committee to -Miss Evelyn Knowlton is working for Mrs.
State was $2.67. The bill aims to fix it at a uni- The Quadroon,” at Tranquility Grange ha 1,
an ancestor born in 1400.
Mr. Bradbury was make plans for the occasion.
E. H. Littlefield
form rate of $13, and Mr. Pottle said that he did
Mr. A. S. Nickerson re4th, to be follov/- J
February
evening,
Tlu^rsday
not regard this as a radical measure.
the Belfast custom-house officer for some
A Innnl
mains about the same_Mrs. Oscar Staples is
As an instance of the workings of the pres- ed by a social dance. If stormy, postponed .o !
time, having charge of an extensive district,
King Arthur will be held at the North church very sick-Mrs. David Moody is very much
ent law Mr. Pottle said that in Auburn, where the Friday evening following- One of the
and for many years was the cashier of the
the poll tax is $3, the people feel somewhat agtomorrow, Friday, evening at seven-thirty. better.Charles Curtis is threatened with
most pleasing events of last week was a surj Belfast Bank, and was succeeded in the latter Castles Waldo and
grieved because the poll in Lewiston is $2.
Channing, with invited pneumonia and is quite sick_Mrs. Ann Maria
The next matter taken up was a bill respect- prise party Tuesday evening at the home of position
by his son, Albion H. Mr. and Mrs. friends, will be the guests of Castle North. West of Frankfort is visiting her sister. Mrs,
in
honor of |
ing the place of taxation of personal property. Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Moody, given
Bradbury reared three children, Albion H., The opening and closing rituals of the order Beal, for a few days-Mr. Martin Nickerson
This measure is intended to straighten out the their son
Harry. A large number of his young who died last
doubt now existing regarding the taxation of
summer, Martha Ann, wife of J.
will be given. The new King of Castle North had his right hand sawed very badly while
friends
at his home and the evening
assembled
W. Frederick, who died in 1863
yachts and pleasure boats kept in Maine by
leaving one will be crowned and the officers installed. Fol- sawing wood by power. He has only the
in
cards
was
most
out
playing
j
of
the
State.
is
passed
enjoyably
people living
Boothbay
son, Charles W. Frederick of this city, and
lowing the coronation a musical and literary thumb and first finger left. At this writing he
already collecting tax on about $150,000 of and games of various kinds. A nice treat was !
pleasure boats, but as there has been no appeal furnished.This community was saddened Caroline, now deceased. Miss Bradbury had program will be rendered. An interesting is as comfortable as could be expected. Ht
lived nearly all her life in the house where feature will be the
to the courts the town does not know whether
reading of a special mes- has the sympathy of a large circle of friends
it is within its rights. When this measure was to learn of the death of Mr. Wales Elms, an she
died, and for some time past had been an sage from the International
King to the in his affliction... Joshua Littlefield’s father
laid on the table for later consideration a bill old and most highly respected citizen of tnis
invalid.
Her funeral took place last
to define the standard of assessment was taken
Saturday Knights of the Realm in Belfast.
and brothers harvested his ice for him last
which occurred Monday, January 4th.
town,
afternoon. Rev. Adolph Rossbach, pastor of
up. the purpose of the bill being to provide for
The services for the week at the North Con- week. It was a kind act as he is in very poor
before he died with
the valuation of property at its full cash mar- He was stricken one week
the Unitarian church, officiating.
ket value.
Hon. M. L. Merrill of the special a paralytic shock, from which he never recovgregational church will be as follows: meeting health this winter... Lillian Phillipps is stoptax commission, stated in opening, that there
of the Junior C. E. Society, this, Thursday, ping with Mrs. Mary Nickerson_Miss Nellie
ered. The funeral was held January 6th and
William L. Coombs died January 19th at his
are towns that openly admit that they are not
afternoon at 3.30 o’clock; prayer meeting this Rose and Miss Nellie Marr are to give a school
He leaves to mourn
home in Waldo after a long illness of dropsy.
valuing property at the full market value for was largely attended.
evening at 7.30; topic, Fishers of Men. Mark exhibition at Comet Grange hall February 'fh.
their loss a wife, one son, Wales Addison of He was well known in this
the purposes of taxation.
city and vicinity
...F. G. White of Belfast has shut down all of his
At this point Senator Maeomber was curious
Somerville, Mass., two daughters, Mrs. Phoebe and was a highly respected citizen. He was 1:14-20; open conclave of the Belfast castles of
to know what the real market value is, whether
the Knights of King Arthur,Friday evening at 7 wood choppers in this vicinity for the' w’nter.
York of Brunswick, and Mrs. Hattie East- the last of a
of
a
it is what the property cost, what it will sell
sister having
three;
family
o’clock. Morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m., -Mrs. Everett Nickerson and son Clarence
all of whom were at died two
; for or what the assessors believe that it is man of Somerville, Mass.,
years ago. He is survived by his
with sermon by the pastor,Rev.D.L.Wilson;Sun- of Belfast is at her brother’s, Martin RobertMr. Merrill thought one would reach his bedside during the short illness of one
i worth.
wife, formerly Miss Ellen A. Walker of WalI the proper value if one was administrator of an week and
day school at noon; missionary meeting of the son’s, to help care for her son Martin_Mr.
were in attendance at the funer- do, and by four children; two
daughters, Mrs. C. E.
| estate and was given a reasonable time in
Society at 6.30 p. m. Evening worship at and Mrs. Fred Small of Searsportand Mr. and
were in abundance.
al.
The
floral
offerings
which to settle the estate. Mr. Maeomber did
E. Frank Bramhall of Belfast and Mrs. Mary
7.30 p. m. A cordial welcome is extended to all Mrs. Herbert Nealley of Monroe were guests oi
not believe that any number of men could be His age w’as 75 years and 5 months.
Brown of Morrill; two aons Elmer, and John
Mr. Gross and Mrs. Briggs last Sunday.
found to hold the same view. The further dis- Mr. Allen Frohock, who has been
to attend these services.
employed Coombs of Montana, and by four
cussion showed a great diversity of opinion.
grandsons,
is
at
home for a Marion E.
for the past year in Hartford,
Last
L. A. Goudy of Portland said that the prop
Castle
and
SMITH
Frank,
TON (Freedom.)
Friday
No.
Brown,
Ralph
evening
Theodore
Channing,
erty of the Eastern Steamship Co., worth $8.- period of two months... Mr. Francis French Bramhall, all of this city. The deceased was 1445, Knights of King Arthur, initiated five
Everett Ewer and family have moved tc
000,000, was valued at $400,000 in Portland until of Rockland is visiting relatives in towm.... a
member of Silver Harvest Grange and of the candidates in the first degree. The work was Branch Mills. Ben Jameson and son Leo went
a club was used on the city with a threat to
Mrs. Winifred Young, who has been seriously Methodist church of Waldo. The
funeral was done splendidly by the new degree team and with them,...Addison Jackson had the mischange the hailing port, when the valuation
was reduced to $250,000.
Then, said the ill for the past five months and who wTent to held at the late home January 20th, Rev. Al- called forth much praise from the Marquis of fortune to lose one of his horses one night
speaker, Mr. Morse built a school house at New York for treatment, has returned to the bert E. Luce, pastor of the M. E. church, Bel- Maine, who was present on invitation. Castle last week....M. E. Busher is confined to the
Bath and that city became the hailing port, the
home of her father, Mr. Fred French, much fast,
North, No. 853, visited Castle Channing this house with a bad attack of pleurisy.... Messrs,
valuation being placed at $150,000. Mr. Goudy
officiating.
Mrs. Young was accomsame evening after its own conclave had been
Luce and Carter of Montville were in this
thought that there should be some law to pre- : improved in health.
S.
her
vent two municipalities from jockeying each
Leroy
Libby passed away January 20th at brought to a close and the Castle hall
husband, Mr.
panied on her journey by
rang vicinity last Saturday buying apples.Mr.
other in a matter like this.
j Paul Young_Mrs. Alta Warren has returned the home of his sister, Mrs. Roscoe Arey, on with the cheers of the two castles at the close and Mrs. Winn Jacquith of Montville Centex
THE B. & A. REBATE BILL.
home from a week’s visit with her parents, Bridge street. He had been in ill health the lat- of the conclave. Castle
Channing is the new- called on Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Busher last SatThe Bangor & Aroostook rebate bill, which Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Heald of Northport.... ter part of his life. He was born in Frankfort, est castle in the
and its knights are great- urday.
city
was introduced in the house by Mr. MontgomI Miss Merle Wentworth of the west part of the Me., October 26,1887, the son of Albert W. and ly interested in their work. It is
expected that
ery of Camden, is causing the Democrats lots of
Miss Marion Nelson left on the morning
of Miss Jennie An- Amy L. Libby. He had a kind disposition and
another castle will be organized shortly, maktrouble and has brought about a division of the ! town has been the guest
train Monday for a visit with relatives in Masall
who
liked
and
was
drews.
to
knew him. : ing four in all in the
respected by
minority party which threatens
seriously incity.
sachusetts.—Bangor Commercial.

Matters

Granges. ..A Collision at
..Secret
y 11crs at Augusta
Mate Ownership of Wild
<ibituary. The Churches...
!y- Disaster. .Personal.
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PERSONAL.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Durham left
Tuesday
for a few days’ visit in Boston.
Miss Marian Wells left for Boston
January
to resume her vocal lessons.

21st,

I^ura R. Curtis o'* Searsport is a visitor
the M. £. parsonage in Patten.
Rev. Father J. E. Kealy of Waterville was in
Belfast last Thursday. He has
many friends
here.
Miss

at

Mrs. W. E. Marsh and Miss Claribelle Marsh
returned home last week from a visit in Boston
and

vicinity.

Miss Edith West leaves
Saturday for a twoweeks’ visit with her sister, Mrs. Lou
Peirce,
in Boston.
Miss L. Grace Chadwick and Mr. John
Pillswent to Thomaston
Friday fora week-end
visit with friends.

bury

Mrs. Clara Gilmore returned last
Thursday
from a visit with her daughter. Mrs. Waldo B
in
Boston.
Newton,
Miss Gertrude Newcomb returned to her
home in Warren last Friday after several
days’
visit with Mrs. Howard L. Whitten.

Rev.. Rollin T. Hack of Gorham has been
attending the New England Conference of
Congregational churches, held in Boston.—
Portland Express.
Mrs. Amos Clement went to
Augusta last
attend the meeting of the State Federation of Woman's Clubs as a
delegate for the
Traveller’s Club.

week to

Miss Florence Paul of
York, Me., came to
Belfast to attend the funeral of Miss
Caroline
Bradbury and was the guest while here of
Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick,

Representative J. W. Jones of Bucksport
in the city
Monday calling on his brother,

was

Fred D. Jones.

He is much interested in the

legislative work

at

Augusta.
| .Hon. Arthur I. Brown of Augusta was calleo’
to this city last
Saturday on account of the
death of his

brother-in-law, Mr. N. L. Simmons
Morrill, and attended the funeral in Morrill

of

Sunday.
was

appointed

-Jan-

by Police Commissioner Bingham of
New York city as Secretary to the Third
Depuary 12th

uty Commissioner and will be located at Police

Headquarters.
Mr. Jabez W. Frederick of Boston
arrived
last Tuesday to
accompany his mother. Mrs.
C. A. Frederick, who spent the winter
with
Miss Hattie White in this
city, to; her home in
Roxbury, Mass.

item in a Washington. D. C.,
paper relates
iaccident through wlv'ch Mis. Margaret S.
Brown, and Miss Ellei. if Miller, were in danger of asphyxiation. Both ladies were former
An

an

residents of Belfast.
Mrs. E. J. Morison and Miss Avis M. Mori
to close their Court street home
this
week, and will spend the remainder of the
winter with Mrs. Morison’s mother. Mrs
Spencer W. Mathews, Cedar street.

son are

Mr. and Mrs. H. P. White left for
Portland
and Boston Monday afternoon to
buy the-'spring stock of wall papers, in Boston thev
will be the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W
H
c
Pillsbury fora few days, returning home the
hrst of next week.Farmington Chronicle.

Portland friends were shocked to learn of
the death of Captain A. C. Colcord of Stock
ton Springs, who married Miss Nellie
Staples
of this city. Mrs. Louis
and her

Winship
brother, Mr. Bert Staples,''went to Stockton
Springs on learning the news.- Portland F.\
press.

Mrs. A. J. Webb of Jackson has a bed cord
quite a curiosity. It is made of whales'
sinews and was braided by Mrs. Webb's grandfather while on a whaling
voyage, when a
that is

This bed cord

young man.
old and is as

good

..ver

150 years

as new.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Qu::..ly left Monday.
Quimby for Augusta to ! ..k after matters
before the legislature in which he is interested
and Mrs. Quimby for Portland to visit her
sister. Mrs. B. H. Foster. Later they will go
to Boston to remain some weeks.
Mr.

Ernest S. \\ ebber of Belfast has been

president of

the

chapter

of

Xi

Tsi

nosen

Ph.

at.

Harvard Dental school, and as their delegate to
the meeting of the X. T. P. C.rand Lodge to be
held with the l niversity of Michigan chapter
at Ann Arbor, Mich., February bth ami Uth.
Mr. Webber’s many Belfast friends hope that
he may be able to make the trip, and are
to learn of this recognition oi
ability

glad
and

popularity.
this city of Mr. an.! Mrs. ('has F
have heard from then ince their arrival ;n
Miami, Florida, where they an* very pleasantly situated. We find this nu r.ti.c. in the TourFriends in

Shaw

Topics

ist

of that

city:

Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Shaw r. ,.i Belfast Maim.-,
are among the recent arrivals
f Locklyi. and
will spend the winter in AMr. and Mrs.
Shaw, who have traveled \i nsiveiy :r. California and other States dec mu Honda, especially Miami the greatest place for good climate
they have ever visited.
iif

ofiiiisi,

ufifgaies

to

tne

-un

annual

vc

<

Boys' Conference, held in Lewiston, returned
Monday after enjoying a profitable three days'
session.

Castle

North. K. (-. K. A.

was

repre-

by H. M. Prentiss. Frank H. Mudgett,
Harley F. Godfrey and Stephen Clement.
Castle Waldo sent George Langill, and Frank
sented

Condon and Harold Condon, two Belfast

B.

boys, who
Houlton.

were

present

as

delegates

from

The many friends, in this vicinity, of E. H.
Nickerson of Portland and Swanville will he
sorry to learn of the serious accident which his

chauffeur, Arthur E. Cobh of South Windham,
recently met with. Mr. Cobb was striking the
head of a spike with a hammer, when suddenly
a portion of it was broken
off and struck
him in the eye.
The sight of the eye is
ruined for some time, but it is hoped by his
physicians that it may be restored to him later
on.

II. Luce of Leominster. Mass., havbrother, Lev. Albert E. Luce,
pastor of the Methodist church of this city for
the past few days, and has gone to Carmel,
Me., to visit his mother. Mr. Luce is a prominent dry-goods merchant ant is takingthis
vacation.
He will soon visit the Panama Canal region with a party, starting from New
York February 13th on Steamer Prinz-Joaehim
of the Ham burg-American line.
Arthur

ing

visited his

CENTER

MONTVIU.K.

Merrill and George Gordon have been filling
their ice houses the past two weeks.... Charles

Boynton and family returned home last week
Searsport, where they had been spending the winter.... West P. Jones is hauling
from

Center with a three-horse team.
He hauled about ten cords and has about
more
to haul... George Edmunds,
twenty
Llewellyn Keller and Solomon I’almer have
been hauling lumber to mill the past week.
wood to the

PKOSPPCT FERRY.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles of Frankfort visited
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Heagan Jan 22nd_The
H. H. Club met with Mrs. A. A. Ginn Jan.

27th... .Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Barnes attended
Capt. A. C. Colcord’s funeral in Stockton Jan.
22nd,... Several from this place attended the
P. dance at the Marsh January 22nd and
K^of
alrreport a very fine time... Mr. and Mrs. J.
A. Pierce of Sandypoint visited Mrs. P’s parents, Mr. and Mrs, W. D. Harriman last week.

Province Life in the

Philippine;

WANTS HER
LETTER
PUBUSHED

A Steries of Letters by Our Correspondent
Vesta Davis Higgins.

To

Editor of The Journal:

the

Mi

wholly descriptive o:
Manila—the capital and largest city o:
the Philippine Islands, a city of 223,001
inhabitants.
Perhaps the readers o:
The Journal might be interested^in leant
ing something of life among the mor<
primitive people of the provinces, anc
also how the American soldier spends th(
last

letter

was

For Benefit of Women who
Suffer from Female Ills

two years of exile from the “home land’

places being computed

double

as

time, with an additional increase in pay
of 20 per cent, which inducement causes
many to transfer to new regiments coming over and thus put in a second tour,
materially lessening the intervening
period before retirement. This fact,
especially to old soldiers, seems particularly desirable.
Life at Camp Wilhelm is much the
same a; at the majority of camps in the
provinces. There are some small ones

hundreds of troops, and

city

unto

occupying

like

are

This is

themselves.

pany post,

garrison,
a

a

about 140

many
small

4-com-

acres

of

level country, surrounded by
•ocoanut
and banana groves, native
barrios, beautiful mountains looming up

perfectly

the near

•n

flows

vicinity, and

river

deep

a

either side of the camp, uniting
just below the adjoining town of Lucena
and emptying into the ocean, which is
on

four miles

about

from

here.

government dock

the

i’ron

A

trip

there

to

Manila occupies less than two days.
The camp is composed of four sets of
narracks: twelve of officers and post

hospital,

and

quarters

teamsters

|

mess, blackand repair

sh >p. and during the summer a building
It'Klh'i feet has been completed and fitted
is

■j;
1

iar

bowling alley, gymnasium, bilaom, and post exchange. A large
a

v court with cement foundation has
also been laid out and the target range
ret

occupies

many acres.
As for the houses,

they

are

very

plain

simple affairs, bungalow style, and
especially adapted to the warm climate.

and

large, high, airy

Three

rooms

in

a

row,

verandas across front and
back, the kitchen and bath being separwide

with

ated

by

width of

back

porch, though

under one roof with the' main rooms.

system gives

good

water

ience

of hot and cold water.

us

the

Miss Eleanor E. Dutton, who is training t D
a nurse at the Gregory Sanitarium at Booth
bay Harbor, spent a two weeks’ vacation her e

LAWS.

A

conven-

All houses

this country are set on posts from
four to six feet from the ground, the

in

Several Change Proposed in Legislature—
S.tate Certificates for all Teachers.

set

in

■

’’

—

unt

—

The world is small after all.

and grass furniture is made and sold
here, and few return home without one

The 26th

more of the beautiful pieces made
from the native hard woods by the pupils
at the school of Arts and Trades in
at

similar school

a

can, but three
from the city.

hours’

at

journey by

Camp Daraga,

Buli-

prison convict labor turns
places in their exhibition rooms a
collection of furniture which delights the
eye of every American who visits there
for the purpose of purchasing.
Mahog- t
any of the finest quality is one of the

woods in the islands.

All

occupied by the well-to-do class of Filipinos in
city and province have solid mahogany
floors, the boards being from two to three
feet in width, dark and rich looking with
^ge. The red, and yellow narra wood
ranks next in beauty and in plentifulness,
and camphor wood, ebony, and numerous
other

Spanish

rare

houses and those

woods grow here.
to the subject of camp life

Returning

generally considered rather monotonous in the provinces,
far from any society or amusements of i
city. The daily routine is much thesan*
the year around with but little variety
The numerous drills, guard duty, fatigue
<or the constant “polishing up” of build
the soldiers’ days

are

I

are

in the Islands.
As I

staggered

to the

face at least ten minutes, then the powdery
film may be wiped off. Do not wash the face
for some little time after using. By following
this simple treatment, you will soon have a
clear and Brilliant Complexion.”

This

quiet,

told, and rumbling and “tremblers”
are of almost daily occurrence.
Speaking of earthquakes, we experienced something quite pronounced in
that respect last year at this place. It
was my first personal acquaintance with
“quakes,” New England not being much
given over to that sort of thing.
About five in the morning I was slowly
awakened by the gentle rocking of the
bed.
As it increased in violence, the
sound of creaking, drawing timbers and
snapping of nails suddenly aroused me to
a full realization of things and with a
cry of “earthquake” I sprang to my feet
and made a wild dash for the front porch,
my husband following more leisurely
and striving to calm my fears, he having
passed through many such, and even
more severe quakes during a former tour

we

rail

At Bilibid

most common

which is situated at the

base of the famous volcano Mayon.
volcano is never quite lulled into

out arid

the old

Camp Wilhelm but a
being sent to garrison

at

few months, then

or

Manila, and

was

|

rail, clutching it,

and looked about us, the house settled
down into perfect calm, and in stupid
bewilderment I noted the beauty of the
early morning, and the loud twittering

Another Daughter

Gone.

The same day that Aunt Salome Sellers died at Deer Isle at the age of 108,
another real Daughter of the American
Revolution, Mrs. Mary M. Campbell,
died at Warren, Pa.
She had reached
the age of 92, being 16 years younger
than Mrs. Sellers, but still beyond the
usual limit of mortal life.
There are
very few of these real Daughters left,
and it is surprising, for that matter, that
1
any survive, when we consider that the
j war in which their fathers fought came
I to an end 127 years ago.

Drop by drop the offensive discharge caused

i by Nasal Catarrh falls from the back of the
nose into the throat, setting up an inflammation that is likely to mean Chronic Bronchitis.
The most satisfactory remedy for Catarrh is
Ely’s Cream Balm, and the relief that follows
even the first application cannot be told in
words. Don’t suffer a day longer from the
discomfort of Nasal Catarrh. Cream Balm is
sold by all druggists for 50 cents, or mailed by
Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

If salvation am free,
in payin’ fo’ it? Dat’s
what I want to know. An’ I tell yo’
p’intedly dat I ain’t goin’ to gib yo’
nothin’ until I find out. Now—”
“Patience, brudder, patience'” said
the parson.
“I’ll Tucidate: S’pose yo’
was thirsty an’ come to a river.
Yo’
could kneel right down an’ drink yo’ fill,
couldn’t yo’? An’ it wouldn’t cost yo’

us

fo’ money.

what’s de

use

nothin’, would it?”

“Ob cou’se not. Dat’s jest what I
“Dat water would be free,” continued
the parson.
“But s’posin’ yo’ was to
hab dat water piped to yo’ house? Yo’d
have to pay, wouldn’t yo’?”
—

“Yas, suh, but—”
“Wal, brudder, so

it is wid salvation.
De salvation am free, but it’s de havin’
it piped to yo’ dat yo’ got to pay fo’.
Pass de hat, deacon, pass de hat.”—

Everybody’s Magazine for February.

You would not delay taking^ Foley’s Kidney
Remedy at the first sign of kidney or bladder
trouble if you realized that neglect might result in Bright’s disease or diabetes. Foley’s
Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities and
cures all kidney and bladder disorders.
R, H.

Moody.

is no case on record of a cough, cold or
grippe developing int° pneumonia after
Foley’s Honey and Tar has been taken, as is
Many little lives have been saved by Foley’s cures the most obstinate deep seated cought
and
for
and
colds,
Tar,
croup
coughs,
Honey
and colds. Why take anything else. R. H.
whooping cough. It is the only safe remedy Moody.
as
it
contains
no
and
children
for infants
opiates or other narcotic drugs, and children like
Ingestion.
Foley’s Honey and Tar. Careful mothers IlvUVl F°T
Relieves sour stomach,
keep a bottle in the house. Refuse substitutes. R. H. Moody.
palpitation of the heart. Divests what you eat.
There

la

Kndnl

|

a

was a

young

woman o

inluntj
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few days later.

The deceased

"

over

?"alSUpervi*iolJ

E.\peviim!n^

After several months of severe illness, Be r
nice, wife of Elmer J. Bagley, passed peace
fully away last week. Her death, althoug
not unexpected, was a great shock to the rela
tives.

My

cement

w<i&

returning home

for

30 years, has borne the
signature nf
— and has been made under
in*
si"' « i:«
#
Allow no one to deceive v:, ;• j„
th.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “
Just-as-gond M1.0 ,
Experiments that trifle with and endanger tie
Infants and Children—Experience against
use

with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Dul
ton, and returned last week to resume he
duties. She was accompanied by her sistei
Mrs. Clarence Morrill, and little daughter Mai
garet from Waterville, who made a brief visii

me, I

place on the Army team. This team mule. Thirf spavin was as large as a guinea
THE LAST STRAW.
foundations,
I regard Sloan’s Liniment as the most
competes yearly at. the great national egg.
Frank Daniels, early in his career, was
thus allowing for a free passage of air,
and
effective
Liniment
1
have
penetrating
match at Creedmore, New Jersey.
principal in a small company that was
m
as there is no glass in the windows—
ever known.”
“the provinces.” Business had
In other months outside the target seatouring
H.
Mr.
M. Gibbs, of Lawrence, Kans., R. F. been
out heavy shutters to close in case of
poor and eating had become a luxson the duty is not hard, the men having
D. No. 3, writes:—“Your Liniment is the best ury.
It was only the cheering knowlstorm —these houses are always comleisure hours each day to spend in the that I have ever used. I
had a mare with an edge that the new opera house at Ticonfortably cool; doors and windows being amusement rooms; in reading, in strolabcess on her neck and one 50c. bottle of deroga, New York, had been almost sold
The sides
seldom closed day or night.
ling about the country and adjoining Sloan’s Liniment entirely cured her. I keep out for their performance that kept them
of the better class of native houses are
town, or in baseball and football, which it around all the time for galls and small together.
“Wait till we get to Ticonderoga, the
composed almost entirely of sliding pan- are favorite games in
every post; and swellings and for everything about the stock.” the
manager would say to any one who
-is of lattice work forming tiny
panes
Dr.
Sloan
will
send
his Treatise on the Horse
each gets an occasional “pass” for a
faintly suggested the price of a breaktii! ! with a thin, flat shell, which takes
free to any horseman. Address Dr. Earl S. fast.
hunting and fishing trip, or visit among
the place of glass in this curious country;
Sloan, Boston, Mass., Station A.
Finally they did reach Ticonderoga. It
friends in Manila or other camps.
was eventide and a
thus the sides of a house can be opened
rosy glow' illumined
Every company boasts a few musical
the western sky.
Women as Farmers.
ip to a unit of the cool evening breezes. instruments as well as the ever
popular
“Ah, me,” sighed Daniels to the stage
Then there is a fine modern ice plant
“The sun may set in other placIn 1870 there were 373,332 women ag- driver.
phonograph, and some fairly" good min■i
: storage building; the commissary
Behold
In es, but never as it does here.
strel shows are furnished by soldier tal- ricultural laborers in this country.
offict and storehouse, where nearly everyWomen still do you-”
ent. During the first months of our tour 1900 there were 663,209.
“Sunset!”
the
driver.
“Sungrowled
some hard work.
But the gain in the
th! g ni nei ds in the grocery line—eerat Camp Wilhelm, we had a portion of number of women
set hell! Thet’s the opry house burnin’
agricultural
laborers,
that
is
in
a
:«
ever put
.-ei/thing
the 9th Infantry with us, which contain- after all, was only seventy-seven per down.
Everybody’s Magazine.
■ai
is kept.
HIS SIGN DOWN.
ed many good minstrels and musicians. cent.
1 : ,-h meat is delivered each morning;
Compare it with the gain in the numA disheveled man, much the worse for
These were relieved by a battalion of the
also
pounds of ice to families, a much 2(ith coming from Fort Sam Houston, ber of women “Farmers, Planters, and liquor, stagged out of a Maine “speakOverseers.’’ In 1870 there were 22,681.
easy” and laboriously propped himself
amount of course going into the
lamTexas, commanded by Major Hatch, a In 1900 there were 307,706. It was a against the door. For a while he owlishbarrels
ice-boxes.
of
Turkeys,
■ornpany
gain of 1,256 per cent. In other words, ly surveyed the passers-by. Suddenly
former Waldo county boy.
while the women laborers, the subordi- his foot slipped anti he
■ranberries, apples and many such things
collapsed in a heap
lilt: inajui
j'ltctLi^ auipiiaeu,
nates, failed to double their numbers on the sidewalk. A moment later he was
ome in coid storage from the States
on
his
soon
after
arrival,
examining
day
during the period from 1870 to 1900, the snoring.
and Australia, as well as the ration of
mail to find Republican Journals other women “Farmers, Planters, and OverA hurrying pedestrain paused, reflectpotatoes and onions. Other fruits and than his own
the persons in authority, doubled ively surveyed the fallen man for a few
gathered up by mistake, seers,”
here.
their
numbers
more
than
over.
six
times
vegetables grow
seconds, and then poked his head in the
and investigated the address at once,
“The Woman’s Invasion,” in the Feb- door.
Speaking of canned goods, few people curious to learn of another Waldo
county
ruary
Everybody’s.
“Frank.
“Oh, Frank,” he called.
:m the States realize what a large variety
He
Come out here a minute.”
subscriber in this far-away land.
of foods are put up in this way, espeREAD
THIS.
the
of
the
Presently
proprietor
joint,
told us of his visit the previous summer
cially for use in Uncle Sam’s far-away
smoking a fat cigar, emerged. He blinkto his old home in Liberty, of his interest
“It is astonishing,” remarked a well known ed in the
one
never
dreams
bright
sunlight.
possessions—articles
in The Journal, and laughingly remarked authority on Diseases of the skin, “how such a
“Hello, Hud,” he said pleasantly.
of finding in cans at home—fruit cake.
large number of people, especially ladies, are \
that he had never risen in rank with the by attractively written advertisements induced “What’s up?”
plum pudding, butter, cheese, breakfast
Hud jerked his thumb toward the slumsome one of the many so-called
editor, his paper being forwarded to to purchase
bacon, and many other odd things.
Beauty Creams now on the market, not know- berer on the sidewalk.
Lieutenant Hatch, the same as when
“Yer sign has fell down,” he explainof
course
that
contain
or
ing
they mostly
oily
Lowney furnishes most of the confecfirst received after entering the army greasy substances that clog the pores of the ed, and briskly resumed his walk upin
the
for
the
commissaries
tionery
trop! skin and are for that reason the very worst tnwn
before.
When my husband
ics a: :1 Alaska. Each piece is wrapped many years
{ thing that they could possibly use. My treatSALVATION BY PIPE LINE.
was down in Samar three years ago, he ment of Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches and all
in oiled paper and tin foil and enclosed in
The colored parson had just concluded
of the skin, is as follows and has ineruptions
another
some
months
with
was
for
screw top cans.
variably proved very successful: Wash the a powerful sermon on “Salvation am
Allan S. Fletcher of Bel- face carefully every night before retiring with Free,” and was announcing that a colThen there is the quartermaster de- “Maineite,”
water and a little oatmeal tied up in a
lection would be taken for the benefit of
Lieutenant of Scouts.
They had warm
small cloth bag, then after drying well, use the
partment which furnishes troops and mont,
Up jumped
talks of the old home towns, of old following inexpensive and perfectly harmless the parson and his family.
many
with
families
bedding, dishes, cooking
an acutely brunette brother in the back
which can be filled at any Drug
prescription,
to
and
familiar
time
both,
copies
people
utensils, and plain furniture, so one
Store. Clearola h oz., Ether 1 oz., Alcohol 7 of the church.
of The Journal inmyhusbands’possession ozs. Use this mixture on the face as often as
“Look a-year, pahson,
he interruptbrings but little to these islands from the
possible during the day, but use night and ed, “yo’ ain’t no sooner done tellin’ us
were eagerly scanned by Lieut. Fletcher.
S afes, as any amount of pretty bamboo
remain
on
it
to
the
dan
dat
free
salvation
am
morning any way, allowing
yo’ go askin’
post- being

TheKind You Have Always Bought, and which
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shop, plumbing, paint

smith

Washburn Mason arrived home recently froi n
the hospital, much benefited in health.
Mrs. Frank Tozier is quite ill at this writinj
Her sister, Miss Alberta Thompson, is carin ?
her at present.
The following Sir Knights visited Palestin e
Commandery in Belfast last week: E. E. Me
Causlin. F. A. Whitehouse, Dr. C. M. Whitne:
E. D. Chase and F. A. Bartlett.

—

and

hospital
corps quarters, post office, telegraph
md telephone office, headquarters buildtig, library, dance hall, bake shop, launir;.. guardhouse, stables and corralls,
quarters,

staff

SCHOOL

UNITY.

for

John’s MediAn act providing that the superintend- cine with beneficial
results and deem it an exent of schools shall notify the parents of cellent preventative of
pneumonia.”
Father
svithin three months
children whose clothing is in filthy con- John s Medicine cures colds and builds
you up
I was a perfectly well woman.
because it is all pure nourishment.
or who are bearers of vermin or
dition,
Free from
“I want this letter made public to have an infection of
contagious disease dangerous drugs.
show the benefit women may derive
to cleanse the clothing and bodies of their
GOOD THINGSFROM “EVERYBODY'S’
from Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
children and furnish them with home and
Compound.”—Mrs. JohnG. Mold an, medical treatment, and the failure of any
2115 Second St., Xorth, Minneapolis,
TIMES HAD CHANGED.
i parent to do so makes him liable to a fine
Minn.
Several years ago Lord Clonmel
i not
for a first offience and
brought
Thousands of unsolicited and genu- not exceeding.$5 for a second or subse- to this country a
string of race horses
exceeding $10
ine testimonials like the above prove
and at the close of the season Phil
offence.
Dwyer
quent
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
gave a banquet in his honor. Sheriff Tom
An amendment to the statutes
Dunn of New York was called
Vegetable Compound, which is made to public schools providing thatrelating
towns
upon for a
exclusively from roots and herbs.
shall raise and expend annually for the speech.
Women who suffer from those dis"Faith
and
this
is
the
of the common schools therein a
wonderful countrv.’ said Dunn. “I was a
tressing ills peculiar to their sex should support
sum not less than 80 cents for each inpoor Irish lad
not lose sight of these facts or doubt
and me dear old
instead
of
55
as
mother, God rest her
cents,
formerly.
the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham’s habitant,
An act providing for the State exami- soul, hardly had pennies enough to bring
Vegetable Compound to restore their nation and certification of all teachers of me over. And here I am
to-night sitting
health.
public schools. The act provides that all cheek by jowl with Lord Clonmel himself!
If you want special advice write
me
friends, back in the old Tipperpersons teaching in the public schools of Why,
to 31 rs. Finkhatn, at Lynn, 3Iass.
Maine after January 1, 1911, must have ary days I couldn’t get near enough to his
She will treatyourletterasstrictly a
to
hit him with a shotgun!”
certificate, a State board of teachers’ lordship
confidential. For 20 years she examiners to be
of the State
composed
has been helping sick women in
HORRIBLE DISASTER.
superintendent of public schools, with
this way, free of charge. Don’t two other
Willie had tried by various means to
persons to be appointed by the
hesitate
write at once.
interest his father in conversation.
Governor.
"Can’t you see I’m trying to read?”
trin.LH.Jii lu
auiciiuiug mic 1 aw in
ings and grounds for the “weekly inspec- superintendent of public schools so that said the exasperated parent. “Now don’t
he shall be allowed $1,500 for a clerk who bother me.”
tion,” and that the whole reservation be
Willie was silent for almost a minute.
may serve him as a deputy and an adkept in “apple pie order” for that as ditional $1,000 for clerk hire.
Then, reflectively:
well as the numerous visits of Inspector
“Awful accident in the
Representative Higgins of Starks has
subway today.
Father looked up with interest. ‘What’s
Generals who take it into their heads to introduced an act providing no school
shall be regarded as a High school unless that? he asked. “What was the accident
drop down onto a camp at unexpected they maintain at least one
approved course in the subway?”
times,—these things occupy most of the of study through four years < f 36 weeks
“Why, replied Willie, edging toward
working hours, with an occasional “hike” each, and of standard grade, together the door, “a woman had her eye on a seat
off across country many miles in “heavy with approved laboratory equipment and and a man sat on it.”
shall employ at least two teachers, promarching order,” bridging rivers, climb- vided the town precinct or union main- MORE THAN THE NATIVES COULD BOAST.
back
and
ing mountains, coming
dusty
taining such school shall appropriate and
A native-born American member of a
weary, but hard in muscle, and in condi- expend for instruction therein at least party of four business men who often
$750
exclusive
of
all
tutitions
annually,
lunched together, took great delight in
tion at any time to take the field in active
received.
joking the others on their foreign birth.
service, should occasion arise.
During
“It’s all very well for you fellows to
target season in the early spring is a CURED SWEENEY AND REMOVED A talk about what we need in this
country,
time
with
officers
and
It
men.
takes
he
busy
said, “but when you come to think of
SPAVIN.
it, you’re really only intruders. Not one
three weeks or more for each man to
Dr. Sloan’s Liniment and Veterinary Rem- of you was born here.
You’re welcome
complete his practice with pistol, rifle, edies are well known all over
the country. to this country, of course, but you really
and machine guns. Those of each comto
what
oughtn’t
have
saved
the
lives of many valuable
forget
you owe us naThey
tives who open our doors to vou.
pany making the best score are sent to horses and are a
permanent institution in
the Department Competition, and the thousands of stables.
“Maybe,” said an Irishman in the
party, thoughtfully. “Maybe. But there’s
three best shots from each department
Mr. G. T. Roberts of Resaca, Ga., R. F. D. one
thing you seem to forget: I came into
go to the Division Competition at Manila; No. L Box 43, writes:—“I have used your Lini- this country wid me fare
paid an' me
the best shots on the Division team are ment on a horse for sweeney and effected a clothes on me back. Can you
say the
same?”
cure.
1
also removed a spavin on a
sent to the United States to contest for thorough

wonderfully.
pains all left

of but one company, and in very isolated
spots: others such as Fort McKinley in
the outskirts of Manila

THE

LETTER FROM THE
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Senator Knowlton of Piscataquis has
offered the following acts and amendm.—“I was a great
ments relating to the public schools:
ale troubles which
j
caused a weakness
An act amending section 5 of chapter
and broken down | 15 of the revised statutes as amended by
condition of the
chapter 48 of the public laws of 1905 resystem. I read so 1 lating to the duties of truant officers,
much of what Lydia
providing that truant officers shall visit
E. Pinkham’s Vegmanufactories, mercantile and other busietable Compound ness establishments during school hours
Writing from the Novitiate of the Christian
had done for other
and ascertain if any minors under the age brothers, Ammendale, Md., Brother E.
Alfred
women
I of 15 are employed therein and if he finds says: “We are in a position to testify to the
suffering
merits of Father John’s
felt sure it would any so
Medicine, having in
employed contrary to the law in this
;
institution, boys and young men from a
help me, and I must relation to child labor, shall make a revariety of States preparing to be admitted into
say it did help me
port to the inspector of factories.
our order.
We have used Father

imposed by “Uncle Sam.’’ Every U.
S. Regular is destined to spend this torn
of what is termed foreign service, eithei
in the Philippines or Alaska, every foui
years; whatever length of service ir
those

of the birds in the nearby hedge. It
seemed an unreality that but a few seconds before, the whole earth was rocking
and nearly throwing us from our bed;
and I will, never forget the peculiar
crackling and rending sound which awakNo
ened me to my first earthquake.
particular damage was done in our vicinii ty, but the nipa houses in many barrios
of the surrounding country were thrown
-; down.

|

What is CASTORIA

E

Castoria is a harmless substitute lor Castor
Oil, j*:,
gorie. Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant.' n
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other
X;iil()t„
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
destroy* \\,,n,
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrlmm
ami
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures
and Flatulency. It assimilates tlie
Food, regulate* u
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural
si,.,.,,
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s
Friend.

many sterling qualities.
Capable, willing
faithful and of a sunny disposition, she won :
deep place in the affections of those who kneM
her best. Besides her husband she leaves on<
sister, a brother and a stepmother, to mouri
their loss. Funeral services were held at he:
late home. Rev. J. C. Lamb of Troy officiating
The floral offerings were many and beautiful

Cnii*ti|ntt,l

Interment was in Fairview cemetery, Troy
Much sympathy is extended to the bereavec
husband.

genuine

CASTORIA

Although the attendance at the Union Sunday school has been small, every effort possible
has been put forth to make it interesting, and
for the past few Sundays the school has shown

Bears the

increase of members. The annual election
of officers resulted as follows: Mrs. W. G.
Fuller, Supt.; W. H. Russell, Asst. Supt.; Leon
Edwards, Sec.; Gladys Giles, Asst. Sec.; Bertha
Connor, Treas.; Mrs. Lucy Mitchell, Lib.;
Bertha Connor, Asst. Lib.; Mrs. Annie Morse,
organist; Mrs. Charlie Mitchell, Asst, organist.
Several of the classes have been organized and
are getting well under way
in their work.
Mrs. E. E. McCaushn’s Sunday school class of
girls has organized a club, of which Alberta
Thompson is president, Blyee Moore vice
president, Beula Thompson secretary, Ethel
Hunt treasurer and Gladys Giles door keeper.

Signature
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The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.

They are to meet once in two weeks. The
meetings are enjoyable and are looked forward
too with much pleasure and profit. Rev. W.
L. Berdeen occupied the pulpit here last Sunday. Although the weather was unfavorable
and the congregation small his sermon was

interesting and

much

The Granite Beautiful!
THE EMERALD BLACK

appreciated.

Probate Court.

is without

Will

port.
Petition for administration granted estate of
Addison B. Farrow, late of Freedom.
Petitions for guardians granted estates of
Dorothy and Gladys Dockham of Prospect and
Lewis G. and Robert P. Johnson of Belfast.
Petition for distribution granted estate of
Reuben Hopkins, late of Frankfort.
Accounts were allowed on estates as follows:
Reta M. Cox of Liberty, guardian’s final: William B. Sprowl, late of Winterport, second;
Elizabeth A. Davis, late of Troy, first and
final; Eunice S. Major, late of Montville. first
and final; Maude E. Graves of Burnham,
guardian’s final; Reuben Hopkins, late of Frankfort, second and final; Arthur C. Young and

exception

the most beautiful black
It
is
produced.
pure, clean stone, without i:
or stains of any kind and always looks clean an
and for showing letters has no equal. I take
the ledge and set it in your cemetery lot cut. r
and lettered in first-class shape.

The following business was transacted at the
January term of the Waldo County Probate
Court, Judge George E. Johnson presiding:
Petitions for probate of will were gra. ted
estates as follow's: Mary Ann Jennys, late of
Monroe; Clarissa Crocker, late of Troy; Almeda
A. Stewart, late of Montville; Noyes K. Wentworth. late of Belfast; Daniel Wreymouth, late
of Morrill; Albert E. Fernald, late of Winter-

use

any other

granite that you

If it is not convenient for you to

line and I will

I
i

■

ma\

call, dr.

respond.

S.

A.

HEAL,

Bridge Street,

Belfast, Marne,

Elmbrook Farm -Sale

Formerly known as the GILBERT ELLIS place. Land and buildings
Evelyn M. Young, guardian’s second.
Report of commissioners of insolvency on Cut this year about sixty (tiO) tons of hay, fifteen (15) acres pastuiai;-.
estate of Henry S. Park, late of Stockton
wood lot, good bearing young orchard. Write or inquire of
Springs, filed and accepted.
Petition for probate of will filed by estates

late of New

of

filed by

Pease, late of Belmont.
Estate of Agnes A. Porter of Brooks, petition filed for license to sell real estate.
Petition for distribution filed by estate of
Maud N. Dockham, late of Prospect.
Accounts filed by estates as follows: Elizabeth Johnson, late of Belfast, first and final;
David F. Hall, late of Palermo, first; Lizzie A.
Meservey, late of Northport, first and final;
Benjamin C. Wade, late of Linc.olnville; first
and final; Orrin W. Berry, late of Searsmont,
first and final; Fidelia S. Dyer, late of Burnham, final; Freeman A. Dyer, late of Burnham,
final.
Estate of Benjamin C. Wade, late of Lincolnville. warrant and inventory approved.
estate of Miles

Fern, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Wingate, died January 23d....Mr. Ezra Bickmore of Detroit and Mrs. Susan Eilora Roundy
of Troy Center were married in Unity, January
20th, James Libby, Esq., officiating. The bride
will move to her new’ home in Detroit this
week. That the best of life’s blessings may
ever be theirs is the sincere wish of friends
and neighbors-James Luce and Arthur Cun-

ningham

were

drawn

as

grand jurors

to attend

the next term of U. S. Court in Portland_
The town schools closed last week, with the exception of the one on Beech Ridge.The
Sunshine meeting at Israel Stone’s last Thursday was well attended and the afternoon

repairing
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MEN’S SOCKS AND MITTENS DIRECT FROM FORT KENT

I
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pleasantly passed with tacking two puffs for
Mrs. Stone’s daughter Ethel, whose marriage
was recently reported.
The next meeting will
be with Mrs. Milton Carleton, February ISth.
183 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR.
-F. A. Noble and family of Pittsfield visited
at George Tyler’s last Saturday. Mr. Noble is
Practice limited to Eye. Ear. Nose and Throat
at present stopping in Burnham, where he is
including the fitting of Classes.
em ployed by the Electric Co.

ELMER E. BROWN, M. D„

every

In Belfast, Old Endows’ Block, Room 2
tf‘J
Monday.

H*y'sHair Camden Woolens

Health

Ladies' and Cent's Suitings direct

factory to the consumer.
Special bargains in mill remnant
skirt patterns. Write for samples.
from

Never Fails to Restore
Gray Hair to its Natural
Color and

Beauty.

No matter how long it has been gray
or faded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandruffs Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2% times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.

tl and 60c. bottles, at drngglsts
**
Send

2c for free book The Care of the Hair.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

Hay's Harflna Soap cures Pimples,
and

red, rough
chapped hands, and all skin diseases. Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druggists.
free book “The Care of the Skin.1*

Send 2c lor

R. H.

MOODY.

There are more IWcC’nll PfttU*'
States than of any other make
their style, accuracy c
HIcCaM's HI ituit'/f in-

account of

more subscribers than any ot be- 1
year’s subscription na number*'
number, H cent*. F.verysubsc
tern Free*.
Subscribe today

:'

*

,,

*

»*

*'f

..

Lady A Rent* Wanted. Hj
liberal cash commission.
J'.rtte”
at I Preu
e (•
-m Catah
•ent tree.
Address THE M

•ij:ns)

^

►

*+

F. A. PACKARD,
Box B, Camden, Maine.

3ml

FOR SALE
The
ner,

J

be sold at

a

bargain. Apply

FOB SALE:

to

JOHN R. DUTTON,

8tf

Houses

Batchelder homestead at Brown’s Cormile from Northport Campground, will

Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine

FOLEY$H<MY«">TAR
Ouree Mu
Pneumonia
Prevent*

A few horses for sale

ij ili"!
n' m

good trade?1

Livery Co.

at

early

intend to ?d‘

as we

1

|

MARCELLUS J. DOW

f

TKOY.

JoF

WE WANT THE

Boston, N. H.; George H. Carter,

late of Troy.
Petit'on for confirmation of trustee

HORACE CHENERY, Belfast

45tf

as follows:
Jonathan Bartlett, late of Montville; Fred Atwood, late of Winterport; Sarah
Evelyn Morison, late of Minneapolis, Minn.;
Louis Reynolds, late of Burnham; Cotton W.
Mears, late of Belfast; Thomas O. Knowlton,
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yard to be worked
In this yard have machines to cut
up every particle of the tree, and all that
is too small for kindling wood, grind
up to a pulp that with pitch or coal tar
or some other
sticky stuff could be mixed
and pressed into bricks for fuel. This
would save everything and leave nothing
for fire traps. As wild fires destroy at
least one-third of all the wood that grows,
this prevention of fires would be of great
value. Under State ownership and good
management our forests would quadruple
their present yield.
It is useless to expect that any private
up.

keep
is growing

,,rrat number of

men

are

forests
cruising through the
as they want.
)f such lumber
or for
|,.r for railroad ties,
or poplar for
spruce
1
ants
j;
(

falls,

waI1ts hemlock for boards
II wants white birch

birch for flooring,
y, dow
blocks, or elm for wheel

A “BUMMING”
Suggestions

it overhead to the

run

stripping the
TH|, aoeg not mean
of
Letter of certain tracthima

jjto

to it before it

then when it is sawed off hoist the whole
tree up to the overhead trolley wire and

The Journal:

of

fiuTOB

To

fall, hook the grapple

Maine Lumbering.

Outing.
Transcript.]

“bumming”

cruise may be described as a voyage to unknown civilized
lands in a nondescript craft in a haphazard way. It is not yachting in
any
sense of the word.
There is no overpowering impression of white paint anc
polished brass. Yacht etiquette, ii
known, must be forgotten, while blue
serge and brass buttons are never dreamed of. The essentials, mentally, are
love of the water, a care-free heart and
determination to have a good time what-

happens.
Physical requisites for the kind of ar
outing proposed are more numerous, al
it depends largely upon the
management will ever equip large enough though
members of the party what they shal
to harvest our forests with reasonable be. A
“bumming” cruise as enjoyec
rom its owner to go in
We need to get a long way by the writer during many a summei
economy.
•, u ants, and no other,
demands
little in money or prepaabove the mule team and chopping ax holiday
tion. Naturally, the first requirement
specify that he shall cut before we reach much
aner
the
economy,
is a boat—the type being immaterial.
than eight inches in
hunter who smokes in the woods and Sufficient that it be
seaworthy and just
feet above the stump,
drops his lighted matches, which smoul- the size of the party. A sloop of thirtyat. for instance, if one
ders for a day or even three days in this five feet waterline will answer all de■:vw and takes out all
mands as a rule for a cruising party of
great carpet of tinder, then becomes a
01,i when one finds what
finds through the tax
the land and gets a

I he Heart Can’t Stand
Rheumatic Acid

For a Summer

[From the Boston
A

Poisoning

destructive fire, is

three or four.
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id

another

or

But game, like forest trees, needs to be
culled to keep out destructive creatures.

always kept

open;
Is. and the short side

Porcupines girdle

and destroy a great
many trees, and all dogs, wolves and
wild cats are unprofitable in a game pre-

seldom oblit11:.
This is the way
is usually handled,

ads
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the

mill into it and liter-

management; Dutnrst, tnegeneral
public^needs to understand where the
leaks are*before any legislative body can

any tall trees are eon: g
that it makes an

be
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MISERY

and

for themselves in the

IN STOMACH.

And Indigestion Vanishes in Five Minutes
and You Feel Fine.

forty feet
twigs for

or

remedy.

Why not start now— today, and forever rid
the top, and these yourself of Stomach trouble and Indigestion?
A dieted stomach gets the blues and grumbles.
-t perfectly straight,
these tall trees reach Give it a good eat. then take Pape’s Diapepsin
then they begin to to start the digestive juices working. There
will be no
or belching of Gas or
ong,clear, straight, eructations [dyspepsia
of undigested food; no feeling like
I: ees grow by putting
a lump of lead in the stomach, of heartburn,
of

■i-

annually

wood

headache and Dizziness, and your food
will not ferment and poison your breath with

sick

.inch averages about
around the tree from

nauseousjodors.
Pape’s Diapepsin costs only 50 cents for a
put on no
aii trees, hence the large case at*any drug store here, and will refaster it is making lieve the most obstinate case of Indigestion
and Upset Stomach in five minutes.
true of height is
There is nothing else better to take Gas
ei
A tree that has

SI

t

.i

trees

■

r

from Stomach and cleanse the stomach and intestines, and besides, one triangule will digest

measuring six inches
eighteen
m 40 feet high it has

unfeivnce of

i

|
I

feet,

iare

and prepare for assimilation into the blood all
your food the same as a sound, healthy stomach

A tree 40

would do

average diameter of
t at the ground and
has

When

each tree puts on
of about 1-8 inch

1

it.

Diapepsia works

your

stomach rests—

gets itself in order, cleans up—and then you
feel like eating when you come to the table
and what you eat will do you good.
Absolute relief from all Stomach Misery is

surface of 120

a

waiting for you as soon as you decide to begin
surface it will be
taking Diapepsin. Tell your druggist that you
tree grows twice as want to
be thoroughly cured of Indigestion.
as a six-inch tree,
4wl
very small trees are
little wood annually,

I

stubbed

and

EDWARD SAMUEL FARWELL.

knotty,

We are sorry to lose from Main street
business circles so able and tine a man as
E. S. Farwell. Until very recently he
would have been regarded as a person
dowered with the most robust health.
His death in the prime of life is so sudden a thing as to shock us.
He was a
of singularly strong attributes.
man
Men consulted with him because he possessed the rare quality of independent
judgment and a capacity for weighing
arguments. His judgments were remarkably sound, and while he had his
prejudices and some limitations natural
to all, it came to be recognized that his
conclusion in a matter was quite apt to
square with what would be in the end
the general opinion of the public.
He
was kindly in his estimates
of others
and quick to give to the other man his
charitable consideration. He bestowed
his friendship whore it was deserved and
once he was your friend there was no
limit to the loyalty w'ith which he stood
by you. He was successful in business,
a hard worker,
punctilious in his dealings, generous and to a high degree
public-spirited. Rockland has lost one
of its most valued citizens.—Rockland

kind of
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it.

must pay this
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man
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it
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until then, the lum-

something fearful,

I wood that makes the
In cause after it dries
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like tinder.
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chopper

average height ot
ground. When snow
an

•■rage four feet

■

high,

biggest, clearest, best
an
wasted, Courier-Gazette.

All limbs

hat part of the tree
presents only about half
tree.

FOLEYSHONEY^TAB

All above this is

•tops the cou^h and heals lungs

Hence only about
p.
ood in a tree is saved,

■

wasted is
vaste.

only

a

Sonnet to

frac-

To cut down

a
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•

'all this waste 5 trees
go of five
years, or 25
rowth.

■

When the tree

Duty.

(Thomas Wentworth Higginson.)
Light of dim mornings; shield from heat and
cold;
Halm for all ailments; substitute for praise;
Comrade for those who plod in lonely ways
(Ways that grow lonelier as the years wax

old, the axman first
small tree within the

>

old);

fears; check to the overbold;
Nurse, whose calm hand its strong restriction lays,
■!. or
Kind, but resistless, on our wayward days;
nh every chopper there Mart, where high wisdom at vast price is sold;
whose work is to cut a Gardener, whose touch bids the rose-petals
fall,
for a double team tc The thorns endure; surgeon, who human
hearts
ait into the main road,
Searchest with probes, though the death’’.■■rage of 100 years of
wound he given;
“• by the
swamper to get Spell that knits friends, but yearning lovers
parts;
h log is two-thirds of a
Tyrant relentless o’er our blisses all—
;
Here is 225 years of
Oh, can it he, thine other name is Heaven?
k*(l to harvest 37 years
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
and the 37
vn

years’growth

■

■

'ge

! Tonic for

average of ten
5>0 years more of

an

■

that is measured and

!

offers

apply only

to

subscriptions paid

in ad-

and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
for one year’s subscription paid in advance :
The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune. 2.50
vance;

’"‘ted is

a

revolution in the

‘‘vesting. The first step is
equipment. To illustrate:
-fat*' should buy back these
)n

place of swampers and
'"g a great wire cable over
1(t to be
culled, and with a
•'
and trolley grapple, and a
*le free wanted close to the
instead of letting the tree

inboard and outboard, and with sails that
will not glisten, afar off like silver, when
mirrored on the surface of a glassy bay.
Looks don’t count on such a cruise; indeed, too "swell” a craft would be incongruous for such a purpose.
Like the home port of the cruiser, the
cruise may be taken almost anywhere
along the eastern Atlantic coast. To
the writer two places particularly appeal
because of associations of many years—
Casco and Penobscot bays.
Both combine undeniable deserata—wide extent,
with a safe anchorage never far away
in case of storm.
Boats and skippers
abound among the innumerable islands
of these two picturesqe bays and the
skipper is an important adjunct of a
Humming

cruise.

boat.

THE

THE TRIBUNE FARMER is a
thoroughly
ed national weekly. Special pages for Horses,
and reliable market reports.

sells for 75c and $1.00 the bottle or you can
obtain a trial bottle free by writing to The
Smith Drug Co., 245 Smith Bldg., Syracuse,
N. Y. For sale in Belfast by Wm. O. Poor &
Son.
2w3

viewed from many angles and coast line
and islands studied at all stages of the
tide. The mysteries of knot and splice
may be delved into when the boat is loafing in a soft spot, and where is the Maine
fisherman or deep-sea sailor that cannot
spin yarns by the hour.
A cruise of this kind is more or less of
a
rough and tumbl nature. There are
hard knocks to be t.-ken and foul weather
with the fair.
If most of the meals are
cooked aboard many of the little refinements of civilization must be dispensed
| with. Some cruising parties following
this outline may desire to live aboard
almost entirely. This will necessitate
extra preparation in the way of equipment, such as blankets and bedding and
a more elaborate
stocking of the larder.
All kinds of sport are included in a
“bumming” cruise. There is swimming
without the discomforts of a bathing
suit, sailing, rowing, fishing and general
picnicking. All day long in the fresh,
open ocean air and the sun, carefree and
happy, makes' a fortnight pass in no
time; but the scenes and incidents recalled by kodak snapshots will live long
in the memory. Now is the time to
think it over and plan out the details.

OABTORXAl
The Kind You Hum Always Bougkt
Bm the

FOLEYSM»NESMAS

—

develop

handling

fair sized sloop.
In the big bays of the Maine coast there
are innumerable islands to be
explored,
where grow all kinds of luscious berries.
a
visit
to
the
shack on
lobsterman’s
Pay
one of the outer
inlands and bring away
a couple of dozen as small as the law allows—the’re tenderer and sweeter—dig a
mess of clams at low tide and get cap’n
to show you how to prepare the greatest
clambake in the world, with red hot
stones covered with seaweed and everything from clams to green corn cookec.

together.

A different port every night need not
take one very far away from the original
base, especially in the two bays mentioned, and yet the party sees something
new every day and nAy enjoy two weeks
of rattling good sport.
It is not a yachting cruise—merely a “bumming” cruise—
but the man who knows something of
boats can learn a £reat deal more, especially if the skipper has been in former
days a deep-sea sailor and has known the
ports and people of the world. The first
mate may acquire some trick or kink that
will serve him very good stead in later
years when he is at the wheel of his own
trim craft. For the landlubber there is
a very good chance to make a start and
absorb some of the rudiments of seamanship and knowledge of boats and
their ways.
One most valuable result of such a
cruise is the intimate knowledge of the
coast and bay that can be gained only by
loafing about in all kinds of conditions,
more particularly if the crew are fortuCharts can be
nate in their skipper.
pored over on the spot and compass bearings

fixed.

Prominent landmarks

are

Liver

needs

wakking

bilious attacks.

cure

up. Doan's Regulets
25 cents at any drug

The Tribune
The

customs service in and about Portland.
The bill makes provision that the vessel
can be used, at the discretion of the secretary of the treasury, at any port where
it is needed, but the general purpose of
the bill is to make more effective the customs service along the New England
coast between Boston and Portland.

RHEYSKIBNEYCUFI
Makes Kidneys
Right
and

Bladder
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On and after January 1, 1909, we shall be found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have leased for
a term of years and where we have excellent
facilities
for continuing our business. In our new location we

Stoves.

hope

to merit and receive

ronage

have had for

we

a

so

We carry full lines of

continuance of the pat

many years.

i

Kitchen Furnishings
Stoves and Ranges j
Plumbing

a

First-class Teams furnished night and day.
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

Telephone Connection.
—~-7-

V. A. SIMMONS, President.
RALPH II. SOUTH WORTH, Treasurer.

Specialty.

Mitchell & Trussell,

BELFAST,

MAINE.

|---I

HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

EAT

I

\ Reliable

Remedy
FOR

Ely’s

i

Cream Balm

i

is quickly ahsorned.
Gives Relief at Once.

I
I

It cleanses, soothes,
heals an 1 protects
the diseased membrane res ait mt; fj m Catarrh and drives
iway a (’old m 1 h*' Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of 'i’o-te and tt.ue’J. Full size
>0 cts. at Ibii^gists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm f< r use in atomizers 75 ets.
LI v J1 r- >111;
~id V ':: rren Street, New i'ork.

I

FOR SALE

Baby Cocoanut,

Situated on Swan Lake Avenue, 1* miles
from Belfast postoffice;30 acres of fine
and
crop land; house and barn comparatively new
and in good condition; house contains six good
large rooms, cistern in cellar; cuts 20 tons of
hay; has wood enough for home use and timber enough for repairs and additions.
Ice
privilege and two never-failing springs of
water. This place has all the advantages of
a city home; good schools (one within 100 rods
of the house!, churches, library, mail delivery
twice daily, telephone, etc.
Must be seen to
be appreciated.
Price reasonable.
For full
particulars call on or address

Kay

N.

The

Nice for

Swan &

Sibley Co.,

Jackson &

dainty lunch.

Also

“THE BERKSHIRE” SAETED SODAS.

Hall,

A. A. Howes &

and the only original

Co.,

EQUAL LUNCH CRACKERS

S.

PIPER,
Avenue, Belfast.

Horace

Chenery.

We have sold this company’s products
for

three years with marked sucA trial will convince you that
they are fine goods.

46tf

By Harry F: Howard

Every One

a

SMALL BOSTON CRACKERS,

Should Read

Nothing visionary, nothing assumed, every
thought substantiated by scientific and Biblical proofs.
The author explains many of the things in the
Bible by modern science which has always
puzzled you.
Rev. 21:4, 22:2.— *‘ And there shall be no more
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall
there be any more pain: for the former things
are passed away. And he shewed me a pure river
of water of life and on either side of the rivet
was there the tree of life,
and the leaves
of the tree were for the healing of the nations.’’
Bound in cloth.
400 pages, sent postpaid
for $1.00. Order of the Author.
Harry F. Howard, Rochester, N. H., U. A.

| Cfimmisw

Home Cooking.

1 am prepared to do home cooking. Bread,
rolls, doughnuts, cookies, pies, etc., always on
All orders
hand. Beans baked if desired.
promptly filled at my home.
MRS. L. B. JACKSON,
No. 8 Commercial Street, Belfast.
Side entrance.
3tf

PRICES MODERATE.

Merchant.

WHITTEN BROS,,

_

! F. L. LIBBY,

over

cess.

LIVESTOCK

Coming Millennium J

A Book

Drops,

Baby Peanut,

-.

CITY FARM

Vanilla

Cocoanut Gems,

Burnham, Maine.

Sole Distributors.

-ANDs <* c

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
i
Weekly shipments of live slock to Brighton
Cars leave Belfast every Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Foxcroft every Saturday morning.* I solicit your postal c
consignment, promising you prompt and satisCoi
factory returns with the party’s name and ad- I
Market.

dress I sell your stock
directions and my

to.

Write for

Dressmaking.
prepared to do dresamaking
fancy work. Children’s work
a specialty.
MRS. INEZ CHASE.
38 High Street, Spring Street Entrance
am

and

ii

d-

li a n

(1

shipping

FOR
I

t>

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
:i specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
dll receive a prompt call.
WALTER 11. COOMBS,
1 Federal Streets, Belfast,

weekly market letter, free.

—

Don’t think that piles can’t be cured. Thousands of obstinate cases have been cured by
Doan’s Ointment. 50 cents at any drug store.

1899.

Livery Co.,

Transient Stable.

good

LOST

“Generally debilitated for years. Had sick
headaches, lacked ambition, was worn-out and
all run-down. Burdock Blood Bitters made me
a well woman.”—Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moosup,
Conn.

jp

Co.,

W

1

_________________

Jjr'

Livery, Sale, Hack

in second-hand Parlor

The West Franklin smelt fishermen
have been reaping a harvest of dollars as
a result of their work during the past
few weeks. One man who operates a
weir within a stone’s throw of his kitch- A black and white female hound, seven
en door made a catch at one tide which
old. Return to
netted him about $60, and others who months
H. H. SAVORY, Searsport.
have weirs and nets in the bay are pulling in from u dozen to fifty dollars worth
January 12, 1909.—3w2
of fish nearly every day in the week.
Ellsworth Enterprise.
*

2.00

MAINE.

IN SECOND-HAND

We

KjK'

€pN

Established 1857.

Parlor Stoves

jf

W

Pub.

Belfast

*

Tfifc

$2.25.

Journal

BELFAST,

BARGAINS!

1
gsv

$1.00

Republican Journal, One Year,

Republican

Swan Lake

Senator Frye of Maine has introduced
bill appropiating $25,000 for the construction of a vessel to be used by the

practical, helpful, up-to-date illustratCattle, Sheep, etc., and tuo-t elaborate

Farmer, One Year,

BOTH

R. F. D. 1 Box No. 24.

a

PI

Dr. C. D. Sinead, the best known
veterinary surgeon in America, writes regularly
for THE TRIBUNE FARMER,
thoroughly covering the breeding, care and feeding of
all domestic aulmals, and hlaarticles meet the needs of
every practical working farmer and interest every man or woman in
city or town who owns a horse or cow.
The subscription price of
THE TRIBUNE
FARMER alone is #1.00.
To new subscribers and all old subscribers who will
pay up arrearages and
one year in advance we make this liberal offer

store.

For Customs Service.

§

For only $2.25.

liquid taken internally, 3 times
not contain any morphine,
opium or other so-called “pain deadners.”
Sciatica, Muscuar, Inflammatory and Articular
Rheumatism all yield readily to Uric-O.
It

j

|

PAPER,

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

a

the skipper goes with the
He is a variable quality, depending on the port, the state of the coasting
trade, the price of fish and lobsters, the
Henry R. Ilsley.
number and wealth of the summer boardHe congregates by
ers, and what not.
the dozen about the stove of the general
store of every town, village and fishing
for childrens safe, sure• No opiates
hamlet along the coast of New England.
He knows every nook and corner of the
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
bay- having been hung up on most of
the rocks at one
time
or another durThe following transfers in real estate were
ing his youth. He'll be captain and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds
pilot for his grub, a small wage and the for the week
ending January 25, 1909:
hire of the boat—altogether making an
Bertie Boynton, Liberty, to Ernest B. W’eeks,
insignificant total in comparison with the
cost of the upkeep of even a small cruis- Jefferson; land.
er.
Edward L. Williams, Allison, and Mary CoGiven the boat and the skipper, with a burn, et als., Hope, to Fred E. Coburn, South
us
of
let
the
the
lover,
crew,
say,
yacht
Thomaston; land and buildings in Jackson.
landlubber and a cross between the two,
Stephen Colson, Frankfort, to Henry Colson
we are ready to set sail.
But the personal equipment must not be neglected do.; land and buildings in Frankfort,
Betsy Colson, Winterport, to Oliver WT. Colbefore the anchor is raised. Take along i
a couple of old winter suits, a pair
of son. do.; land and buildings in Winterport.
Nellie E. Fletcher, Cambridge, to Alice Pensneakers, a round canvas cap with a generous brim, a sweater, a flannel shirt and dleton, Islesboro; land in Islesboro.
(In trust
a change of underclothing.
These are for the town of
Islesboro).
the essentials, and it is desirable to reJ. Wilder Haggett, Portland, to Ernest B.
duce the outfit to the minimum.
Oil
land in Palermo. (2 deeds)
clothing is desirable for fishing and wet j W’eeks, Jefferson;
Melissa E. Haugh, Belfast, to Cyrus Achorn,
days, but not indispensable. Accompaniments of exacting civilization may well Morrill; land in Morrill.
be left at the home port.
Inez Johnson, et als., Cushing, to Fred E.
Stocking the larder is not a serious or Coburn. South Thomaston; land and buildings
expensive task. Only the simplest of in Jackson.
staples are required, such as tea, coffee,
H. B. Leeman, Palermo, to Ernest B. W’eeks.
condensed milk, potatoes, onions, pepper,
et als., Jefferson; land in Liberty.
salt and sugar. To these may be added
C. E. Lane, Brooks, to OrsoC. Knight,
canned meat, bacon, salt pork and whatUnity;
ever else may suggest itself.
Perishable land in Unity.
F. L.. Libby, Burnham, to F. A. McAllister,
goods should be shunned, and round pilot
crackers are preferable to baker's bread. do.; land in Burnham.
In port every night, the food is more for
F. A. McAllister, Burnham, to Harry H.
lunches and picnicking purposes than
Rich, Waterville; land in Burnham.
substantial meals.
It is also essential
George W. Richards, Searsmont, to Arthur
for constant filling of a vast vacancy
that will appear in the land-lubber's in- P. Webster, Islesboro; land in Searsmont.
Lillian M. Ryan, Knox, to Charles H. Mitchternal workings after his first seasickness.
And while discussing the food ell, Monroe; land in Knox.
problem it must be mentioned that fishBurnham C. Sleeper, Freedom, to Edward J.
lines. both light and heavy, should not Vose,
Knox; land and buildings in Freedom.
be forgotten.
Stewards of Knox and Morrill Circuit RockFor the first day’s cruise get breakfast in the home port, plan to lunch on land District M. E. church, to Frank A. Curtis,
board, and return for supper—a sort of Knox; land and buddings in Knox.
trial trip to get acquainted and shaken
Eva A. Smart, South Portland, to Ralph D.
together. Next day the real cruise may Shute, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
begin. Consult the cap’ll and lay out a
Mary A. Stevens, Newburgh, to Frank H.
comfortable day’s sail, with lunch on
board and a good harbor for the night Clark, Carmel; land in Monroe.
where the crew can put up at a farmFanners, mechanics, railroaders, laborers
house or reasonable boarding house. The
rely on Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. Takes the
is
a
of
skipper usually walking directory
sting out of cuts, burns or bruises at once.
the inhabitants.- Avoid the summer Pain cannot stay where it is used.
resort hotels, for we carry no yacht club
Hag at the peak. The third day will take
The Shoe Situation.
the craft further afield, with innumerable opportunities for good times afloat
Shoe manufacturers have largely covand ashore.
ered their heavy orders.
Rough leather
-~v
mire
u t_iut.iv
Mail
win
uttve
Hit*
has been advanced.
Hides are firm.
party outside to some good bank of tht There are more shoe
buyers in the Bosskipper’s selection for a half-day's deep ton market, but as
yet the disposition is
sea fishing.
He knows how to concoct a
to look over samples and styles rather
chowder on board that you will remember
than
orders. Eastern manufacturall the next winter.
Fried cunners, salt ers place
of heavy and medium footwear have
pork and an omelette make a breakfast sufficient
business for the rest of the seafor an admiral, when washed down with
and higher grades show a good volfresh milk from a neighboring farm- son,
ume of orders.
Shoe shipments are imhouse. It is surprising what an appetite
is developed on such a cruise, where proving, but are not yet up to the normal.
Bradstreet’s, January 23rd.
everybody has to lend a hand all day
long in heaving the anchor, making and
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Tongue
shortening sail and all the manifold coated?
Ritter taste?
Complexion sallow?
duties that
of a
in the

Generally

AND YOUR FA VORITF HOME

does

and

8

to

New-York Tribune Farmer

—

in diameter than

agei-

The

C. S. Griffin.

result

a

apply

the

twenty years if rightly managed,
but how far will public sentiment sustain
any radical measure?

give all
pushing

As

,ight.

,1

on

the wood.

in

t

:

limb

a

to

next

limbs clear to the
there is

expected

State could buy back the forests

timber.
makes

[need

.oresi

al all kinds of wpod.
■method. Under the

a

The country is getting aw-ake to
of some material changes in

serve.

of land

tract

a

worst

Uric-O is

daily,

It is taken for grantee

problem that, being seaworthy, she spread a reand most expensive one.
spectable suit of sails, stows suitable
thc growing hemlock
Hunters may be a great profit to the anchors and cables, carries a reliable
pitted. The result is
compass, lanterns, a stove, and the ordiState, but most game if not hunted ary dishes that make a meal on board
.tile taken off at any
would become very tame and could be possible.
a lumberman would
The next question is where to find the
captured without much effort or any
It is
id been taken.
boat.
Hardly a hamlet on the Atlantic
and our forests are capable of
cruelty,
I'oast
from Boston Bay to Eastport but
than one crew is at
supporting five times as many game has from one to a dozen such craft. Do
land at once, but
birds and animals as they now do. and not make the mistake of trying to setaking out ties or birds and animals fertilize a forest much cure a yacht, for it would be most in■tie another crew is
with the spirit of such an
better than dead leaves and rotten wood. compatible
But the
outing. Most likely it will be a fishing
or pine.
Game has never been given any credit sloop out of a job, odoriferous,
perhaps,
bored over so often
for its great value as forest fertilizers. in the fore peak, much lacking in paint
that the
our

SUBSCRIPTION

Those sharp, shooting pains through the
chest around the region of the heart mean
that poisonous uric and rheumatic acid are
there ready to spring and grip tightly the
muscles controlling the heart’s action. Don’t
neglect these warnings. You must neutralize
and drive these
poisons from the system, or
sooner or later they will overcome you.
The only true way to cure Rheumatism is to
get at it from the inside with Uric-O. It acts
with marvelous swiftness upon the muscles,
kidneys and blood. Cleans out the sand-like
deposits in the muscles, forces the kidneys to
perform those duties for which they were designed and neutralizes the acid within the
blood.

ever

%

A YEAR’S

The Uric-O Treatment Expels the Poison
from the Blood.

•i

mit calls for, that he
kinds of wood stand-

3

====^r==—_________________

CRUISeT

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, eon.
talning about too acres of the best land, no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit frees.
Good bouse, ell, shed and carriage bouse, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be soldi
w ith farm If wanted.
Also .all tanning tools.
Located li miles fromlpostoftice. Inquire of
THOMAS GANNON.
3Stf
Lower Congress St„ Belfast, Me.

7w42

youthful indiscretion that would be repented later. Now that he has committed a second offense it is impossible to
19C9 reftiain silent
longer. The Maine bard
and novelist, whose “King Spruce,”
redolent of the woods, realistic in depictCo. ing woods life and vigorous in its character drawing bids fair to become a
classic, has made a mistake—if notin attempting to solve the prohibition prob-

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

ished

the statute provides.

as

If

a

law

proves obnoxious it can be repealed; but
so long as it remains on the statute

books it should be impartially enforced
everywhere within the borders of the
State.
If this is not done as to one law
it tends to break the force of all laws
Republican Journal Publishing
and to lessen the respect in which our
highest legal tribunal should be held.
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.
That we believe to be the sentiment of
lem, at least in his treatment of it. If the people of Maine, regardless of their
Subscription f Terms—In advance, $2.00 a he had come to
Maine as the representa- political affiliations.
They are a lawfor
three
BO
cents
year; $1.00 for six months;
tive of the Retail Liquor Dealers Gazette abiding people and believe in and demonths.
1
a paper—
mand equal justice to all.
Advertising Terms- For one square, one —assuming that there is such
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week he would have written as he has done.
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
For some time past efforts have been
We do not believe there was intenBELFAST, THURSDAY, JANUARY. 28,
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

BY THE

his part to misrepresent, or to
and comfort to the rumseller; and we repudiate utterly the insinuation that any pecuniary conditions in-

tion

The wreck of the Maine in the harbor
of Havana is again demanding publicjattention. It is certainly a disgrace to
this government that this ship, the^coffin
of so many of her brave crew-, should be
allowed to remain at the bottom'of the
It could, and should, have been
harbor.
raised long ago: and why this has not
been done is naturally the subject of

aid

Day is evidently
prohibition in any
he presents some facts

duced this stand.

Mr.

personally opposed

to

form, and while
and some half-truths, which differ little
in effect from plain falsehoods, he fails
to recognize as fully as he might the evi-

speculation.

dence that

address at Nashua, N. H., last
week Gov. R. B. Glenn of North Carolina predicted that in two years there
would not be a State south of the Mason
In

on

give

prohibition

has been

a

good

made to secure

legislation by Congress

to

retired list on half pay for volThis
unteer officers of the Civil War.
matter came before the Maine Senate
last Thursday in the form of a resolution
for a memorial to Congress asking for
this legislation. Senator Looney of Portland in presenting the resolution said:
“I do not deem it necessary to give at
length the reasons for the passage of
these resolutions, nor is it necessary.
They are written on the heart and conscience of every patriotic American. No
human scales can determine the weight
and the value of the services of the
Northern soldier. He lifted 4,000,000 of
black men from the grinding mills of
servitude to the light of day.
He wrote
with a pencil of iron on the brow of the

create

a

In his second article
Mr. Day unwisely assumes the role of
prophet and predicts the repeal of the
Sturgis law, with nothing substituted
His
for it, and a return to nullification.
article was of course written before
continent that
Governor Fernaid’s address, which gives

thing for Maine.

an

high grade and pure bred dairy cattle; of
establishing and maintaining cordial relations between its members and by cooperation to improve the general dairy
interestsof that particular community or
county. The cooperative feature of the
Association is extended to the purchasing,
advertising and selling of dairy animals
also the using of pure bred sires.
Each Association usually, and I believe should always devote its energy to
promoting some one particular breed of
dairy animals and thus make the county
or

f*JAMES

ed

center for the distribution of that
particular breed. The members would
a

undoubtedly be drawn closer together
and would more readily cooperate in
every possible way, in which the advantage of the membership as a whole appeared to lead, if the Association was
working for the promotion of one breed.
There are at the present time about 20

| Continues Another Week. I

soon.

The writer

can

work when once

see

no reason

why this

not be

begun should

ex-

tended to Associations for other breeds

of cattle beside the so-called dairy breeds;
liquor would be
also to sheep, hogs and horses, and such
legally sold. Incidentally he announced
never again should it be
is the purpose of the department of Agthat he had refused to speak for the
trodden by a slave.
The fabric of the
Democratic party in Maine because' the assurance that it will require a two- union he cemented by his blood.
Were riculture when Association work shall
Republicans there favor prohibition and thirds vote of the legislature to repeal it not for his courage and sacrifice the have been once established.
Federal union would be rent into discorTo the writer it appears that the obthe Democrats license.
the Sturgis law, unless some effective
dant factions and the Mississippi would
and
it
of a Cooperative Breeder’s Associain
its
is
measure
place;
presented
be a second Rhine, with a blue watch on jects
A State-wide prohibition bill to go into
is practically assured now that the Stur- one side and a gray upon the other.
He tion could well be stated as:
both
1.
1910, passed
effect January
1. To encourage the growing of pure
gis law will remain on the statute books. lifted mankind to a higher level than it
Houses of the Tennessee legislature, was
had ever reached before.
Humanity bred animals.
has
been
and
owes
him
a
debt
of
it
can
the
2.
To create a demand for, and open
vetoed by
governor
gratitude
The centenary of Edgar Allan Poe was never
of
channels for the sale of surplus stock.
repay.
passed over his veto. Under a system
in many parts of the country
“To him how fittingly can be applied
observed
3.
To
make possible the interchange
local county option most of the territory
of breeding animals for which the owner
The the words of Duncan to Macbeth:
last week with unusual honors.
under
but
has no further use.
of Tennessee was already dry,
Thou art so far before,
note was that from Wiland sale of only discordant
That swiftest wing of recompense is slow
4.
To secure pledges from members
thi- bill the manufacture
liam Dean Howells, who presumes to sit To overtake thee.
Would thou had less and others to use
pure bred sires only.
deserved
liquor in the State is absolutely prohibit- in judgment on those who have now a
5.
To mutually benefit the members
That the proportion both of thanks and
The passage of the bill over the veto
ed
in literature and whose
mentally, socially and financially.
payment
occasion of an xenthusiastic permanent place
was the
6. To cooperate so far as possible
writings will survive when his are for- Might have been mine! only I have left to
ami
iiiemuens,
demonstration.
say
He says he does not care for iviore is
gotten.
due
than more than all can pay.
selling of animals.
tny
or little,” that
a
MarPoe
as
“novelist,
of
ease
large
the
“On account of the infirmities of age,
It would seem that
Already the breeders of Holsteins in
Dixon

and

line where

«»ui icmiw

“the art in his fiction is the cruder art of
past,” and asks, “Would the best of

the State of Maine was one that
business man or any person of average
Mr.
off hand.
mte'iigence could settle
tor
Marshall was elected State assessor
1st
a term, of six years, beginning April
of the year when elected. His successor
and was sworn in two months
,ya.- 1, cted
To
before Mr. Marshall’s term expired.
to a faithful
the
of
injustice
-a
.thing
efficient official. Mr. Marshall was
an !
...
,.'v entitled, to the two months’ pay.
the employment of counYet it
shall

vs.

the
r»

mental

■

secure

l...

love

stories and the otherwise

published in many of the
the stories by Poe that live

absurd fiction

magazines
today would be rejected. To offer them
would be casting pearls before swine.
Perhaps it is not worth while to pay

required

sel and

x_i

leading magazines, or one of the next
following magazines?” He scores there,
for judging from the silly, sickly senti-

decision from the Law Court to further attention to what Howells says;
but he declares that Poe was “as lacking
this simple act of justice.
a

imagination as sincerity,” and speaks
of him as a prodigal and a drunkard; acin

business reverses and misfortunes which
of frank, noble and generous natures
too often meet in contact with a material
age many of the veterans of the Civil
War are sadly in need of compensation
which the enactment of this bill will
have. The States of New York, Illinois
and Ohio have unanimously passed resolutions similar to these.
“Surely the legislature of Maine will
not be less just, humane and considerate
than her sister States. These resolutions
harmonize and
are
consistent with
Maine’s historic past. No State has a
record.
prouder
Sixty thousand of her
sons wore the blue.
Every battlefield in
that great conflict from Bull Run to Appomatox was illuminated by their valor
and consecrated by their blood.
The
names of her great commanders. Berry,
Chamberlain, Howard, Connor, Fessenden and Dow will forever gild the pages
of history and be written in imperishable
characters high on the scroll of immortal
men

Journal prints on another page a
interesting article by Frank S. cusations based on unwarranted slanders
tree.
What the
and long since disproved.
Forbes. Esq., on the eucalyptus
which the arThe Los Angeles News, in
American people, the reading people, the
It
of it;
ticle originally appeared, says
people of culture, think of Poe, was man- fame.’’
this wonTr

e

verv

'.ristbs with information about
al-ful tree and its perusal amounts
T to an education on the subject,
something of a coincedence that in

first of a
the same issue appears the
on the Philippines by
articles
of
series
native of Brooks, Vesta Davis
apetr

in-

Higgins, who has contributed many
t. b.
n-resting articles to our columns,
Stockliriffin of Kingman, formerly of
excellent arcon Springs contributes an
fortuticle on lumbering. The Journal is
[iate :n its contributors and in its friends,
more numerous than
wr.o were never

■

fidelity that turned the most exthey are today.
quisite English into the most exquisite
French.” The London Academy, a high
The estimates of State expenditures
subliterary authority on the other side of the
as
required for the next two years
Allan Poe was at
nc-trd t v the State auditor are given on water, says: “Edgar
a very exquisite poet and a prose
his
best
is
which
amount,
their
a; ,,-her page, am!
writer of cunning and poignant power.
than a third over the appropriations
m,
He is, on the whole, the finest product
a procaused
has
tv
L
fur
years,
past
that American literature has given to the
hi-v. from a certain portion of the
and if that is not saying very
Deepen.lie press. Those who are dis- world,
one may add that he takes his
much,
should
,.c
to join :: : hig demonstration
and appro- place definitely with the masters of En,,e reminded that estimates
The New York Herald
The glish letters.”
different
two
things.
priations arc
“The memory of the
editorially:
says,
estidepartments and institutions submit
nec- brilliant genius
consider
amounts
the
of
they
mates
with

a

e

years by prominent agricultural workers; and during the past few

years, under several different working
plans, it has been put to practical tests
in

two of

Western States. The
results coming from this work thus far
done have been so satisfactory and apparently possess such far reaching
one or

possibilities,

our

that the

Department

of

This

j

registered

stock in the State, and all others interest-

improvement of their dairy
stock, will wrte the Department of Agriculture at Augusta giving m
their full address and stating the breed
and number of animals they own.
In return they will be sent information con- A
cerning the proposed Association work,
together with a copy of by laws under
or

other

States

working.
Dairy Instructor

will

respond

I

to

calls for lectures upon this subject and
will give such assistance as may be in
his power toward organizing and making
the work of the Association successful.

hut
out

in his

crats

say of

of the House and Senate.

and other lands.”

WKnutror Kit Kimoolf

The Democratic party is a party or
obstruction. It is almost invariably found
every movement for moral or
material advancement. Here in Maine
an attempt to
we witnessed last week
their party leader in the House

opposing

punish

of

own

Republican extravagance,
the appropriations were passed withSection 41, chapter 29 of
the Demoopposition or protest from
i Statutes reads as follows:
to

Representatives

because he

so

far

oovironf

ment he shall be

additional, and

viction he shall

imprisoned thirty days
each subsequent conbe punished by a fine of
on

two hundred dollars and in addition thereto be imprisoned six months, and in default of payment of said fine and costs,
he shall be imprisoned six months ad-

and usage of
departed from the policy
h:s party as to present a measure in no
to de- ditional.
sense a political one, but designed

vek n the resources of the State and thus
add to its prosperity. It was a bill to
rebate the taxes on the Bangor and

ne

Any clerk, servant, agent
other person in the employment or

sion would open to lumbering a region
whose product would not otherwise be
available; would ereate taxable property

is nullified

by

section 1,

PAT TERNS.

^

odd mows "lock

chapter 136,

which the following amendment

was

in
in-

serted, presumably with that end in view:
along its line in mills, factories andjdwel- “When it is provided that he shall be
the State punished by imprisonment and fine or
by
lings, and in this way return to
much more than the amount of the tax imprisonment or fine, or by fine and S
12
Without the addition thereto imprisonment, he may ! '>
it is proposed to abate.

Lincoln Colcord has another clever
story in the February number of the
American Magazine, in which he gives
an
insight into Chinese character and
describes a sensational game of poker.

«

railroad this section must remain a wilderness, taxable only as wild lands. Then
the construction and operation of the
road w'ould give employment^toj many
and thus contribute materially to the

general prosperity.
railroad enterprises

The

history[of

most

will show that they
have received aid in some form in land !
to stock
or money grants or subscriptions
without such aid many[sections of

-and
|
the country would be without [railroad ;
facilities today and with their resources 1

undeveloped.
We are sorry to see that Holman Day
has been at it again. When his first[ar-

Prohibition in Maine appeared in
critiprint we did not join in the adverse
cism it called forth, regarding it as a

ticle

on

be sentenced to either or both.”

It is

this clause which makes each individual

justice of the supreme court a law unto
himself, so that we may have, and have
had, free rum, license or local option
under prohibition.
Under section 41,
chapter 29, a rum-sympathizing county
attorney could not enable a notorious
offender to go free.
With perhaps a
score of offences against them do we
ever hear of punishment for a second
offence? Senator Hastings of Oxford
has introduced in the Senate a, measure
to repeal the part quoted from section
1,
chapter 136; and if this is done it will put
an end to nullification, to much adverse
criticism of the courts; and, we believe,
to the illegal sale of liquor in Maine.
Whoever breaks a law should be punish-

jj)
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j
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to

be

County Correspondence.

Wilcox is

on

the

invalid list, but is

apparently improving.
Business has been terribly
month, the merchants tell

dull

here

this

us.

infant son of B.. F. Stimpson died last
Monday. It had not been well since it was
born.
The

Ford, the Jackson school teacher, is
her vacation with the family of Dr.
N. R. Cook.
Miss

spending

Chase harvested his ice last week. It
is said that he will not supply the village next
summer as has been his custom.
A. E.

Well

several cases of chicken pox in
the village, among them that of Miss Dorothy,
daughter of Dr. A. E. Kilgore, who thinks it a
hardship to stay in the house fifteen minutes
when it is pleasant weather.
There

are

Special features of the entertainment at the
Good Templar Lodge last Saturday evening
were the recitation by Miss Alice Reynolds
and the instrumental duet with piccalo and
* organ by Frank Holbrook and Ix>u May Iluxford.

j!

the Individual We

Require”;

The above is intended for those who are using the stocking, books and
hidden corners instead of the bank for their SAVINGS and, in consequence, receiv-

ing

no

interest on them.

With us your SAVINGS work while you sleep. Money goes on
interest
is compounded twice yearly. Our certificates of deposit draw interest from the day issued and are most convenient for
temporary money. Business
can be done as easily by mail as by person.

;!
"

t1

evidently hard up for
cash as they are having special sales and seem
determined to sell regardless of price. Another object, perhaps, is to clear out accumu-

We have the HOME SAVINGS BANK a bank of superior design and
finish,
made especially attractive for the children. These are loaned free of charge to
one
an
account
with
a dollar and they are nice to encouarge the chilany
starting
dren to save and learn the value of self-denial.
Have your boy or girl obtain one
and start an account with this growing representative bank.
it.

«

|

\
j
j

<

!
1

They will grow with

THE

1

CITY NATIONAL BANK

jI

OF BELFAST.
*

lations of

are

odds and ends to make way for

new

goods.
laddies are preparing for a minstrel
show in the near future. They are having
new suits made and are rehearsing diligently
and it is expected it will be an evening to be
The fine

enjoyed by

those who

are

fortunate

enough

to

be present.
Webb built a nice henhouse last
has about fifty hens this winter.
He goes to work scientifically and feeds them
in accordance with a formula which he has prepared from experience. He makes them work
to get the most of their.food and says it pays
Mr. H. H.

autumn and

to

do

so.

in

Prince E. Bessy of Zanesville, Ohio,
the village Monday calling upon friends and
doing some business. He started on his retrip Tuesday and will return to Ohio in about
two weeks, as he has business in Vermont and
was

monthly and

|_

^

or no

refunded if goods do

j

fully

1

meet your expedat

JAMES H. HOWES

Mrs. Charles Ryder has been, and still is
very ill.
Mrs. L.

With this week’s issue the Saturday
Evening Post completes the publication
of a three-part novelette, “The Twisted
Foot,” by Henry Milner Rideout of
Calais. Mr. Rideout is the author of
“The Siamese Cat” “Beached Keels”
and other stories which are attracting
much attention by their vigor and originI
al ty.

WE’RE AFTER YOU.

‘‘You

made

»
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LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL

attention.

Our merchants

—

Exchanges

AGENTS

Telephone orders

The News of Brooks.

on

Aroostook railroad providing they build
« xtension through the Aliegash region
With this law enforced liquor selling
a
lain business proposition, to be consigned on its merits, but which runs in Maine would be neither profitable nor
of ob- possible.
There would be no need of
counter to the Democratic policy
structing anything and everything that Sturgis deputies, and the costs of prosedoes not originate with itself and is cal- cution would be reduced to a minimum.
culated to serve party ends. This exten- But this section of the Revised Statutes
an

secure to

UNDERWEAR.

receive prompt and careful

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.

or

the premises of another, who violates or
in any manner aids or assists in violating
any provision of law relating to intoxicating liquors, is equally guilty with the
principal and shall suffer like penalties.

have been able to

art

Dairy Inspector.

It is impossible to be well, simply impossible, if the
bowels are constipated. You must pay attention to the
laws of nature, or suffer the consequences. Undigested
material, waste products, poisonous substances, must be
removed from the body at least once each day, or there
will be, trouble. A sluggish liver is responsible for an
immense amount of suffering and serious disease. Ask
He knows why they act
your doctor about Ayer^s Pills.
I directly on the liver. Trust him. r.C.AuerCo.,Lowell.Mass.

agent, sells any intoxicating liquors in
this State, in violation of law, shall pay
a fine of not less than fifty dollars and
costs, and in addition thereto be imprisoned thirty days. In default of such pay-

offer

Leon S. Merrill,

Ag-

Impossible

the Revised

shall

year.

The admirers of Dwight Tilton’s
Interesting services were held at the Conriculture believes the work should be en- novels, “Miss Petticoats,”
“My Lady gregational church in spite of the bad storm
couraged in Maine. The whole scope of Laughter,” etc., will learn with pleasure last Sunday.
cooperative action along this line has been that another story from his pen, entitled
It is now expected that the firemen’s min“Meyer & Son.” based upon the threepersonally investigated by the Dairy In- act
play of the same name by Thomas strel show will be given next week. Everystructor and special effort will be made
Addison, has just been issued by the C. body is watching for it.
to introduce it into Maine during the M. Clark Publishing Co., Boston. The
Miss Elizabeth Chamberlain of Belfast is
same delightful vein of romance, unpresent year.
incident and clear brevity of spending a month in Brooks with Lieut, and
whom unmerciful disaster
hackneyed
A
deit
but
Breeder’s
work;
Cooperative
Association
essary to carry on their
style that have made this author’s novels Mrs. I). R. McAndless.
Followed fast and followed faster
is organized for the purpose of
promot- so popular in the past, characterize this
volves upon the legislature to examine
local
our
a
niche
in
be
denied
Miss Myra, daughter of F. H. Brown of Ja.ckpetty
may
or how
ing the breeding and improvement of story.
the items and decide how much
Hall of Fame, but has a more enduring
son, spent a little time last week with her
Two
years ago
little is really needed.
aunt, Mrs. E. A. Carpenter of this village.
had one in the hearts of millions of admirers
the Democratic stump speakers
much

we

past

===

Mail and
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are

1909 Sale

our

Money=Saving Opportunity for
Every Purchaser of
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which most of the Associations in other

is

a

we

MUSLIN

5

in the

herd

values which

to any

than

more

to announce that

Underwear will eclipse every

The

superior

$
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Department will gladly cooperate. In
order to facilitate this work it is hoped

ed

effort.

S

once to more fully discuss the proposition
with them and to present plans for an
organization, in the work of which the

pleased

are

fluslin

of

i

.ne

that the owners of pure bred

We

{•

two sections of the State are interested
in the move and steps will be taken at

The

Senator Staples seconded the motion,
ifested in the observances last week and
in the comment of the leading newspa- and Senator Warren of Cumberland
The Boston Transcript said: “No spoke briefly in opposition to the resolve.
pers.
American man of letters has exerted so On motion of Senator Baxter the matter
much influence on the literature of other was referred to the committee on federal
lands as the strange genius whose fame relations.
Two such opposite
we today celebrate.
characters, of two so different countries, Co-operative Breeder’s Association.
as Tennyson and Baudelaire were moved
to passionate admiration of Poe. at a
The idea of co-operative effort in the
time when to many of his countrymen he
breeding of pure blood and high grade
was simply strange, bizarre.
Tennyson I dairy animals has been discussed and adadmired him; Baudelaire translated him vocated for

in

9

*

Muslin Underwear 1

]

these Associations in the State of Wisconsin and so far they have been county
organizations. In Michigan four have
been organized and more to follow very

HOWESJ

JANUARY SALE

:

town in which the Association is locat-

H.

other places. His firm is prospering in
the monument business.

some

MOKKILL.

Mrs. Frank Weymouth while
getting ready
a funeral last
Sunday slipped and
broke her ankle bone.
Drs. O. S. Vickery and
E. L. Stevens from Belfast were called to
attend her.The concert at the
Grange hall
t° attend

Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Tibbetts of Portland are
the guests of Mrs. Mary W. Bean-Miss Hattie Boynton of Liberty is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. E. S. Wing-The farmers were busy
harvesting their ice last week, which was not
up to the usual quality ...The entertainmen
at Dirigo hall, January 21st, under the auspices
of the Epworth League drew a full house, and
was enjoyed by all....The many friends of
Mrs. G. W. Cox are grieved to learn that she is
bereaved of her husband.... W. S. Hunt had a
shock of paralysis last week from which he is

slowly recovering.
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present and a fine tr
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Littlefield has the g
they have made gou.j

Tuesday evening, January l!>th by Mrs. Maude
Daggett and her class in vocal music was said J
by those who attended to have been of high
quality and superior to any concert given here j instruction.
for a long time.
As an entertainment it was

j

pronounced

|

fkffimmi.

first class.The Morrill brass

!

Miss Bernice ('a:.
band, under the leadership of Herman Merriam
is practicing regularly and as several of its Freedom Academy.
members were formerly connected with bands, past week_Mr. ar
Swanville visited Vand all had previous knowledge of music,
good Susan J.
Flye. last u
progress is being made. The band now has IS
the bird mimic, eamembers.
j
| Congregational ehun
SOI'TH MONT VII.I. K.
| January 2<>th. Quit,
Mrs. Lizzie Randall is at Waldo
caring for
.The Ladies’ (’it-, i.
j
her mother, who has had an
operation perform- | Linscott last Thurs !;•.
ed. Mrs. Georgia Pease is
keeping house for number were present
I
Mrs. Randall during her absence
Miss Mary
well of Unity was 11
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Martin has gone to Hartford Retreat to work
in the Insane Asylum. She was
accompanied
by her mother as far as Boston, where she
will remain a week visiting her brothers_
Rev. E. A. Dinslow attended the W. C. T. U. at

Appleton Mills last Friday.... This being the
last week of school the teacher has planned to
have a school concert Thursday evening, if
pleasant, if not it will be Friday evening at
the Grange Hall. Miss Ora Robbins has given
excellent satisfaction as teacher_Bernard
Newhall has gone to Portland to attend an
auto school.... M'ss Gracie Newhall has gem
to Gorham to attend the Normal school.
1

II I'll
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The officers of Excelsior Lodge, F. & A. M..
were installed January 14th
by J. A. Sprague.
D. D. G. M., of Isleshoro, who performed the
work very acceptably to all present. A
supper
was served at the close of the installation
The officers are as follows: W. M.. Bartlett
Wadlin; S. W., H. W. Chapman; .1. W.. George

McCabe; Treasurer,

A. C.

Batchelder; Secretary, R. A. Jackson; S. !>., Charles E. Drinkwater; J. D.,C. O. Dickey; S. S., Harry Mitchell.
J. S., John B. Nealley; Tyler, George Lare;
Chaplain, A. W. Hassan; Marshal, Isaac S. Hills.
A fish chowder will be served next Saturday
night.The artesian well on Hillside Farm,
owned by the L. A. Knowlton estate, is down
112 feet and January 23d water was runring in
at the rate of 3.^ gallons per minute. The drilling will be continued until the flow is 12 gallons per minute-Capt. Bartlett Wadlin. wife
and son, and C. O. Dickey and wife, took a clam
chowder dinner Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. F.
A.

Dickey.

TIlOltNlMKE.
The many friends here of Rev. David Brackett are glad to learn that he is recovering
from his recent illness and would have filled
his appointment at the Center church last
Sunday had the weather permitted_ Mrs. V.
N. Higgins has received a very handsome calendar from the Patrons Cooperative Corporation

of
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though busy with
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MI-O-NA is responsih
In fact, it is
cures.

indigestion and all stoma.
guaranteed by A. A. H
money back. The price <>i

cutting, lumbering, o-na tablets is 50 cents
etc., find time to do considerable trading be- promptly relieve the wet
or gastritis.
Try them
tween while. Ross C. Higgins recently traded
with Mr. A. H. Higgins a blooded rooster for a
laying hen. Mr. H. M. Small has sold three
cows from his herd and bought three more to
Mr. S. F. Files has bought
fill their places.
a nice young cow of Joseph Stevens in Unity.
Blinn Hogan has sold a cow to Mr. Oakes.
(fWNOUNCfP Hit*
Charles Wren and the Page brothers, who are
wood
for
Albert
cord
have
Hodges,
cutting
CURES CATARRH.
nearly 300 cords cut.The Hamlin brothers Bronchitis, Croup, Coughs an>
‘t_j ty
of Jackson have bought the stumpage on a
money bacE Sold and pw1'1
piece of wood land of Ross C. Higgins and are
L'°
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busy at work there. They have rooms at Fred
wood
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The Universalist Social Aid will meet with
Mrs. Charles Bradbury this .Thursday, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
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Portland and Rumford Falls. Mr. Haseltine
has taken a rent in the*> Wilband house on

Northport

avenue.
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Bowen, superintendent.
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ball coach, is to retiine and will manage
he “Belfasts,” an

indebted to Capt. Marion
Staples formerly of this city, but for many
years a prominent and iniluential citizen of
ts is equal to any
Joplin, Mo., for a copy of the Industrial Edition of the Joplin News Herald, in which, with
nn will be made up
numerous illustrations and
ue Holmes, “Pater”
convincing facts
and figures, the industries of that city and
by and Achorn.
ratine Tribe of Red section are set forth. Capt. Staples is engaged in the real estate business, and his angiven in the Opera
February 22nd. At nouncements occupy considerable space in the
advertising columns of the News Herald.
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evening was a musical
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what the merits of
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The

concert

®hed iast week, with the
"f' Emery F. White. The
w«*re
admirably rendered and
1
Mrs. C. W. Wescott had
to sing and Miss Katherher place in the ladies’
freah laurels on this ocpi atedly encored. The duet
and Mrs. E. P. Frost was
Mr. Crockett’s many Bel^H,n a
hearty welcome and
S(j1o. Mr. White’s fine voice
‘‘ere w>th
pleasure and he was
last time playing his own
IJar,cing followed the concert
hand, and was enjoyed until
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Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, had a silk
sale and demonstration yesterday to introduce
the Novelty Silk Company’s silks. The sale
was for one day only and prices were reduced
window display

There
ut

move

February

are a

they

are a

of other son the sick list,
little better.

number

Business Changes. There are a number of
business changes pending. The Staples Piano
& Music Co. are to move to Waterville and
have sold the phonograph and record business
to J. L. Sleeper & Co., and stored some of
their pianos with H. E. McDonald. Mr.

ing-T. S. Thompson is prepared to deliver
ice the coining season... The Odd Size sale at
The Dinsmore Store is still on, and if you find
your size a bargain awaits you.T. W. Lothrop, proprietor of the 5 and 10 cent store, anwill

per cent. A very attractive
was made for this sale.

Poor’s Mills. Mrs. McKinley, an aged and
respected resident passed away Tuesday night
.Mrs.Kimball is sick, but is reported a little
better to-day (Tuesday)Mrs. Leslie Payson of
Somerset, Mass., arrived last week, called here
by the sickness of Mrs. S. A. Payson. Mrs.
Phillips of Swanville is nursing Mrs. Payson.

...
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more days of the white goods sale
James H. Howes, Odd Fellows block. His
window displays rival the snow drifts outside,
and his prices have followed the temperature.

from 40 to 50
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New Advertisements.
Only three days
more of the January clearance sale at Fred A.
Johnson’s, Masonic Temple. Prices cut from
a quarter to a half-Carle & Jones have
the
Edison Amberol records that play twice as
long
as the regular Edison records.
They can be
used on your present Edison phonograph
by
the addition of a single attachment and
you
can play both records.
Cash or easy instalments-Valentines at the Belfast Department Store. 45 Main street.
Post cards 10
cents per dozen
The City National Bank
ot Belfast has the Home Savings
Bank, made
specially attractive to children.
They are
loaned free of charge to any one
starting an
account with a dollar
The right time to buy
coal is now, the right place to buy it is at
Swan & Sibley Cos.'... Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
Arey publish a card of thanks
Eggs for
hatching at Pineland Poultry Farm, Belfast
C. E. Perkins offers for sale at a bargain bis
residence, No. 10 Elm street. This is a very
desirable property and is in the best of repair.
A business change is the only reason for sell-

installed last week

by Harry Clifford,

as

Journal building to VS Main street
I. V.
Miller has begun a reduction sale of furs at his

The

..
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picture hats, ties, sashes and shoe
Miss Louise Dennett was the accompanist and the following took part: Interlocutor, W. K. Keene; Ends, Earle L. Talbot, Frank
R. Keene, Emeroy Ginn, Bertha A.
Wiley, Car1
rie M. Greenlaw, Geneva P.
Heald; Circle, Mrs.
Marie K. Patterson, Mrs. Annie B.
Patterson,
Misses Caro G. Hatch, Katherine Brier, Isabel
Ginn, Sarah M. Seavey, Eva B. Greenlaw, Ida I
M. Ames.
The following musical selections

1

thoroughly enjoyed:

were

FACTS
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K

1

red

bows.

|
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Colored Four Hundred,
Chorus
Rainbow Chorus.
Solo, Ma. Lady Love,
Isabel Ginn
Solo, All 1 get here is much obliged to you,
Ida M. Ames
T
Duet, When we are married.
Katherine Brier and Frank R. Keene
Solo, Girls, Girls, Girls,
Caro G. Hatch
Solo, Contralto, My Dusky Rose,
Katherine Brier
Lets go home,
Chorus
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Mrs. Emily Rowe is spending the winter
with her sister, Mrs. I. G. White_Dr. E. C
Newcomb of Newburg was a professional visit- i
or in
town Friday... E. C. Clements
gave a I
birthday party Tuesday evening_Mr. and |
Mrs. Frank Tasker and Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Clements were, with others, guests of Mr. and
Mrs Geo. Hopkins in Monroe W’ednesday evenMr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby were in Swaning
i

place

f

and your reward is a
a third to a half from

t

fully

%

regular prices.

t

saving

of
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The
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Store.
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excepting Saturdays,

further
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VALENTINES

|

W. H.

..

to fill all

vacancies which

might

their board during the year. The
election of officers resulted in the following
choice: President, Dr. J. B. Darling; Vice Presi
in

dents, Ralph llayford and Harvey 8. Cunningham; Secretary and Treasurer, Orrin J. Dickey;
Trustees, E. R. Connor, George B. Dyer, Fred
Toothaker, E. E. Babcock, J. W. Jones.

Charles R. Coombs
UNDERTAKER,

for the

of paper in which it appears, your address and
four cen*$ In cover postage, and we will send
you a “Complete Handy Atlas of the World.”

SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St., New York

2

^

Everything modern in
CASKETS AND RURIAL SUITS.
Metal

Shipping

Cases

and

2
2
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2
2
2

2
2

2
2

2

Memorial Hall. Since then each yey has seen
the presentation of a bright little play by the
Seniors, and not only have they been enjoyed
by the public, but they have proved to be a
profitable source of revenue for the class.
This year’s selection is said to be especially
clever and well cast.
The participants have
been rehearsing for a number of weeks, at
first under the direction of Mrs. S. A. Parker,
and then under the instruction of Miss Katherine C. Quimby. A dance will follow the play,
and refreshments will be on sale at intermission. Admission to the play will be 25 cents;
reserved seats, 35 cents, and the dance will be
25 cents extra for gentlemen. The reserved
seat sale

1st,

at

begins

on

Monday morning, February

Follett & Son’s.

The Rebekah Minstrels. A colored minstrel show for members of Aurora Lodge of
Rebekahs only was given in Odd Fellows hall
last Tuesday evening with decided success.
The committee in charge was Mrs. W. K.
Keene, Mrs. E. L. Cook, Mrs. J. K. Dennett,
Misses Emeroy Ginn, Katherine Brier, Geneva
P. Heald and Mr. Frank R. Keene. The costumes consisted of black skirts, white waists,

WILMER

DORMAN. T.easurer

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

Deposits
Reserve,
SurP|us’

1908,

$1,527,659.28

100,000.00

153,734.18
$867.75

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,

Coroner.

Slate

Burial

Wednesday evening, February 3rd, predict
Vaults always in stock.
that it will score the greatest success in the
Calls answered promptly, either day or night
succe ssion of class plays which began in 1901,
wher. B. H. S. ’01 presented “His Lordship” in
Home telephone 48-3. Office 48-4.

the new Records that play twice as long- as the regular Edison Records. The Amberol Records can be used
on your present Edison Phonograph by the addition of a
simple attachment or gear, and you can still play the
Records you have.
Amberol Records not only play longer than any other
Record now made, but they play better, their tone quality being richer, clearer and more delicate than has been
possible in the past.
Let us put an attachment on your Phonograph or sell
you an Edison Phonograph that will play both Records.
Cash or easy instalments,

2

an-

on

2
2
2
2
2
2

Read Mr. Thompson’s
advertising columns.

B. H.

2

2

our

Those who have seen the rehearsals of the
S. ’09 class play, the Merchant of Venice,
which is to be presented in the Opera House

name

Edison Amberol Records

2

season.
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DUNTON, President,

No household should be without it.
Send this advertisement, together with

45 Main Street.

BELFAST SAVINGS BANE.

cold,

remedy

occur

RICHARDS,
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Belfast Department Store

Scott’s
Emulsion
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The game will be called at 8 o’clock.
Tickets will be on sale at the City Drug Store.
cents.

M
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Coats, Suits, Skirts, Furs, Waists, Silks, Muslin Underwear, Sheets and I
Pillow Cases. Embroidery Novelties and a Hundred Other Things.
I

..

C. A.

i/ine,

proval

from the scenic effect.
Mrs. Wilshire has
directed it three times each in Augusta and
Gardiner and will present it soon in Waterville
and Portland. The Belfast ladies will have 12
lieutenants and 30 captains. Either plain or
bridge whist rules govern. There is nothing
complicated in the game. The paraphernalia,
including forts, Hags, score cards, etc., are in
charge of the commander-in-chief, who also
directs the lientenants and captains. It is hoped
to make the evening the social success it has
proved in other cities and all who enjoy the
game should make an effort to attend. Ad-

Quarter, Third,

■

^

Tuesday.

■

1

Mrs. Julia Wilshire of Gardiner as commander-in-chief. It has been played in Massachusetts for some time and the press notices indicate that it has met with most decided
ap-

Saturday.

j

Belfast contingent

f

line

Tuesday evening, February 2nd, when Military
whist will be played for the first time in Bel| fast. It will be under the auspices of the
I Universalist Social Aid, who have employed

and

..

club,

were

a

Prices Cut

of

j

con-

storm and
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ngs

good

look wan

Military Whist. What promises to be one
the most interesting and attractive events
of the season will take place at Memorial Hall

Friday

NOTICE.

Stockton and

m

ana

!

IK
Thursday,

Pendleton. W. B. Swan was elected President
and C. W. Wescott was elected Cashier.

I

ONLY THREE DAYS MORE
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of the death of

♦
Staples intends to keep up his piano business
here_T. W. Lothrop is to move his 5 and 10
from The Journal
follows: commander, C. Brainard Hall; senior fur
♦
parlors, 109 Main street. It is a great op- cent stock February 1st,
the store to be vacated by the
vice commander, A. D. Smalley; junior vice
portunity to secure bargains for this season or building to
♦
mtmnHiMi ■
Piano & Music Co...‘.E. H. Conant is
commander, J. W. Ferguson; officer of the day, next.Mrs. Annie M. Simmons and
#
ville Wednesday to see A. S. Nickerson, who
family I Staples
he is occupying on
James Dunton; adjutant, Albert Hassen; quarof Morrill publish a card of thanks... J. L. to move from the store
j suffered a bad paralytic stroke about three
rented
for
a
has
been
which
E.
R.
Main
♦
Thomas;
termaster,
street,
chaplain, Capt. A. E. Sleeper & Co. have bought of the Staples
This store will close at 6
weeks ago. His recovery is considered doubtp.m., ♦
Clark; sergeant major, John Thompson; quar- Piano V Music Co. their stock of Edison Phon- Chinese laundry, but has not decided upon a j ful, much to the regret of his friends in both
is
to
Sanborn
!
towns... .Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Stevens of i
termaster sergeant. Robert F. Russ; patriotic
ographs and Victor Talking Machines with a location_It is said that Melvin
until
notice.
♦
The officers of the full line of records, etc., and ask for a sharp of open a grocery store in the building corner of Monroe were, with others, guests of Mr. and
instructor, Daniel Bowen.
Mrs. E. N. Bartlett last
Saturday night....
Ladies’ Circle, G. A. R., were installed by past
the public patronage
..The City National Main and Washington streets so long occupied Rehearsals are in progress at White’s Corner ♦♦♦♦♦
♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦ ♦
♦ ♦♦♦
and West Winterport for dramas to be
Bank calls for bids for the construction of its by Frank Lancaster.
pres. Mrs. Ellen Strout as follows: president,
pre- i
sented in the near future... Mr. and Mrs. C. i
Mrs. Mary Russ; senior vice president, Mrs.
new hank
building.George A. Matthews
L.
Knowlton
and
Matters.
A.
Andy
Liquor
McKenney are on the sick list.Mrs.
Daniel
Bowen; junior vice president, Mrs. announces that he has returned to Belfast and
Homer B. Carter, indicted at the January term Hannah Belches, one of aged residents, is |
Frances Murch; treas.. Mrs. Julia McKeen; sec..,
ill. She is cared for by a niece, Mis.
is prepared to do all kinds of carriage building,
quite
of
the
violations
of court for
prohibitory law,
of Chelsea, Mass. Mr. Edwin j
Mrs. Gertrude Knowlton; chaplain, Mrs. Harrepairing, painting, etc., at his old stand on but who did not present themselves for trial, Blanchard
POST CARDS
Nickerson is able to be out again after his
_
riet Carter; conductor, Mrs. Hattie R>«r»: asstWashington street..Combination sale of returned to the city after court adjourned, and recent illness
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howes i
cond., Mrs. Thomas Gannon; guard, Mrs. Alma muslin underwear and shirt waists at greatly
of
Portland
was
called here W’ednesday by
have since been arrested by Sheriff Carleton
the death
Howes’ mother, Mrs. Maria
Ryder; asst, guard, Mrs. J. H. Cunningham; reduced prices at The Fashion.
Found, a and their cases disposed of as follows: Andy Willard. of Mrs.
returned to Portland Saturday.
They
Mrs.
Abbie
Putnam.
patriotic instructor,
lady's gold bracelet... Girls wanted on shirt L. Knowlton was taken before bail commis- I-Miss Elizabeth Treat left
by train Friday
work. Apply at the Estabrooks Shirt Com-AT THEWaldo County Agricultural Society.
sioner J. S. Harriman on the indictment found evening to visit friends in Boston.The
of basket ball at Union hall, January
Belfast.
game
pany,
sale
and
a
for
The annual meeting of the Waldo County
gave
single
by the grand jury
between
A.
A.
and Newport
22nd,
Winterport
I]
bonds in $500 for his appearance at the April A. A. resulted in victory for the home team
Agricultural Society was held at the Court
by
term of the S. J. Court. Tuesday he was tried a score of 17 to 11.... By a unanimous vote at
House in this city last Saturday afternoon
in the police court on the search and seizure of the fourth quarterly conference held in the
with a very large attendance. In fact, it lookMethodist vestry, January 11th, the return of
ed as if the society had indeed taken on new
January 1st, found guilty and sentenced to pay the pastor, Rev. Arthur J. Lockhart, was relife and was ready to work for the success of
a fine of $100 and costs and '60 days in jail,
quested.Mr. Thomas I). Eaton is quite ill.
..Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman left Monday
the fair and the popularity of the Belfast race
from which he appealed and gave bonds of
for Boston and Malden, Mass.The second
track, which was established last year beyond
$200 for his appearance at the April term of of a series of lectures
by Rev. A. J. Lockhart
-->)
was given in the M. E. church
any reasonable doubt. The conditions followTuesday evenunder
the
bail commissioner on the indictments by the ing
auspices of the Mother’s Soing the fair last year showed that with a little j
ciety. The subject was “The Last of the Great
work, placed in the right direction, the fair !
of Cod Liver Oil with
grand jury on two cases of single sale, and gave Johns.”.... Mrs. Maria Willard passed
quietly
bonds of $500 in each case for appearance-at and peacefully from this life into the life bemight be termed a “howling success” and from
phosphites should always be
the financial returns of the last fair it was.
yond, January 19th. She had reached the adthe April term of court.
vanced age of 79 years and is survived by two
kept in the house for the
While the receipts of cash did not leave a
Ice. As previously announced Mr. T. S.
daughters, Mrs. Eva Wardwell, who tenderly
reasons:
large balance, the assets were such that there
Thompson of East Belfast has engaged in the cared for her mother in her declining years,
was no question as to the success of the past
ice business, in which he has had previous and Mrs. Maria Howes of Portland, and by one
First—
if any member
granddaughter, Miss Marie Wardwell. The
year. The following residents of the city were
experience, and is prepared to furnish the funeral services took place at her late resiof the
has
a hard
elected to membership; Fred D. Jones, D. F.
ice.
He
has
of
Belfast
with
citizens
dence January 22nd, Rev. A. J. Lockhart conpure
it will cure it.
Stephenson, William Holt, Fred Toothaker,
erected an up-to-date ice house, 25 by 100 feet ducting the service The floral offerings consisted of a beautiful pillow of roses and lilies
George B. Dyer. The reports of the committee
Second—
and 20 feet posted, and has harvested his ice with the word “Mother” in
if the chilimmortelles, and a
on finance and the treasurer were accepted
direct from the channel of pure crystal water a crescent of mixed flowers from the W. C. T.
dren are delicate and sickly, it
after reading and placed on file. It was voted
His wagons will U., of which society the deceased was a loyal
as it flows from Swan Lake.
ORGANIZED 1868.
will make them strong and well.
and honored member.
that in view of the small attendance at the
be washed thoroughly every day before loaded
trustees’ meetings held during the year the
Third—
with
the
same
if the father
be
will
also
washed
the
ice
and
ROBERT F.
J.
number of trustees be reduced from fifteen to
or mother is
pure water drawn from the channel by a force
flesh and
five, that a working majority might be had for
pump. Mr. Thompson considers cleanliness
thin
and
the coming year’s work. The selection of the
an important factor in the ice business, more
it will build them up and
dates for the coming fair were left with the
especially when it is supplied for family use.
them
flesh
and
newly elected officers to arrange for the bei-t
He now has 1373 tons in his ice house, and
December 1.
interests of the society. The secretary was
when the weather conditions favor will fill a
Fourth—Because
it is the
empowered to prepare a book of certificates
of
a
between
400
with
house
suitable
capacity
standard
in all throat
of stock and in the future have the stock isand 500 tons, so that his customers may be
and
affections.
Licensed Embalmer—
sued from a stock book. The officers were
assured he will have a sufficient supply of ice
....
were

asant

i

uoat

Officers of the Post and Circle. The
officers of Thomas 11. Marshall Post, G. A. I?.,

t

|

motor

planking.

■>!' the Waldo

C'ounty
f Managers, Mrs. C.
rman. Miss Edith M.
Bradbury, Mrs. George
Tyler, Miss Sarah
ittce. for January,
ril, Mrs. Alfred G.
Poor. Mrs. Ralph

me

oil painting showing the speed
launch he is building for the Fairbanks Co. of
Bangor striking a lively clip. This launch has
been planked with California cedar, with a top
streak of mahogany in one piece. Between
8,000 and 10,000 copper nails were used in

list of the Board
'.mmittee for Janu-

■'

i'r.

aitena

him

.C'jsi-iTV.

jj0

mined for in Heaven,” etc.

Leroy A. Coombs, who recently underwent
an operation at the Waldo County
General
Hospital for appendicitis, was discharged from
that institution last week, and is loud in its
praise. Monday Mr. Coombs went to Boston

Matherson

William

\

lifti

account

The traction car built by Fred V. Cottrell
and Jos. G. Patterson for H. H. Linn,
proprietor of the dog circus, was loaded on a flat car
yesterday for shipment to Watervjlle, where it
will receive the running gear and have a 100

auxiliaries Mallard and Bogie were hauled out last week at Macombers. The Bogie,
which is used by E. L. Macomber in going to
and from his work in Islesboro. will have a new
stern and other improvements made before she
goes into commission next spring.

Strawberries in January!
That gives not
Friday, night. Give
! only an idea of the extent of our country but
having a good time of the facilities for
handling perishable arti|
cles.
Here with snow on the ground and the
rv 12th, the ladies of
mercury hovering about zero one can have
il church will serve a strawberries, fresh and fragrant, on the teaF Hall, followed by an table. For this treat last Saturday the writer
auspices of the Guild, is indebted to Swift & Paul, the Masonic
entertainment will be Temple grocers.
ailed, “The Gentle
If you think of engaging in the poultry business; or if already in that business and you
•oived in* the Waldo wish to improve your stock, you can get eggs
Brown (('. F. Bessey
for hatching from pure bred Barred Plymouth
f Brooks) which went Rocks and S. C. R. I. Reds, at Pineland Poultry
?
It is an action of Farm, Belfast, and in April and May there will
of a bank check. be 3,000 day-old chicks from both strains for
entry was made of sale. W. M. Randall is the proprietor; S. F.

■;

!

definitely postponed on
Mrs. Eliza McKinley.

The

annual ball of Washv. ,11
take place at the

»v.

The supper and social which was to have
been held this, Thursday, evening by the
Poor’s Mills Benevolent Club has been in-

horse-power engine installed.
The City National Bank of Belfast held its
champion pork proannual meeting Tuesday, January 26th, elect;i
18-months-old hog
W. G. Hazeltine of Caribou has succeeded ing as directors for the ensuing year: W. B.
f jo pounds.
Clarence P. Whittier as American Express Swan, A. A. Howes, R. F. Dunton, Chas. P.
,f unclaimed letters re
Mr. Whittier has been Hazeltine, T. W. Pitcher, Selwyn Thompson,
agent in Belfast.
p.p-it office for the week
transferred as messenger on the train between ! Chas. H. Walden. Elmer A. Sherman, W. S.
li. 11. Richards, D. E-

*

|

Wednesday evening, February 3rd.

The special sale of canned corn and tomatoes
A. A. Howes & Co. last Saturday was a
great success, exceeding that of a like sale
goods

Pl

SAL

■

Don’t fail to see the Merchant of Venice,
modernized version of which is to be presented by the B. H. S.Seniors in the
Opera House

a

by

p>|u»rt and M. J. Dow,
i agents to receive sub-

V

The county commissioners were in session
last week for disposing of the usual routine
business.

Dividend No. 81. Dec. 1, 1908, at the rate of
Total Dividends

paid

to

depositors

to

date,

4%,

$28,811.06

$1,324,888.89

This Bank paid its 81st semi-annual dividend on Dec.
1, at the rate
Per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is'immediately credited to the accounts
I also have a stock of
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
Card Tables and Chairs the same as the
principal sum.
TO LET
The affairs of tins Bank have the careful and conscientious overfor Card Parties, Sociables and Entertainof its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
sight
ments. Tables 10 cents apiece.
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
Chairs 20 cents’ per dozen.
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.
72 MAIN
BELFAST.
of

4 %

STREET,

Deposits received and placed

GIRLS

Deposits in this Bank

interest the first of each

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
ROBERT E. DUXTOX,

JAMES H. HOWES, FR.EO (}. WHITE,
ARTHUR I. BROWX, BEA D. FIELD.

WANTED
ON SHIRT WORK.

on

month.

Apply^at the

Estabrooks Shirt

Co.,

BELFAST, MAINE

4°lo

4%

*

to 150 acres each. They are situated about
miles from a railroad. There is an opporfor about 15 farm laborers to secure
ermanent employment at about $18 per month
nd board. About 25 men are necessary to
upply the demand for laborers for temporary
mployment. The period of such work is
bout two months and the wages are about $26
1 >er month and board. Day wages are $1 to
1.50. Men temporarily employed on farms can
i ind work for part of the year lumbering, the
I'ages being $20 per month.
About 10 fenfales are required for domestic
ervice, the compensation being $3 to $5 per
ireek including board. There are no manuacturing industries. Carpenters and painters
Ten
, ire paid $2 per day, masons, $3 per day
1 lours constitute a day’s work for all trades,
tents can be had for $5 per month. The rate
1 >f
taxation is $22 per $1,000 valuation.
If
were coming to town to become
j mmigrants
would
a
be
to
esidents,
preference
given
iwedes. The greatest need is for farm labor00

Conditions in Waldo County.

I

IF YOU NEED

The Result of Investigations by the Labor

Department.
Considerable space is given in the 22nd

anity

STRENGTH i

annual report of the Bureau of Industrial
and Labor Statistics of the State of Maine

—————

Then
Try the Tonic Reconi•
mended by This Franklin,
Maine, Woman.

to “Rural Conditions in Maine,” and we
print below the matter relating to Waldo

county:

Farms with buildings for sale within
the limits of the city of Belfast range in
acreage from 50 to 200 acres, and the
selling price is from $500 to $2,000. These
farms are from 2 to 6 miles from the railroad station. From 30 to 40 reliable farm
laborers can find continuous employment
at a wage of $20 and upwards per month
in addition to board. From our correspondent we learn that 100 farm laborers
can find temporary employment during
the busy season, which is about 6 months
of the year, wages averaging about $25
per month and board.
Day wages are $1
and board. There is not much opportu- blood.
The cure of Mrs. Albert McLauglilin,
nity for employment for men other than of
Franklin, Maine, shows the value of
as farm laborers.
One hundred females can find employ- the touic treatment with Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills in all diseases due to impure
ment at domestic service with
wages
from $2 to $5 per week. There is also a
demand for female help in pants and
shirt .factories, the work being done by
the piece and earnings averaging about
$6 per week without board. There is no
demand for additional mechanical labor.
Carpenters and painters work 9 hours
per day and receive $2.50 per day. Masons, bricklayers and plasterers work 8
hours at $3.50 per day, and laborers 10
hours at $1.50 to $2.

blood. She says:
“When I was about ten yTears old I
had scarlet fever and was sick from its
after-effects until my seventeenth year.
Every month I would be so sick for a
day or so that I would have to liedown.
I would be tlizzy and have awful headaches. It seemed that my head ached
all over. I would also be sick to my
I was
stomach during these spells.
always nervous and was easily excited.
doctors
treated
different
"I was
by
and was told that my sickness was due
to impurities in the blood.
They did
not help me much and I tried several
medicines.
Finally I tried Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills which a friend recomI mended to me. After
taking them a
while I noticed that my appetite was a
lot better and that I had no more sick
spells. I took several boxes and have
been well and strong since.”
Nature needs some help in most cases
in fighting disease and the tonic treatment with Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills is
the most efficient that can be given.
They contain no stimulant, opiate or
narcotic and cannot injure the most
Our booklet,
delicate constitution.
‘Diseases of the Blood,” will be sent
free upon request. If you are suffering
from inqtoverished blood you cannot
afford to wait another day before giving
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills atrial.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
all druggists, or sent, postpaid, on re■eipt of price, 50c. per box; six boxes
; v.r $2.50, by the Dr Williams Medicine
'impany, Schenectady, N. Y.

Rents in the city are not very plenty,
prices per month being $0 and upward.
The rate of taxation is $20 per $1,000
valuation.
If foreign immigrants were
coming to the city to become permanent
residents the preference is for Swedes,
the greatest need being for farm laborers.
There seems to be a growing scarcity
of farm help in this vicinity due somewhat to the awakening interest that is
taking place in agricultural pursuits.
This lack of help will be keenly felt the
present year unless the supply is greatly
increased. During the fall of 1907 it was
almost impossible to get even temporary
help to assist in harvesting the crops, and
in many places great losses were experienced on this account due somewhat to
the early arrival of freezing weather.
BELMONT.

per

generally an
opportunity to
employment at the granite quarries here and in the adjoining town of
Frankfort. Carpenters and painters are paid
$2.50 per day and work 10 hours; masons, $3
per day and work 9 hours. There are a few
rents that ’can be had for from $5 to $10 per
month. The rate of taxation for 1907 was $22
per $1,000 valuation. In case immigrants were
coming to the town to become permanent
residents our correspondent writes that Russians and Swedes would be the ones most

j

j

j
j

|
!

!

I

j

yhy

J

i

uuMiies!)

is

guuu
secure

mere is

desired.
SEARSMONT.

The farms with buildings that are offered
for sale in this town contain from 20 to 235
acres.
The prices that they are offered at
Outside of these
range from $700 to $3,000.
farms there is very little' land for sale.
A
j
very few men would supply the demand for
farm laborers for continuous employment but
15 to 20 could find temporary employment for
about 6 months of the year. Wages paid are
from $20 to $30 per month and board. Day
wages are from $1 to $1.50.
There is no manufacturing. The opportunity for employment, aside from farm labor, is
at lumbering.
Wages at this work are $1 to
$1.75 per day. There is no demand for female
The
help.
wages paid carpenters, painters and
masons are $1.75 to $2
All the
per day.
trades work 10 hours per day. There are very
few rents available. The rate of taxation is
$18.60 per $1,000. The foreign immigrants
most desired, if any were
coming to become
residents, are Germans. Sw'edes or Dutch.
Our correspondent writes that there would not
be any trouble for men that are industrious
and want to work, to find something to do and
at

a

lands can be bought in Knox from $5 !
$10 per acre, and farms with buildings, containing from 100 to 200 acres, are in the market
at from $500 to $4,000, all situated within 5
miles of the railroad station. Our
correspondent estimates that 25 additional farm hands
could find continuous employment, and that 50
are needed for the season of from
6 to 8
months. Temporary help are paid from $20 to
$26 per month and board and those by the year
from $18 to $20. Wages by the
day run from
$1 to $1.50. Probably not more than one-half
the farm hands needed in summer could find
local jobs in winter, a little teaming and mill
work being about all there is
doing.
It is estimated that 25 additional girls could
get jobs at house work at from $2.50 to $3.00
per week. Perhaps a few mechanics could find
work in the building trades. Wages run from
$2.00 to $2.50 per day and boafd. The work
day is 10 hours. Rents vary from $4 to $8 per
month.
Swedes would be preferred among
settlers from foreign countries. The tax rate
for 1907 was $21 per $1,000 valuation.
Farm

LIBERTY.

Farms with buildings for sale in Liberty confrom 5 to 150 acres. They can be purchased for sums ranging from $300 to $3,000.
Land without buildings, partially wooded, can
be purchased for from $10 to $50 per acre.
tain

1

THORNDIKE.
rarms

in

i.nornoiKe that

are

for sale

deserving of consideration by all those who
| relieve in the development of the productive
ndustries of our State.”
MORRILL.

Farms for sale in Morrill vary in size from

The battle of the bears. Life in
1907.
the North Land.

are

At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within and
for the Comity of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of January, A. 1). 1909.

Kennebec Ice Cut.

a

1

A true copy.

of you feel so wretched. The
various aches of your body
can he done away with by a
li tie care dailygiven to your
stomach.

worthy.

TROY

50c.

laborers or permanent residents, prothey are law abiding, temperate and in-

* s farm
1 ided

ustrious.
Our correspondent states that most of the
j oreign laborers are not accustomed to our
1 lethods of doing work and would not be so
<

lacobs,

821

B-34

GEO.E.

said,

of Creditors.

l]

1.1

weeks successivt I*..

i

it

1

newspaper pnl»i 1V1

...

that all persons miti»*
bate Court, to !•<• h. i.i
ot
February next. m
have, why the said
ed.

?i
"i

]

Attest;

that ah person.", mi.
bate Court, to
le-!.:
ot February m*\t,
have, why th** sain
ed.
GEoId
A true copy.
Ain
Cuas. I*

!

I

■

JOHNSON. Judge.

Hazkltink, Register.

(

1
i;

DO SS. -In C.
V certain instrument, purporting to be a copy of
*
*
last, on I!,.* i..
the last will and testament, of Thomas
O.
.uiowlton, late of New Boston, in State of New I Fred K. Sawy.-i. am,
Hampshire, deceased, and a copy of the probate Fidelia s. 1 >\**i mi•
deceased, hat mg pi
.lereof duly authenticated,
having been present
count ot admnnsirai,
d to the Judge of Piobate foi
said County, for |
ance.
lie purpose ot lieiiiK
iillim.-.l, ti.eit ami reeortleil
111 the 11'obnte Court for saiil
Ordered, That not
County.
Ordered. that notice he ttiveu to all persons in- weeks su.*ce.>si\ m * ;n
new spaper put 1; -ii ..
C,,W <*f 'his ortier to bo
published lliiee weeks successively in The Re ! that till persons intn.
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they hate « oui t, to 1 h> ■!
of February next.
may .appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belhave, w hy the s;,m
:a-t, within and tor said < minty, on the second
uesday ot February next at ten of the clock be- ed.
A true copy.
imc noon, and show
At'
If
any they have, why
cause,
S HHlUI ,"’t
ClIAs. |
Proved, approved anti

j

..

I

Bankrupt:
hereby given that on the sixteenth day
January, A 1). 1909,ihe said Nathan F Batter
son was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the
first meeting oi his creditors will tie held at the
office of the Referee, No Hi Main street, in Auburn, Maine, on the seventeenth day of February,
A.D. 1909,at ten o’clock in the forenoon. at which
a

of

iHoyy’ed16

A true copy.

SUBSCRIPTION
advantage

of our

announced that
er

for $2.10.

we

com-

We have

already
Price

of

New

Idea

jffice.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PU3. CC„
Belfast, Maine

EMERY F. WHITE
pupils in vocal culture during January and February. Apply afternoons and evenings at No. 4 Bay View
Street. Pupil of Albion Reed, Boston,
Will receive

City, 2 years.

tf2

B 812-5
D

39-3

F 944-6

j 15.6
L 631-4

M 69-13

1T7ALDO SS
In Court of Probate, held at Belff
fast, on the 12th day of January, 190u.
lames P. Wight, guardian of George Herrick of
Belfast, in said County, having presented his
Irst and final account of guardiadship for allowmce, together with his resignation of said trust.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
veeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published In Belfast, in said Couny, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Caurt, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
lay of February next, and show cause, if any
1 hev have, why the said account should not be
Mowed and resignation accepted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
▲ true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltinb, Register,
—
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j

j

■

a

copy,
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Belfast, January
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EXECUTRIX’S
-i
by gives not’
j united executrix m

fNA

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
ill persons interested by causing a copy of this
uder to be published three weeks successively in
Hie Republican Journal, a newspaper published
it Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
’ourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
bounty,on the Pth day ot February, A. 1>. 1909,
it ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
f any they have, why the prayer of said petiioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

true

f

bonds

r

\t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
January, A. 1). 1909.
B. FOGG, guardian of Mildred K. Randall
L and Martin F. Randall, minors « f Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, having presented a peti-ion praying for a license to sell at public or
►rivate sale and convey certain real estate of
taid wards, described in said petition.

B 812-4

t

Hazkltink, Register.

At a Probate Court, belli at Belfast, within and
tor tlie County ot Waldo, on the I21I1 day of
January, A. 1) ltrou.
AITBA J. PEASE, who Is appointed trustee in
J
the will of Miles Pease, late of
Belmont, in
said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition that -aid appointment bo confirmed
and that letters of trust issue to her.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by
causing a copy ot this
order to he published three weeks
successively
in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the Orb day of
February, A. )).
1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any the* have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A44true copy, Attest:
Chas. 1*. Hazeltine, Register.

4 years, Clarence Hay, Boston, 3 years,
and of Francis Fisher Powers, New York

!
|
|

V er hereby giv-*
appointed iidinmis
ADDISON H sp
*n the County <-i \'

Ordered, That tlie said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of this
older to be published three weeks
successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 9th day of
February, A. 1>.
1909, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEoRgE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy,
attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.

at this

i

I'lM"

EM)

offer the two togeth-

Regular Subscription

A

GEO. F. JOHNSON. Judge.

Attest:
Chas. P.

|

Ordered. thai
weeks Micn-ssui*
a newspaper
j*uh'
t>, that .all pels,,
Probate Com p ...
day of February
they have, w 1,\
allowed.

;

At, a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for l|ie County of Waldo, on the H:t!i day of
January, A. 1). 1909.
WIN A. PORT HR, guardian of Agnes A
Porter ol Brooks, in said County of Wald"
having presented a petition praying tor a license
to sell at, private sale and
convey certain real estate of his said ward, as described m said peti1
tion.

52.50.
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A true copy.

THE NEW IDEA WO-
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Probate Court heal at Belfast, within and
the ( minty ol M aldo, on the second l uesday of January, a. I), 1909.

\t

granted.

To THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL. We
want you to take

Hazkltink, Register.

will and testament ot Georee 11 ( al ter late
of Troy, in said County of VValdo, d- eeased
having been presented lor probate, together with a
petition praying that Lila Trask may be appointed adniinistiatnx of the estate of said
deceased
with the will annexed.
Ordered. That notice be given to all
persons
interested by catisinga copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in '[‘he i;e.
publican Journal, published at Belfast that they
may appear at a Probate- Court, to !»*• held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they
have, why the same should not be
proved approved and allowed and prayer of the petitioner

YOUR

;

j

a Id X > SS.
J
Y\
M
ta.it, un ill,*
Fled h. sawyer,
Freeman x. I >y r.
ty. Ueeeaseu, ua v
account of adne i-1
lowauce.

GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.

Attest;
Chas. p.

A '*ertain instrument, purporting to be the last

WAiT

j

i
)

j

January 22,1909.

we

|

!

'mu',1'!!

time the said creditors may atn-ini, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
FORK8T E. I. I’D DEN.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

MAN’S MAGAZINE.
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OASTOBtlA.
jO Tlie KM You Han Always Bought

Tnn tb,

11 ri

■

Ua Probate Court bein' at Belfast, within and
foi the C ounty of Waldo, on the second Tu esday of January, A. D 1909.

Notice is

bination with

Wymark.

Washington.
Wilson, Augusta Jane Evans.

true copy.

Chas. P.

To the creditors of Nathan F. Patterson of Belfast, in the County of W aldo and Distiict afore-

|

1908.
Lincoln, Joseph C.
Cy Whittaker’s place. 1908.
Mitchell, Silas Weir.
The red city. A novel of the second administration of President

Hazeltine, Register.

will and testament of Cotton W. .Wears late

A

$1.00

Meeting

Patterson, Bankrupt,

B.

William

I
I

Belfast, in said Countv of Waldo, deceased
having been presenteu for probate, together with
a petition
CFo.
praying that Ralph H. Mosher may be
A♦ *true copy. Alt,-:
appointed administrator of the estate of said deCllAS. r. I!
ceased, with the will annexed.
Ordered. That, {notice he given to all persons
SS.- 11, C-1 •: i'
Wf ALDO
l interested by causing a copy of this order to he
last, on th. 12rI
published three weeks successively in The Re- Emma w. Ferry, adinu
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they Orren VV.
Kerr}. ,m
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at ! ty,
deceased, lu» vim p.
Belfast, within and for said County, on the sec- account ot admmisti,,
"Ud Tuesday of February next, at ten of the ciock
lowauce.
before noon, and show cause, if any
they have,
Ordered. Tint non,
yvhy the same should not be proved, approved
Weeks successively, n
Mid allowed and prayer of said petitioner
granta newspaper
puhii

In the District t'cmrt of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter <f Nathan F. |
111 Bankruptcy.

Boldrewood).

Salthaven.

i

\\rA

Notice of First

1908. T 04 N 52

Waldo French and others. Stories
of Americans in Italy..

1

ii* mi

M

<>i

Bangs, John Kendrick.

Fuller, Henry

*

A certain instrument, purporting to be the last

has put stomachs in shape
for 57 years.
A fifty-cent
bottle will tone up yours. If
it doesn’t, the druggist will
refund your money.

JANUARY, 1909.

The lasf chance. A tale of the
golden West. 1905.
Robbery under arms. A story of
life and adventure in the goldfields of Australia. 1906.
[)eMorgan, William.
Joseph Vance. 1908.

Attest:
Chas. P.

1

i

OIUCH-U,

HUE’S ELIXIR

Redington, Mary Emily. (Compiler.)
Strong selections for public speaking. 1908.

Rolf

1

"mn.
hi nenasi, wiimn and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of January, A. l). 1909.

•■i

Library.

Potted fiction. 1908
Browne, Thomas Alexander (Pseud.

Hazeltine. Register.

__

«

re

Attest:
Chas. P.

which is the winter thermometer for the At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
*or l,ie County of v\ aldo. on the second
TuesKennebec, is good. This means that ! day of January,
a. D. 1909.
only 25 per cent, of their house capacity 4 certain instrument,
to
be
a copy
purporting
on the river will be run.
,of the l.<st will and testament of Sarah
Evelyn Monson late "f Minneapolis, in the state
ot Minnesot 1,deceased.and of the
probate thereof
in said State of Minnesota,
Somerville Sons of Maine.
duly authenticated
having been presented to ti e Judge of Probate
tor our said County foi the
„f being alThe feature ladies’ night of the v.hole lowed, hied and recorded inpurpose
the Probate Court
history of the Sons of Maine club is 1 *r our said County.
That notice be given to all
planned for February 17, when Hon.Bert " Ordered,
persons
teiestei1 by causing a copy of this outer to
M. Fernald, governor of Maine, will be
be
three weeks successively in The liepublished
He will be welcom- P iblicau
the principal guest.
Journal, publislied at elfast, that they
ed by Lieutenant-Governor Frothingham may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
lleltast, witbm and lot said County, on the secin behalf of the State, and by Mayor "i
d
of February next, at ten of the
John M. Woods in behalf of the city. clock Tuesday
before noon, and show cause, if
any tlu-\
All three have accepted the invitation of have, why the same should not be allowed
riled
The entertain- and recorded.
the Sons of Maine club.
CEO.
E.
JOHNSON,
Judge.
ment after (he banquet will be furnished
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P.
by Maine talent. Miss Maude Andrews
Hazeltine, Register.
of Augusta, a queen among elocutionists, has been engaged, and the singer Ata Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
lor the County ot Waldo, on the second
will be Flavel R. Jordan, baritone soloist.
TuesI). 1909.
day ol .January,
—Somerville. Mass., Journal.
t
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
T will and testament ot Lewis
Reynolds, late
Burnham 111 said County of
Waldo, deceased
having been presented for probate.
TM, Pace
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in*
terested bv causing a copy of this order to be
on
three weeks successively in The Kepublished
ilwigri
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that thev
iniy appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
the Genuine
Belfast, within and for said County, on the seeond Tuesday of February
next,:at ten ot the
clock before noon, and snow
cause, if any they
nave, why the same should not be proved, ap1
proved and allow ed
GEO E JOHNSON, Judge.
An
stomach Is
4

unhealthy

■allied at from $600 to $8,500. They
808 R 2
vary in
from 60 to 600 acres. These farms are
Ruhl, Arthur Brown.
veil supplied with buildings The distance to a
The other Americans; the cities, the
ailroad station is from 1-2 mile to 5 miles.
Phere is an opportunity for 5 or 6 farm laborcountries, and especially the peo< ers to secure
permanent employment at from
ple of South America. 1908. T 8 R 85
! 120 to $26 per month and board. For
tempo- I Spurr, Harry A.
ary employment about 15 men are needed,
The life and writings of Alexandre
ihe busy season is for about 6 months and
vages at this time are from $25 to $30 per
Dumas, pere. (1802-1870). 1902 B 4 D 89 !
with
board.
Day wages are $1.50. Stone, Alfred Holt.
nonth.
rhere is not much opportunity to secure emStudies in the American race prob] iloyment other than as farm laborers. There
J re no rents available.
lem. 1908
The rate of taxation
326 St 6 !
or 1907 was $22.50
per $1,000 valuation.
Charles.
The preference for foreign immigrants, as Swinburne, Algernon
The age of Shakespeare. 820 Sw 5 j
<
xpressed by our correspondent, is for Swedes,
< r others equally industrious and desirable.
Venable, Francis Preston.
In
1 his town there are
good opportunities for men
A short history of chemistry.
540.9 V
|
< f small means and with a
disposition to work Waddington, Mme. Mary A. King.
'* .nd be frugal to take
up small farms and by
1
Chateau
and
life
in
France
out
country
of
the
vorking
part
time, earn enough to
1 ay for their farms, establish homes for their
1908.
T 44 W
1 amilies and become
independent and prosper- Wendell, Barrett.
< ity. An industrious
and temperate class of im- ;
The privileged classes. 1908. 304 W 4-2 j
nigrants can do better here than in the West
* s the land is much
cheaper and better prices White, Horace.
{ re obtained for farm
products. There is no
Money and banking. Illustrated by
Itate in the Union that produces more to the
1904
American history.
332 W 5
ere of the leading
crops than does Maine. We
* ave only to let the world know that there are
Wood, Katharine B.
1 s good opportunities in this State as
await
Quotations for occasions. 808 W 85
1 onest inquirers in any other section and
V
they
y till seek homes here, where success as
surely
’<■ waits them as
FICTION.
they endeavor to succeed and
«

A true copy.

operations further, as the expected January thaw has not materialized and the prospects on the Hudson,

extend the

35c.

Berdoe, Edward.
The Browning cyclopedia. A guide
to the study of the works of Robert Browning.
•Bradley, Charles. (Editor).
Miscellaneous writings of the ’ate
Hon. Joseph P. Bradley.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament and codicils thereto of

v

Gardiner, Jan. 21. The American Ice of rofred Atwood, fate of Winterport, in said CounWaldo, deceased, having been presented
Co. is harvesting 13 1-2 inch ice at three ty
tor probate.
i
of the houses located six or seven miles
ordered, That notice be given
all persons in
down the Kennebec river.
They are not terested by causing a copy
of this order to be
three weeks successively in The Reoperating, however, between Gardiner published
The capacity of the publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
and Richmond.
may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at
down river houses is 100,000 tons, which Belfast, within and for said
County, on the sec
is but one quarter of their entire possible ond Tuesday ot February next, at ten of the
L. C. Ballard, clock betore noon, and show cause, if any they
harvest on this river.
have, why the same should not be proved, apeastern manager for the company, stated proved and allowed,
I
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge,
I
Thursday that it is not now expected to

is free from debt and has several thousand dollars in the treasury.

oceans.

71.2 Y

•Presented.

ly good by rail or water. Excepting the city of
Belfast, this town is the largest in the county,

NEW BOOKS.

T

ize

Farms with buildings that are offered for
here are a dozen farms that can be bought j 5 ale here contain from 40 to 250 acres. They
(
an
be purchased at prices varying from $500
:heap for cash. Some of them are occupied
>y old people, some are Pented and others are 1 o $2,000. Farm lands without buildings can
inoecupied. These farms could be made to * e bought for from $5 to $10 per acre. These
jay well if worked to their full capacity. ! ^ arms and farm lands are situated from 4 to 8
iVhat is needed is young blood and plenty of 1 1 tiles from a railroad station. Several men
t and in a few years the population of our ( an find permanent
employment on farms
■ural communities would be largely increased. 1 /ages being from $20 to $26 per month and
development of this kind is what brings the * oard. The demand for temporary help ex1 ends through alperiod of from 3 to 6 months,
'ail road, better highways and other improvenents in line with our present day civilization J ft this time from 25 to 50 additional laborers
* re required,
md progress.
especially at haying, wages often
“It is presumed that many of the immigrants * eing as high as $2.50 per day. There are some
vho come from foreign countries, notwith- ( pportunities for employment about the saw
itanding they may be temperate and indus- 1 “ills, and in the fall and winter in the woods
;rious, have but little money with which to 1 t lumbering. Wages at this work are gener‘tart anew in the land of their adoption. Un- 1 lly from $1 to $1.75 per day.
Female domestic laborers are paid $3 per
ler these conditions it seems to me it would
1
>e a good move if the State or
county would veek and seamstresses and teachers in the
idvance money to new settlers at a fair rate of < ommon schools receive from 75 cents to $1.50
nterest with which they could buy these 1 ier day. The local supply is sufficient for all
'arms. This would be a great help to those ( alls for mechanical labor. Carpenters work
vho are desirous of helping themselves, and at ^ 0 hours per day and are paid $2.50; painters,
he same time there would be no risk incurred 1 0 hours for $2; masons, 8 hours for $3. There
is the farms would be good
security for the * re some rents available at $2 per month. The
oans.
This plan or something similar is being ^ ax rate for 1907 was $20 per $1,000 valuation,
conducted by other States and the proposition ( ■ermans, Irish or French would be acceptable

s

J-P 27

The demand for female help far exceeds the
present supply and thirty additional women
can find employment at domestic service in
good families at wages of from $2 to $4 per
week. Seamstresses are paid from 75 cents to
$1 per day. There is generally a demand for
additional mechanics of the building trades.
Carpenters are paid from $2 to $2.50 per day
and work from 8 to 10 hours; painters, $2.50 per
day and work 9 hours; masons, $3 per day and
work 9 hours. There are some rents available
at from $2 to $4 per month. The rate of taxation in 1907 was $23 per $1,000 valuation.
Our correspondent expresses the opinion that
immigrants of the Swedish and Irish races make
good farm laborers and desirable permanent
residents. Winterport has the advantage of
being located on Penobscot river which makes
the shipping facilities for farm products equal-

lands in three

>urpose.

j

1
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"L. F.” Atwood's Bitters is all you nJ
=“'
strengthen the weakened organs / 1;
the whole system to a
condition
health.
Relieve constipation v,h<.. ^
fails. JS cents a bottle at your
deal/ 4

generally what makes many

when employed permanently are paid $20 per
month and board. If employment is
only for a
part of the year, or through the busy season, Calvert, Albert Frederick.
are
to
$25 per month and board. Day ! Valladolid, Segovia, Lamora, Avila
$20
wages
aborers are paid $1.50 to $2 per day, and work
and Laragoza. (Spanish Series). T 40 C-3
j
from 9 to 10 hours.
Draper, William Franklin.
There is always a demand for female
help
for domestic service and other work,
Recollections of a varied career...
B.D 8 |
ranging
from $3 to $4 per week. Mechanics can
gen- Giglioli, Constance H. I).
find
at
their
erally
several trades.
employment
Naples in 1799. An account of the
Carpenters work 9 and 10 hours per day for
rise and fall of the Parthenopean
>2.50.
Painters work 9 hours and receive $2.70
jer day.
Masons work 9 hours and receive
Republic. 1903. 945.08 G 3 j
52.50 per day. The rate of taxation for 1907
Knackfuss, H.
vas $20.50
per $1,000 valuation.
For alien
Rubens. Series: Monographs on
abor, a preference is expressed for those 1
from the Maratime Provinces of Canada.
Artists. 1904. .759.9 R 8-2 j
Our correspondent sends a very
optimistic Loomis, Charles Battell.
eport of the opportunities that abound
The knack of it. Some essays in
hroughout Waldo county for people who will
1
ievote their time and energy to the
optimism. 1908. 814 L 87
developnont of agriculture. There are no
large moun- Meyer, Alfred Gotthold.
ains or bogs, and most of the towns contain
1
Donatello. Series: Monographs on
rood farms and farm lands. Along the PenobArtists. 1904. 734 D 7-2 ;
cot bay and river are excellent farms formery owned by sea captains. These farms to a
Nicoll, M. J.
extent
treat
have
;
been used principally for
Three voyages of a naturalist. An
esidential purposes, but are capable of
"pro- !
account of many little-known is«
iucing excellent crops when operated for this

j

to

The young Alaskans. 1908.

Patten, Gilbert.
The Rockspur mine. 1900.
Young, Egerton Ryerson.

day.

Belfast Free

dose

C 75-5

modern games. 1908.

UlMlUlUgS

STOCKTON SPRINGS

Of sickness by keeping stomach, liver,
bowels and M
te of good health.
An occasional

Hough, Emerson.

fair rate of wages.

The farms with buildings that are for sale
within the limits of this town contain from 10
to 100 acres. They can be bought for from
£300 to $1,500. There are also lands without ;
buildings, the selling price being from $2 to
A few of these farms are locat£5 per acre.
ed near the village and shipping point, but the !
majority of them are from 3 to 10 miles from
the railroad. There is not much demand for
farm laborers unless they are active and experi need at farm work. This class of help

Avoidthe thin Ice

JUVENILE.

for sale that are reported to contain from 80
to 200 acres each.
These farms can be purchased at from $1,500 to $5,000 each. They are
located from h mile to 7 miles from the railroad station. There are also farm lands without buildings that can be bought at prices
ranging from $10 to $15 per acre. There is a
chance for at least 25 men to secure permanent
employment as farm laborers at a wage of
from $20 to $25 per month and board. During
the haying and harvesting from 25 to 100 additional laborers are required, day wages being
from $1 to $2.50 per day. There is most always
a chance to find work at odd jobs, assisting
masons, carpenters, etc., at from $1.50 to $2.50
per

|

W 689-3

Connolly, James Brendan.
An Olympic victor. A story of the

UNITY.

in

day.
neii

In the town of Belmont there are several
farms with buildings that can be purchased at
various prices, one of 80 acres being offered
for $1,200. They are of various sizes and are
located about 5 miles from the railroad station
at Belfast. There are also in the same vicinity
farm lands without buildings, the selling price
of which is from $5 to $15 per acre. There is
a constant demand for farm laborers for both
permanent and temporary employment, wages Ihese farms and farm lands are trom v* to lo
ranging from $15 to $35 per month and board. miles from a railroad. There are several opDay wages for brief periods are from $1.50 to portunities for permanent employment as help$2.25. Work for those temporarily employed ers on farms at from $13 to $25 per month and
on farms can he had at pressing hay, lumberboard. The demand for temporary help exing, etc.
tends through the farming season, when wages
There is no demand for additional mechani- are about $30 per month and board. Laborers
cal labor except occasionally a little carpenter
working for brief periods are paid $1 to $1.25
work. The wages paid carpenters are from $2 ;
per day and board. When not employed on the
to $3 per day, and masons, bricklayers and
farms, employment can be had at lumbering
plasterers. $3 per day. Ten hours constitute and in stave mills, wages being $1 to $1.50 per
If I
a day’s work for all
mechanical labor.
day.
foreign immigrants were coming to Belmont
Women employed at domestic service are
as laborers or to become permanent residents,
paid from $2 to $4 per week. No additional
our correspondent informs us that the prefermechanics are required for present needs.
ence is for those of Irish birth, the greatest
Carpenters are paid from $2 to $3 per day;
need being for farm laborers. The tax rate for
painters, $2; masons, $3; the hours of labor
1907 was $29 per $1,000 valuation.
being 10 for the different trades. There are
rents at from $2 to $5 per
some available
BROOKS.
Farms with buildings for sale in the town of month. The rate of taxation for 1907 was $22
For foreign settlers a
valuation.
Brooks range from 50 to 200 acres. The value per $1,000
is expressed for Swedes and Gerplaced upon these farms is from $600 to $1,000. preference
There are also farm lands without buildings mans.
UNCOLNVILLE.
valued at $10 per acre. These farms and farm
There are farms in this town for sale con
lands are located near the railroad.
Probably
25 farm laborers could find employment at from taining from 30 to 100 acres and ranging in
$15 to $22 per month and board, and 30 ad- price from $600 to $2,000. Most of these farms
ditional laborers can find temporary employ- and lands are within 1 mile of the center of the
No additional permanent farm hands
ment during the busy season which is about 6 village.
months of the year at wages averaging about are needed, but 3 or 4 men might get work for
not
6
over
months with wages at from $20 to
$20 per month and board.
are
$1.50
Day wages
Permanent hands are paid $20
to $2. Temporary help, when not employed on $30 per month.
farms, can find employment chopping wood at per month and board, and from $1.25 to $2 per
for
brief
from 75 cents to $1.50 per day.
is
day
paid
periods. This is someTwenty or more females can find employment what of a lumbering region, so temporary farm
at domestic service with wages from $1.75 to ! hands can work in the woods when the farm$2.50 per week. There is also a demand for ing season is over.
female help finishing pants and in the corn
Three or 4 girls might get employment at
factory. Work is done by the piece and earn- house work at from $2 to $4 per week but this
is
the only field open to female labor. There
from
75
cents
to
No
$1.50
ings vary
per day.
additional mechanics are required. Carpenters is no steady demand for mechanics. Carpenters
and painters work 10 hours per day and receive are paid from $1.75 to $2 per day; painters. $2;
$2 per day. Masons, bricklayers and plasterers masons, $3; and laborers, other than farm
work 10 hours at $3 per day. There are a few laborers, $1.50. Nine hours constitute a full
rents that can be secured for from $2 to $5 per working day for mechanics, but common laborers work 10 hours.
month. If foreign immigrants were coming to
Rents can be had at from
the town for employment with the intent of £3 to $12 per month.
No foreigners are desired.
or
The
tax
rate
for
1907 was $23 per $1,000
becoming temporary
permanent residents,
the preferen e is for Swedes, the greatest need valuation.
MONTVILLE.
being for agricultural laborers. From our correspondent we learn that there is a good op- 1 The conditions in Montville are somewhat
portunity here for a few industrious families. similar to those
existing in other towns of the
Farm help is very scarce and the farmers are
county. There are farms with buildings that
handicapped to the extent that the product of can
be
purchased fur amounts ranging from
the farms is not so large as it would be could
efficient help be secured at a reasonable price. £300 to $3,000 each. Farm lands without buildings are valued at from $3 to $10 per acre.
The tax rate for 1907 was $22.50 per $1,000.
The distance to these farms and lands from
BURNHAM.
railroad stations is from 4-to 12 miles There
There are three or four farms for sale rangis very little demand for laborers for permaing in size from 60 to 100 acres, valued at from nent employment, but about 20 can find tem$800 to $1,500. These farms are from 3 to 4i porary employment for 6 months of each year
miles from the railroad station. There is no
it from $20 to $25 per month and board. When
manufacturing and very few farmers hire employment is only for short periods, wages
extra help except during haying and the potato
ire from $1 to $2 per day.
Women working as
harvest. This class of labor is paid $2o per ) lomcstics are paid $2 to $4 per week. There
month and board, or by the day, from $1 to 1 s no call for additional me chanics. Carpen$1.25 and board.
ters, painters and masons are paid $1.50 to
There is no demand for female help. Me- j i>2 per day and work 10 hours per day. Tenethanics work 10 hours per day, but none adnents that are available rent for $4 per month,
ditional are required. The preference given if immigrants were coming to this town as
for foreign immigrants, provided they were
'arm laborers, or with the intention of becomcoming to the town to become permanent setng permanent residents, a preference is exis
for
Germans. The tax rate for 1907 pressed by our correspondents for those comtlers,
was $21 per $1,000 valuation.
ng from Prince Edward’s Island and Sweden; j
he greatest need being for farm laborers. ;
ISLKSBORO.
Fhe rate of taxation for 1907 was $25.50 per
Farm and farm lands for sale in this island
[>J.,UUW.
town are held at a high figure owing to the
Commenting upon the investigation that is
place having developed into a favorite and )eing made by the Labor Bureau our correpopular summer resort. Farms containing 35 .pondent continues: “I believe this is a move
to 40 acres are valued as high as $6,000.
n the right direction.
Induce the immigrants
;o locate in our farming districts where their
JACKSON.
;ervices are most required and where they can
Farms with buildings that are for sale in
nake homes for themselves. I believe there
Jackson range in acreage from 10 to 400 acres,
s no
where a man without a trade gets
varying in price from $500 to $5,000. There is )aid asplace
well for his labor, all things considered,
some tillage land that can be
bought for from ind can get a home and independence
so quick$10 to $25 per acre. There is other land that I
1 y as in the country towns. It would be my
is valued at not over $5
per acre. These farms
idvice
to
man
work
at
any
seeking
agricultural
and farm lands are from 2 to 8 miles from a
j mrsuits to get permanent employment if posrailroad station. There is no great demand
iible. This ensures a home, and even if the i
for farm laborers for permanent
employment, j ! vages are not so large as
could be obtained on
from 5 to 10 being sufficient for all needs.
In
ihort jobs the result in the end is much more
the busy season, which is from 4 to 6
months, ! jrofitable and satisfactory. There is no reason
about 25 can find employment at from $20 to I
any young man working on a farm for
$25 per month. Day labor for brief periods I
rom $15 to $20 per month cannot in ten
years ;
commands $i to $2.25 per day.
ave money enough to buy a pretty good farm. !
There is not much demand for laborers outn
this part of the State farms are cheap, 1
side of those required on farms. There is
very
little call for female help. .No additional me- ! >wing somewhat to the distance from railroads
chanics are required. Carpenters and painters i ind industrial centers, but the soil is good and I
rery productive and most of the farms include
work 10 hours for $2.50 per day. Masons and
tracts of wood and lumber. There is a
plasterers work 9 hours and receive $2 to $3 food sale at the
door for beef, poultry, eggs
•eady
per day. There are some rents available at $4
ind cream and always at good prices.
to $5 per month. The rate of taxation for 1907
During ;
■he past year, we have been very successful in
was $20.70 per $1,000.
If immigrants were
.he hen business and have made big
money
coming to the town to become temporary or Tom the sale of
poultry and eggs.
permanent residents, the preference would be
“Within a radius of two miles from my home
for Swedes and Canadians.
KNOX.

At the mercy of Tiberius...

Farms with buildings for sale range in size
from 30 to 300 acres. The purchase price of
these farms is from $1,000 to $6,000.
They
are situated from 1 to 6 miles from a railroad
station. It is estimated that from 20 to 50 additional farm laborers can find permanent employment at from $18 to $26 per month and
board. In the busy season from 50 to 100 men
are needed for from 2 to 6 months,
wages be- {
ing from $24 to $30 per month and board. I
Wages by the day are from $1.25 to $2.00.
There are opportunities to find employment in
the woods and at the lumber mills when not
*rs.
employed on the farms, with wages averaging
NORTHPORT.
about $30 per month.
There are farms with buildings for sale in
There is no manufacturing requiring female
Northport, ranging from 60 to 100 acres each,
but about 20 can find work at household j
rhe value placed upon these farms is from labor,
service at wages from $2 to $3 per week. There !
51,200 to $1,600 each. The distance from these is some demand for mechanics. A
blacksmith
’arms to the city of Belfast, the nearest rail- can find a
good opening here. Carpenters and
•oad station, is about 7 miles. Northport is
from
to
are
$2
$3 per day, and
paid
lituated on Penobscot river and the shipping painters
and plasterers, $3 to $4
joint by water is much nearer than the rail- masons, bricklayers
per day, ten hours being the working day for j
•oad station. There is no demand for farm all
trades. There are no rents available. The j
aborers for permanent employment.
Most of tax rate for
1907 was $20 per $1,000 valuation.
;he farms are small and can be managed by
No
is given for any particular class
:heir occupants. Northport Camp Ground, of preference
immigrants provided those that would come
remple Heights and other points bordering on are temperate and industrious.
;he bay are occupied by summer residents.
WALDO.
Some additional help is required during the
! laying
season at which time $2 per day is paid
Farms with buildings, good water, etc., con| for 10 hours labor. At other work about $1.50
taining from 50 to 150 acres can be purchased
per day is paid. There is no demand for for from $500 to $2,500 each.
These farms are
female help. There is no manufacturing, but a short distance from the railroad
station.
rhere is no demand for additional mechanics. No additional
is
help
required for permanent
Carpenters and painters are paid $2 per day, employment on the farms, but from 15 to 20
masons are paid $3 per day.
Nine hours con- men can find work for 6 to 8 months for
the
stitute a day’s work for the trades mentioned,
year at from $20 to $25 per month and board.
rhere are no rents available. The rate of taxThe rate of
Day
wages are $1 and board.
ation is $15.20 on $1,000. Our correspondent taxation for 1907 was $18
per $1,000.
expresses a preference for Swedes or Irish for
If foreign immigrants were coming here to
temporary or permanent occupants of farms, become permanent residents, or as laborers
exclusive of those who come as summer visitupon the farms, the preference would be for
ors.
Swedes or Finns. There are several farms for
PROSPECT.
sale iif this town where industrious and thrifty
There are farms for sale here containing
people can make a good living. The opportufrom 50 to 200 acres each. These farms have nity is especially favorable for those desirous
buildings upon them and can be purchased lor of establishing a home and with a small amount
from $1,000 to $4,000 each. They are located of capital to begin with. Work is generally to
from 1 to 2 miles frcm the railroad. There is
be had upon neighboring farms and at fair
very little demand for permanent farm labor- wTages, thus providing a means to acquire some
ers but probably 10 could find temporary emready money at times wdien it may be necesployment for 2 or 3 months in the summer sary to have it.
season at a w-age of $25 per month and board.
WINTERPORT.
Day wages for short periods are $1.50 to $2
hub luvvii
Liicit; axc icixiiia wm.ii

When the blood becomes thin, as durug convalescence from the grip or acute
fevers, all of the organs and tissues of
die body suffer from lack of nourishment, for it is the blood that is conitantly carrying to every part of the
human sy stem the materials with which
to repair the waste that is going on
throughout life. Naturally the weakpst organ is the first to show the result
of this blood starvation and any inherited tendency to disease is then likely to
develop. Whatever it may be, if the
trouble is caused by lack of blood it
must be corrected by building up the

BELFAST.

desirable or in such demand as they would
after they had become acquainted with our
language and people and our way of doing
things. In this part of the State there are but
a very few foreign laborers but mote
help is
required in order that the farms may be operated to their greatest extent, and we will
gladly welcome any movement that will relieve
our wants in this
particular.
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9
9
9
9

CLARISSA CIM'

ITT A L DO SS.—Ill Court <»f Probate, held at Belf?
last, on the 12th day of January, 1909.
William A. Johnson, administrator on tile estate
of Elizabeth Johnson, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of tin* estate for
allowance.

i
I
«

1

tin*

County of

w

9

aving demands a.
eased aie desired L
lent, and all indei i.
lake payment ilium

9

9

9

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three i Troy, January 12. !
weeks successively, in J he Republican Journal,
a
newspaper publish d in Belfast, in said ConnS
1
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a I EXECUTOR NOt Ii.l
by gives notice
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
i
executor
of
the
(lay of February next, and show cause, if any
MARY ANN.ir.NNT
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
i; the County of \\ a
A true copy. Attest:
li aving demands agan
..

Chas. P.

Hazeltine, Register.

e

used are desired to j»l
lent, and all indebted
take payment iniineu

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 12th day of
January, 1909.
Monroe, January 12.
bowler, administrator on the estate of j
Hall, late of Palermo, in said County, i
deceased, having presented his first account of i EXECUTORS’ NO 1 L
administration of said estate for allowance.
J J by give notice that

WALDO
fast,

9
9

9
9
9

.^1

1

Silas E.
David F.

j

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, i
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, !
that all persons interested may attend at a ProL>ate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
February next, and show cause, if any they
Iiave, why the said account should not be allow5<1GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,

of NY
!'11 the County
living demands again-'
®. ?ased are desired to r
and all indebted
; >ement,
t( make payment mim
Stockton

Springs, J an

■

1
1

aiuted executor of the
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The Wonderful Eucalyptus.
Paper From Mr. Frank S. Forbes on This
Marvelous Tree. Its Many Varieties and
Uses. Its Staying and Paying Qualities.
To the Editor of The Journal: Inclosed is a clipping from the Los Angeles
News giving a little information on the

V
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Anodyne Liniment on
11^ nthethroatandstopsthecough. Colds,
cause senous throat and lung troubles.
| whnson’s Anodyne Liniment promptly.

j ,.|.m

..

L

i0
?fy

...

Eucalyptus tree, which by many people is
considered the greatest industry for the
future of California. Some of the men
who have made a scientific study of this

Cough

Your
:

Johnson's

Johnson9s

tree

dul family
and external

remedy

for

nearly

a

i

century,

the article will be of any interest to the
readers of The Journal in Waldo county

uses.

the moment the liniment is
the Food and Drugs Act, June 30, 1903.
Serial number 613.
uggifctA. *5c. and 5(»e. Get a Bottle now.
|> | r ALWAYS IN THE HOUSE.

applied.

ives

!
|

I
,

Johnson & Co.

glad to have you publish it. I
wrote it after much careful investigation
and study on the nature of the tree, and
I will be

j

while the figures may seem large to one
who has not witnessed their remarkable
growth, yet they are not overdrawn, but

Boston. Ma

are much more conservative than many
I of the figures in articles written for the

purpose of

Truly

ESTIMATES FOR 1909-10.

ill

Australia! for

than a century, and in this State
for 50years, say that its introduction into
California will have a greater influence
on the future of this State than the discovery of gold had in ’49. If you think

oughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Bronchitis
ratory' disorders.
:» dismisses any pain.
Cuts, Wounds,
u..j- Rheumatism, Swollen and Frost-bitten

![

it has grown in

more

mod™*

Liniment
k'

as

advertising.
yours,
Frank S. Forbes.

Editor Los Angeles News: In some
for the years 1909 and 1910, as presented to
most remarkable tree
Auditor Hatch, are $8,639,239.41, or more than $2,- respects this is the
known to man. This tree is a native of
:itures for the years 1907 and 1908.
The estimates preAustralia. The seed for its planting in
er the expenses for State institutions and departments and
: California was brought here by Bishop
charitable institutions, hospitals, for aids to navigation in
of the Methodist Church some
pecial expenses usually provided for by the legislature each Taylor
Of the 1500 varieties
itals for 1907 and 1908, other than to the two hospitals for fifty years ago.
in their native land a dozen or more
nout $300,000 and a considerable sum was appropriated for
are now
growing in California. At
■haritable institutions. Should the legislature make apthis wonderful tree is receiving
he estimates it will require almost $10,000,000.00 to pay present
more attention than anything else profor the next two years.
duced in this State. Oranges, lemons,

this State.

The branches contain gums tempest. Sometimes there occurs a conand resins of
commercial value. The siderable area where the old and young,
blossom contains a nectar which furn- ; the living and the dead, are so interishes the bees with much honey. No locked that one must make a wide dej
other tree known to man has such unique tour to pass around it.
features and can be utilized for so many
In these thick portions one may pass
purposes. There is no fear that this in- ! within a few feet of a deer and not be
;
can
aware
of it, for they are sly,—and very,
dustry
be over done. The Government Bureau of
Forestry tells us that very wise. There is a well, accredited
with the present rate of consumption the tradition to the effect that
they know,
entire supply 0f hard wood timber in this to a day, when the lawful
hunting seacountry will be exhausted in sixteen son begins, and conduct themselves acyears. The eastern forests of hard wood cordingly.
During the summer months
timber cannot be
replaced in less than they frequently go out into the farmer’s
fifty years under the most favorable con- fields to forage during the day, but
ditions. California can and will produce ; never in the months of October and Nothousands of acres of the most substan- vember. One summer a cow moose with
tial and most serviceable of hard wood her calf at her side used
to
|
timber within the next ten years, and wade into the river in front frequently
of this camp,
will repeat the
before
the
times
sure
five
that
apparently
the
feeling quite
crop
eastern tree can be
grown. Within the fishermen there assembled would not
ten years miles of the desert land in dare to violate the law; nor did
they vithis State, some of it the richest soil be- ! olate it.
neath the sun, will be reclaimed, waterSometimes in my rambles I would come
developed, and the land planted to euca- out into open forest, largely stocked
Ipytus groves; and, with all the available with maple and beech, and its freedom
land in California,set with these trees, we from undergrowth and dead wood lent it
cannot then begin to meet the demand a certain park-like
aspect. Here, ocfor hard wood timber, which is increasing casionally startled by my
crunching footin demand and in
steps, would spring up one of the wood
price each year.
nymphs, long before I could get within
decent rifle range, and dash away in the

nifXt

xpenditures

THE

ESTIMATES.

grapes,

the estimated expenditures of the various
ng the two years covered by them:

-nows

1909

■i-itan

Asylum.

r
une

aminers.

tni

in

$58,548 011
12,780 00
3,725 00
10,416 00
9,000 00
14,100 00
1,145 00
15,875 00
102 58
6,600 00

Henry.
of Legislation in United States..

[

48,700 <hi
1,000 00
250 00
298,859 00

8,850

j
:

!

i

■umissioner.

!

Station.

led.
....

...

..

|
j
i

Schools.

|

j

ridings.

S

1

ounty.
unty
ial Court.

i

..

j
!
i
n

and Oxford

Counties.

!
,'"'s

j

■

00
00
00
no

185,549
47,715
3,500
3,000 00
1,800 00
1,670 0»
12,900 00
71,250 00
50,225 00
52,700 00
519,300 00
29,500 00
110,000 00
9‘A 7P..r, fin

128,198
16,548
10,304
23,500
41,950

83
(Hi
70
00
00
239,750 00
21,100 (III
18,500 00
500 00
1,451,516 00
56,827 63
52,943 57
320,204 98
10,000 oo

29,775(10
3,000 00
2,700 00
55,600 00
166,470 00
140,000 (K)
12,950 00
1,000 00
500 00
95,000 00
6,750 00

$51,948 00
11,880 00
3,725 00
10,375 00
9,000 00

13,500 00
1.145 uo
13,925 00
102 58
6,600 00
48,700 00
500 00
250 00
252.998 00
7,850 00
185,519 00
43,950 00
3,500 00
3,000 00
1,800 00
1,670 00
12,350 01)
50,450 00
49,900 00
40.200 00
461.900 00
17,500 00
107,000 00
oq roz nii

128.198 83
11,14000
10,304 70
23,500 00
29,750 00
239,750 00
15,950 00
18,500 00
500 On
1,473,590 00
35,000 00
39,495 40
278,800 00
io.ooo oo
29,775 00
3,000 Oo
2,700 00
55,600 00
172,696 91

12,950 00
1,000 00
500 00

95,000 00
6,750 00

the office of the adjutant general includes the militia
creation of regimental rolls $2,432, for each of the two

tnd agent and forest commissioner for the
year 1910 in"eency fund for the prevention and extinguishment of fori .Mir instruction in forestry.
the Maine agricultural experiment station for 1909 in-

ihoratory supplies, feeding stuffs, buildings, contingent
mples.

n»* iviame otaie
norary includes $5,000 tor each of the
libraries and $700 for each of the two
years for donations
libraries.
the secretary of state includes for the year 1909, $8,500
*8,400 for expenses of the Australian ballot.
the State board of health for 1909 includes
$3,000 for the
''tics, $4,000 for the State laboratory of hygiene and $3,000
rgency fund.
l '!'State treasurer includes for each of the two
years $60ild lands, $20,000 for damage by dogs and wild animals to
*«»i) for dog licenses refunded,
$135,000 for railroad and tele•<,'>00 for advertising land sale and tax act, $30,000 for interT °n l^nd
reserved, $4,000 for land reserved for public uses
'try loan. The appropriation al o includes for the year 1909
the school and mill fund due towns and for 1910 the sum of
.ii!1 i mills funds due towns.
the state superintendent of public schools includes the
the maintenance of normal schools and training schools, the
h°ol buildings, superintendence of schools
comprising school
1
lt schools, teachers’
meetings, State examination of teachai-i to academies and schooling of children in
unorganized

[•

|
j

r the State
survey commission includes the topographic,
/ical work of the commission and the
expenses of the mem-

work.

|
I

;

j

the superintendent of public
buildings includes for the
for furniture and repairs, $7,000 for fuel and
lights,
for
■•norers, $2,700
foreman, engineer and mail carrier and
and expense and $1,000 for contingent
expenses.
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head?

Nothing to
Ely's Cream

A Religious Author’s Statement.
with
For several years I was afflicted with kidney
Id may grow into
trouble and last winter I was suddenly stricken
I
be so inflamed i with a
1
severe pain in my
kidney's and was coni-ry breath. It is fined to f»ed
eight days unable to get up withmasters catarrh,
out assistance.
urine
contained a thick
My
e "Id
saying about white sediment and I
passed same frequently
erefore use Cream
and
I
commenced
night.
taking Foley’s
head shows itself. day
Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually abated
f by Ely Bros., 56
and

■

1

E

l|

I

■
■

I:

finally ceased and my urine became norI cheerfully recommend Foley’s Kidney
Remedy. R. H. Moody.
mal.

ior

■

Teachers.

A New Industry at the State Prison.

■

'initiation of candi-

E

'nates will be held

Elbert Hubbard lectured in Thomaston recently and while there, in comSh. beginning at 8 j pany with a friend, visited the State
•
I
following places: i Prison. Mr. Hubbard was especially in■
Houlton, Machias and terested in the mission furniture, a new
l! ions will also be held
■
branch of manufacture recently taken on
as any 10 candidates
■
at this institution, praising highly the
" e
to attend.
Pk«
quality of workmanship. He said to War■
:nig to take examina- den Norton: “Mr. Warden, we do this
■
above named places sort of thing at the Roycroft shop, but
H
lore February 18th, by
no better.
If you are here when any of
■
uiary examination re- these men who make this furniture are
Hfcc 1 which will be sent on discharged, I wish you would send them
■
desiring to take the to me at East Aurora. I’ll give them
e.ac,.g other than named!
work. They will need no other recom,|?1S,,'r. before February mendation than that they come from the
■***!■
'!1 i■ n,inary examination
K
Maine State Prison.”
■
Plating the places at
Ul ljt‘ examined.
K* -les.H
Simple Remedy for La Grippe.

I

j

j

!urther information
unc* scoPe °*" the
'ho conditions under

B'l'i'arfar’U'r

granted,
H

'"

should

i>ayson Smith,

"i

of Public Schools.

are

au

uaciv

nuinueiss

a

tumn.

Vicinity
IChas.

Vacation

Hunting

WOODS.
Outing in

Late Au-

Moose and Deer in the

the Springfield Republican]

Thoreau made Maine woods

famous,

Racking la grippe coughs that may develop
into pneumonia over night are quickly cured
by Foley’s Honey and Tar. The sore and inflamed lungs are healed and strengthened, and
a dangerous condition
is
quickly averted.
Take only Foley’s Honey and Tar in the yelow package.
R. H. Moody.

their bark.

Constantly they drop

their

and graceful, they at once attract the
attention and admiration of every new
comer to this State.
“Strangers in a fore:g;n clime
Straight in a crooked world.
Star-ward they seek their way."

Sometimes we see these trees growing
fifty to seventy-five feet as smooth,
straight and round as a pencil before
sending out a single branch. The most
remarkable feature of the eucalyptus
tree is its rapid growth
It grows five
times faster than the ordinary hardwood

tree, and the wood will out-last any other
wood exposed under water or earth.
These trees have grown to a height of
seventy or ninety feet, with a circumference of two or three feet in four years.
In our Chamber of Commerce building is
a specimen cut from a grove in Orange
county which reached eighty-one feet in
height and ten inches in diameter in four
In any grove
years and five, months.
under favorable conditions you can see
trees from four to ten years old ranging
from seventy-five to one hundred and
twenty five feet high, and from eight to
thirty-six inches in diameter. Another
remarkable feature of these trees is that
when cut sprouts will very soon spring
from the stump and grow into trees
quicker than the first growth, and this
process will continue as often as the trees
are cut, in fact,
the older the tree the
more vigorous will the new
sprouts grow
as the tree roots are deeper and stronger.
Not long ago I counted seven trees growing from one stump, each to a height of
forty feet in about five years. Some of
these trees are tough as hickory, some as
beautifully spotted as rock maple, some
as fine grained as red cherry,
some have
a closer texture than
quartered oak, and
some take a finer polish than
mahogany.
Two varieties which grow in this State,
the “Red Gum” and the “Grey Gum,”
are valuable for any purpose for which
other expensive hard woods are used,
such as maple, oak, black walnut, mahogany. The “Blue Gum,” which is the
most rapid grower, furnishes us with fire
wood, which sells from $12 to $15 a cord.
No other industry in California will give
better returns for the money, time and
care expended than the planting of the
three above named varieties of eucalyptus.
They are in great demand in this
country today for fuel, railroad ties, telegraph and telephone poles, for manufacturing into farming and mechanical implements, for furniture and for flooring
and finishing of houses and business
blocks. The wood of the red gum variety contains an oil which prevents decay
under ground, and also prevents injury
from the toredo in salt water. In Australia are docks built of red eucalyptus
piling nity years ago, and said to be in
as sound a condition now as when built.
These trees may be grown in any part of
Central and Southern JCalifornia where
water, soil and climate combine to make
a favorable condition.
They should not
be planted where the temperature goes
below 20 degrees above zero, neither
should they be planted where there is no
water in the sub-soil within thirty feet of
the urface. The ideal location is in soil
composed of mellow, sandy loam with
water about ten or fifteen feet below the
surface, and in a location as free as possible from frosts and winds.
There is
practically no danger from frost after
the first year. No insect or disease
troubles the trees, and it is said that
after the first year they have never been
known to die a natural death. The profit
from these trees is simply a question of
mathematics. Land suitable for this culture may be purchased for $50 to $150 an
acre
according to location; the land may
be prepared, planted, and fenced against
rabbits for $20 an acre, including the cost
of the small trees; the trees should be
irrigated for the first summer, and cultivated for two years, this will cost another $20 an acre. Suppose you pay $100
an acre for your land, this will make the
entire cost at the end of two years less
j
than $150 an acre. After the second year
the trees require neither money, labor
nor attention on
your pare. Their roots
will have reached the water beneath the j
surface, and from then on they will take i
care of themselves.
An acre of ground
will grow from six hundred to nine hundred trees. In four or five years you may
sell the trees for fuel for $1 a tree, and
in four years more repeat the process.
Or in six or seven years you can sell the
trees for wire poles; piles and railroad
ties for $2 to $5 a tree. Or in eight and
ten years you can sell the trees for hard
wood timber for $5 to $10 a tree, and
again repeat the process in less time and
continue to repeat it as often as the trees
are cut.
It is now no great problem to
find out how much your profits will be
from an acre. At a conservative estimation it will be $600 or $900 per acre in
five years, or $1800 to $2400 in six
years, or $3000 to $5000 per acre in eight
or ten years.
In addition to the value of
the timber the leaves contain an oil which
is valuable for medicinal and mechanical
purposes. The extracting of this oil is
already becoming quite an industry in
-I

OABToHIa.
Bmui the
_yf TIib Kind Von Have Always Buugh*

You can be sure of the
whitest, lightest and most
wholesome bread at every

baking.
Here

is

a

perfect flour made from rich Ohio

OR. HUMPHREYS' SPECIFICS.

fifty years, their great commercial value doubt whether one of them can be found
has but recently been discovered. The
in the State.
Yet, despite the changes
eucalyptus is uniike any other tree growing in this country. Yearly they shed wrought by the lumbermen and the saw

delicate blade-like leaves. They are evergreen.
They fill the air with a pungent
but pleasant odor. Slim, straight, smooth

now over 1,000 men on the
payroll
and new hands being taken on
daily, with
a
possibility that before tjie end of the
winter the yard will be employing more
men that it ever did before at one time.

Mm Central R. R.

of Katahdin.

E. Renton in

but the Maine woods of today are not
depart- just now compared to the eucalyptus industry. Though the trees have been those of Thoreau’s time. The mammoth
growing in some parts of this State for pine trees are a thing of the past, and I
1910

the office of the attorney general includes $1,500 for the
s
criminals and $1,500 for costs in criminal
prosecutions.
■: the commissioner of
agriculture includes $30,000 for the
for
"■(lbs, $5,000
improving and protecting dairy interests
rru-nt of dairy laws.
■'* the executive
department is included $12,000 for a cnn'' I O'10 and
$4,500 for a contingent fund for the year 1910-oldiers’ pensions; $7,000 for each year for burial
expen$2,000 for each year for burial expenses of soldiers’ widear for (he support of
papers.
.aland fish and game includes $21,800, for 1909 and $18,200
and feeding stations and $10,000 for each
year for ward-

;

aiiana,

Notes of

MAINE

Company.

are

WilliamTell

and

The Kind You Have Always Bought

IN

New construction at present underway
at the Bath Iron Works includes several
torpedo boats for the navy, a transfer
steamer for the Maine Central Railroad,
and the big turbine steamer Belfast for
the Eastern Steamship
There

Frederick E. Boothby, president of the wheat which has no superior for nutrition.
The wheat is stored in tanks hermetically
Maine Society of the Sons of the Ameri!
sealed, and it is cleaned six times before
can Revolution, announces that he is in
grinding. Tested every half hour to
receipt of a letter from Hon. John S. insure uniform quality, this flour is
Wise of Virginia, stating that Lord and guaranteed to give absolute
weather permitting, he will be with the satisfaction.
distance, defiantly holding his “white society as
orator on the occasion of its
flag” aloft. Again I would come to annual
meeting at Riverton on the 22nd
what is termed “black growth,”
by of February next.
which is meant the various kinds of evergreens. I found these tracts covered
Maine’s Electoral vote was one of the
with so thick a growth many times that
I could penetrate only their borders. It first to be delivered from New
England
last
week.
is in their depths that the deer find securHon. V. R. Connor of Fairity and food during the very deep snows field, as the messenger of the Maine elecof winter, for the thick growth
protects tors, brought it and was accompanied to
them in a measure from both cold and the office of the Vice President at the
ANSTED & BURK COMPANY. MiHer*.
tempests, while the tender twigs on the Capitol by Senator Hale.
Springfield, Ohio
low boughs furnish them food.
For Sale at Your Grocer’s
To the lover of Nature the charm of
If you will take Foley's Orino
Laxative unthe Maine woods is their infinite variety; til the bowels become
regular you will not
a
variety that one never tires of; and have to take purgatives constantly, as Foley's
they have many surprises in store for us, Orino Laxative positively cures chronic contoo.
It is a common impression, I think, stipation and sluggish liver. Pleasant to take
R. H. Moody.
that man’s occupancy of habitable areas
has in a measure driven out wild Nature,
but it has been noted by more than one
On and after October 5, 1908, trains connectobserver that, while the larger animals
ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains fur and from Bangor, Waterv.lle, Portare driven back from civilization, or are
Dlreetiona with each Vial in Fire Languages
land and Boston will run as follows:
exterminated, yet such as are not too
German,
cnglish,
and
Spanish,
Portuguese
French,
fiercely warred upon really seem to love
FROM I1KLFAST.
the proximity of man and his domestic
tfo
FOB
Price
P. M.
P.M.
*A,M.
animals.
1. Fever*. Congestions. Inflammations. .25 Belfast, depart.
6 55
12 15
3 20
uuiamnuu
W ILIl
tilt:
WUUUS
IS
2. Worms. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease 25 Citypoint. +7 00
+12
20
325
aware of how few
and birds

IA
CASTOR
Infants
Children.
For

James Edmund Dunning, American consul at Milan, formerly a newspaper man
?/ Bangor and Portland, has arrived in
Washington, D. C., from Italy, which
country he left after the relief work for
the earthquake disaster had been organized. In an interview printed in the Washington Sunday Times Mr. Dunning gives
a vivid account of the terrible Italian disaster and its effects.
He was a close
personal friend of Consul and Mrs. Chenof
ey
Messina, who lost their lives.

vuc

and pulp mills, the indescribable charm
of the forest is not destroyed, and if the
State continues its wholesome legislation
for the preservation of game animals
that attraction will remain for centuries
to come. The open season is limited,
and a non-resident must pay $15 for the
privilege of hunting, and even this outlay only permits him to kill, of large
game, two deer and one bull moose.
There is no open season for killing the
female moose, or the young.
A tract in the northern part of the
State, as large as the combined areas of
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, is principally covered by forest, lakes, swamps and rivers: all mingled in a way most confusing to the
This tract is threaded by
townsman.
tote-roads and trails, and many places
are almost inaccessible save by the canoes of the guides and Indians.
The
fact that this area has become a favorite
vacation ground has created the necessity for more or less comfortable accommodations for “sports”—as the local
term is for this class of people—of both
sexes, for many women as well as men
now find their account of renewed health
and vitality in their annual return to the
temples of the druids. So buildings and
cabins of various degrees have been located at divers places on the shores of
streams and lakes, and sometimes among
the mountains, where one may secure
board and lodging in close proximity to
hunting and 'fishing grounds.
These establishments are known as
“camps” and they are convenient institutions for the vacationists, though there
is little about them save the name to
suggest any relationship to the camp in
the Adirondacks of 40 years ago, where
I recall that the only shelter we enjoyed
was a large piece of spruce bark, one
end of which rested on the ground and
the other on a pole, to protect us from
possible rain storms.
It was a morning in late October when
we took the cars at Boston, but evening
when we left them at the little station of
Stacyville, on the Bangor & Aroostook
railroad, and a mile’s walk brought us to
a comfortable farm house where we secured entertainment for the night. The
October drouth was still on, and the
evening sky was lit up in the southwest
by the forest fires that were destroying
so much valuable timber lamb
The next
morning was clear and crisp, and cold
and majestic against the western sky
rose Mount Katahdin, the highest mountain in the State, some 18 miles away,
though it did not seem to be that distance.
It falls 1000 feet short of the altitude
of Mt. Washington, but the latter is a
mountain among mountains; it has high
ground for surroundings and background.
But our Maine giant rises sheer in lonesome majesty, with naught to cheapen
by comparison; in that respect gaining
as do the Catskills, which, though less in
hight than either of those mentioned,
give an impression of size because their
crest towers in near proximity to sea

to be found

are

quadrupeds
there, and we

return
which we
had imagined populous with numberless
wild species, into pastures and gardens,
and find that we have stepped from a
region very sparsely inhabited into one
teeming with life. For hunting we go
to the forest only to find those larger
animals which man’s destructive warfare
has driven from his immediate vicinity.
Another of their surprises is the bewilderment of distances and directions
which they constantly bring to the unwonted and unwary.
It is an experience
entirely at variance with what one gets
in the more civilized woodlands that I
have known.
I included a pocket compass in my outfit only because it was on
the list of “necessities” which a friend
had made out for me, not once dreaming
that I should need it, so confindent was I
of my “wood sense.” Yet 1 found that
these strange forests completely upset
my phrenological bump of “locality,”
and when the sun was hidden one day,
but for my compass it is quite possible
that I might have spent the night in the
woods.
Even for this emergency, however, I was provided, as I carried a
waterproof box of matches.
I one dav visited a lumber camp beyond the river, and was interested in
seeing the crude, but comfortable appearing, log buildings; the kitchen and
dining-room in one building, and another
fitted with bunks for a dormitory, while
a third
building was a log stable for the
teams.
During the summer months the
timber trees within working distance of
the camp are felled, the cross-cut saw
being used mostly for this purpose now.
They are then sawed into lengths, and
after having the bark stripped off are
drawn together and ranked up into great
piles in carefully selected places.
This makes them accessible when the
snows fall deep, and with roadways prepared they are then drawn to the river

3. Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Iufants.25
4. Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
5. Dysentery, Gripings, Bilious Colic.25
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis .25

from the primitive forests,

bank, where they are again carefully
piled up. Here the logs remain until the
spring thaws fill the river to its brim,

The camp where we had engaged accommodation was seven miles westward,
on
the east branch of the Penobscot
river, and directly on the tote road leading toward the mountain, and we had secured transportation for our baggage,
intending to hunt on the way in. The
“tote roads”
mentioned are simply
tracks through the forest which are so
indescribably rough that they can only
be traversed by wagons of the buckboard type, on which half a ton is a full
load for two good horses.
Once located in our comfortable quarters we began to study our surroundings,
for we were now well into the border of
the great forest tract of which I have !
spoken. Before us was the river, with
its general course from north to south,
and it was at once fixed upon by the
newcomers as a landmark by means of
which one might find his way back to
Its wide bed gave some hint of
camp.
the torrent which each spring conveys
“drives” containing thousands of logs
down to the sawmills, but it was now
aVhrunken titan, wherein canoeists must
make a careful search for water deep
enough to carry them over the shoals and
ri tiles. We were nearer now to the forest
fires which were climbing slowly up the
western slope of the Hunt mountain
range, and in the evening they lit up the
sky with a brilliant but yet somber coloring of crimson and purple. At one point
they had crept over the summit, glow- 1
ing with a fiercer hue.
The careful lawmakers forbid hunting deer by night with a canoe and a
light, and the exceeding dryness of the
leaves and twigs made so much noise in
walking that to still-hunt by day was
difficult. Nothing daunted by difficulties, however, we scoured the forest in
eager anticipation, only the philosopher
realizing that the richest “bag” was not
to be filled by the rifle, but by the eye
and the ear."
Trees have their youth, maturity, old
age and death, even as all other forms of
life have, but about our settlements we
do not see this, for the woodlands are
periodically mown of their crop. In
these wilds, however, the processes of
Nature may be seen in all their steps;
the sapling, the young tree, the towering form with stately trunk, the decayed and broken, and ever and anon the
prostrate form and upturned roots of
those which have been torn from their
hold among the rocks by some fierce

|

and the feeble brook of the autumn before is changed to a rushing torrent of
waters. The watchful lumberman carefully selects his time, and when the
proper moment arrives the whole gang
spring to the task of rolling the logs into the river, and the drive is begun. But
they must be tended and watched the
whole distance, for they are liable to
drift into side places or accumulate a
jam in some narrow gorge. At last, far
Jown in still waters, the logs are corralid in a boom, sorted, measured and
turned over to the purchasing company.
“How much money will they bring
loe?” I asked.
“Between $8000 and $10,000,”
here-;
Jlied. At one time during the drouth the i
forest fires got very near his lumber
tamp and he and all his gang had to
lght the fire night and day to keep it out.
rhey won, but had it entered that area
)f strewn tree tops, brush, logs and
wildings, it would have destroyed the
■esult of a year’s labor of himself and
lis men.
We had been in the woods a week
yhen then the rain came, and it came
ike a benediction; alike on the lumbernan, the hunter, and the farmer. After
that we had fairly good success in huntthe laurel being carried off by the young;st member of our party, who secured
two bucks and a fine bull moose.
The
ong tramps in the wild brought nights
>f deep and restful sleep, with an increased power to digest and assimilate
'ood, so that" on our return our friends
emarked on how well and “hearty” we

8. Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia__25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach_25
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25
Salt Rheuiti.. Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
Rheumatism, or R! r.matic Pains
25
Fever and A hue, ?...;iaria
25
Piles. Blind or Bleed'.ug. External, Internal. 25
Ophthalmia, Weak rr Inflamed Eyes .25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head. 25
Whooping ,*ou; h,Foasmodic Cough.... 25
Asthma,Oppressed, L ittteult Breathing.25
Kidney Disease, Gravel, Calculi. *»
Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness
l.fR
Sore Mouth, Fever Soresor C anker.25
Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed. 25
Sore Throat, Quinsy and Diphtheria.25

9.
10.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
27.
28.
29.
30.
34.
35

Chronic Congestion*. Headaches .25
77% Grippe, Hay Fever and Summer Colds
25

A small Bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
t-o.d by druggists, of sent ou receipt of
price.
Medical Book sent free.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMED. MEDICINE CO. c.
William and John Streets. .\tw York.

pocket,

NOTICE OF

FORECLOSURE

much Rheumatism here in

so

our

leighborhood now that the following advice
vill be highly appreciated by those who suffer:
Get from any good pharmacy one half ounce
fluid Extract Dandelion, one ounce (tompound
Cargon, three ounces of Compound Syrup
I iarsaparilla. Shake these well in a bottle and
ake in teaspoonful doses after each meal and !
it bedtime; also drink
plenty of good water.
It is claimed that there are few victims of
his dread and torturous disease who will fail

ready

find

this simple home-made
most cases a permanent cure

relief in

nixture,
s the result.
This simple recipe is said to strengthen and
ileanse the eliminative tissues of the
Kidneys
;o that they can filter and strain
from the
ilood and system the poisons, acids and waste
natter, which cause not only Rheumatism,
and in

lut

diseases. Every man or
who feels that their kidneys are
healthy and active, or who suffers from
my urinary trouble whatever, should not hesi;ate to make up this mixture, as it is certain
to do much good, and
may save you from much
nisery and suffering after a while.
Our home druggists say they will either
supply the ingredients or mix the
numerous

voman

land of A. B. Mariner; thence southG. L. Heal, seventy-five rods to
land of P. and J. Thomas; thence by said P. and J.
Thomas’ land north seventy-eight degrees east
twenty nine and one-half rods to stake and
stones; thence north seventy-nine degrees east
forty rods to end of wall; thence south seventyfour degress east to an oak tree standing in
wall, fifteen rods; thence north eighty-eight
degrees east, thirteen arid three-fourth rods to
town road leading to A. B. Mariner’s to Lincolnville; thence north thirty degrees east sixty-nine and one-half rods on said road to line
of the aforesaid Mariner; thence westerly on
said Mariner line, one hundred and eleven and
one-half rods to place of beginning, containing
forty acres, more or less.

corner

of

erly by land of

Also another lot of land in said Searsmont,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at stake and stones on easterly side of
aforesaid road; thence north eighty-five degrees east, twenty-eight rods to wall on left
side of an old road leading formerly by David
Wyman’s and T. Dunton’s to Lincolnville,
thence north forty-eight degrees west fortyseven rods to aforesa;d A. B. Mariner’s land;
thence westerly by said Mariner’s land thirteen and one-fourth rods to the town road;
thence south thirty degrees west fifty-three
rods to place of beginning; containing six
acres and eighty-three square rods.

here
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P.M.
4 50
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P.M.
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48
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28
38
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Waterville.

8 44
A.M.

Portland. 11 50
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Boston
Boston,
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t.u.
Boston
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9 00
s
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Portland. 10 35

7 00

1 05

9 50

4 15
12 25

A.M.

Waterville.

6 55
6 45

Bangor.

p. M.

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, depart.
Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.
...

7
7
8
8
8
+9
9
+9

02
13
25
44
52
00
15

+9 56
10 05
10 20
10 45
11 00
+11 10
1130
11 40
+11 50
II 55

4 22
4 33
4 50
5 09
5 17
+5 25
5 40
+5 50
J6 00
6 05

25
Citypoint. i9 35
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.

BANGGR DIVISION.
First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston

$2.25
Steamer Bay State leaves Belfast about 2.30
p. m., Mondays and Thursdays for Camden
Rockland and Boston.
For

Searsport, Bucksport

and

Winterport.

about 7.45 a. m.. or on arrival of steamer from
Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
^
R j:

l:mm;

Steamers leave Boston
days at 5.00 p. m.

Tuesdays,

and

Fri-

Leave Rockland, via Camden, Wednesdays
en;,l
A1.11
and Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m., or on arrival
belonging to Westbrook K. Thomas’ of steamer from Boston.
estate, formerly situated on the easterly side of
Leave Winterport Mondays and Thursdays
said road to Lincolnville. Meaning and intending
at 10.00 a. m.. Bucksport at 12.00 noon.
hereby to convey the whole of said Westbrook
All freight, except live stock, is insured
K. Thomas’ home
as described in
IbnolHinUiniK

nn

ture land

deed of

farm,

Stephen Goding to Angelia Thomas, dated
March 1C, 18G2, and recorded in Waldo Registry, Book 109, Page 491; excepting and reserving therefrom land deeded to Lewis B. Morse.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth day of January. A, D.
1909.
W. S. KNIGHT.
D. & M.
3w4
the

against fire and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

S. W. Johnson. M.D.
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evening* I shall he at my residence, 23
Court Street,
Office

to

answer

calls.

telephone call, 256, ring 11.
telpenecall, 32, ring 22.

House

take if

to

buy

COAL is

NOW,
because we can offer \ou unCoal that
usually good coal.
now.

has been caielullv selected—
with this point in view—to give
the utmost satisfaction to our
customers and to ali other peo-

ple of* discernment. Good clean
coal and honest weight. Yes,
the

right time

the

right place, here, assuredly.

to

buy

is

now

and

THE

other

lot

ready

3 20

7
8
8
8
11

47
59
05
13
35
07
16
10

A.M.

Unity.

Whereas, Minnie E. Heal of Lincolnville, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by
her mortgage deed dated the twentieth
day of
February, A. D. 1892, and recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 234, Page
300, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain
lot or parcel of land situated in Searsmont, in
said County of Waldo, bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the southwest

YOURSELF.

IT

jays Many Persons Here Can Be Made
Happy Again By Using It.

o

Bangor.

35

3
3
3
4
4
4
6
6
6

6tf

Bankrupt s Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
I
,n uOI1i,„1n,nw
BanKruPtt\.
I
Frank H Young. Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Ct.ARKNrK Hai.k, Judge of the District Court oi the United Mates tor the District
of Maine.
II YOUNG of Mockton Springs, in the
County of « aldo and Mat- ot .name, in
said District, respeettuHy represents, that on
the 3rd day of July, last past, lie was duly
adjudged h:mknipt under tie- Arts ..t Congress
relating to bankruptcy tiiat he has dui\ sui rendered all Ins property and r.ghts ot property,
and has Indy complied wr.lial the e«|uirements
ot said Arts and of the orders ot Court touching
Ins Danki uptey.
\\ In i*' f* re li. prays that he may l.r decreed by
the Court to ha\ a full d; M-harto-' Imm all debts
provable against his estate under said bankebbs as are excepted
u| ley Act', except such
bv law fi >iii sueh discharge.
'Dated .Ins >8th day of January, A. D. 1909.
UKANK H. YoUNG. Bankrupt.

IjiKANK

MAKE

is

Unity.

Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
Benton.

+12 30
12 42
02 54
1 00
1 08
1.30

...

ippeared.

There

Waldo .+7 10
Brooks. 7 22
Knox. ,7 34
Thorndike. 7 40

our

readers ask them.

CHILDREN LIKE IT

KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

Swan &. Sibley Co.,

Real

Estate

IN WALDO COUNTY.

■

out)! U

OI

NOTH

i:

Portland.‘in'said

FOR SALE
30 Shares of the Masonic

Apply
We buy and sell.

Farms wanted.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

THEREON.

District «»i Maine, ss.
O
tins 231d day of January, A. I). 1909, on
reading tin- foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That, a hearing be had
upon the same on the 12t!i day of February, \.
D. 1909, belore said Court at
District, at ten o'clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof he published in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District, and
that ait known creditors, and other persons in
interest may appear at the said time and
place,
and show cause, it any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner should in t he granted.
And it is further Ordered by the
Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence. Hale,
Judge of the safd Conn, and the seal thereof, at
Portland, in said District, on the 23rd day of
January. A. 1) 1909.
J A M E* K. H E WEY, Clerk.
O s ]
A true copy of petition and order theron.
Attest: JAMES E HEWEY, Clerk.

Temple Stock.
to

O. E. FROST,
Chairman Board or Assessors of the Belfast
Baptist Church.

crowds that ever witnessed a game of base ball
in Searsport.
The score stood, Penobscots 20,

SEARSPORT.

Co. of Mystic, Ct., has receivauthority from the Treasury Department
name of sch. Victory to that of
the
change
Florence M. Belding. The Victory, uncompleted, was bought by this company at Portand, Me. She was launched in 1907, but no

rransportation
ed

trip Wassawaukeags ,17. Following were the batting order of the teams, Penobscots, Charles
Sullivan, c., W. R. McGilvery, p., F. J. Biather
for
a
business
David W. Nickels left Monday
first base, Walter Staples, 2nd base, Thomas
trip to Boston.
Kane, 3rd base, John Kane, s. s., P. P. Nichols,
W. C. Coleman of Boston, Supt. of the A. A. r. f., Michael Ward, c. f., J. H.
Sullivan, 1. f.
C. Co., was in town Tuesday.
I Wassawaukeags, John Harris, c., Eustice Ginn,
Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Cole and Mrs. S. J. Cun- I p., Hulbert P. Berry, 1st base, C. S. Roberts,
uingham have arrived safely in Pomona, Cal. | 2nd base, Ferdinand Partridge, 3rd base,
Charles S. Hichborn, s. s., Frank Colcord, r. f.,
Eben Sawyer of New York is visiting his j
Melvin Partridge, c. f., Albert C.Colcord, 1. f.,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Sawyer, on Norris |
| The following members of the above teams
street.
has since passed away: John Harris, William
Sch. Kittie Lawry, Capt. Ichabod Colson, ar!
R. McGilvery, Hulbert P. Berry, Charles S.
of
to
corn
rived Thursday with 1,500 bushels
I Roberts, Albert C. Colcord.
Capt.

Andrew

M. Ross left Friday for

a

Jamaica.

to

vork had been done on her since. The comspending about $10,000 to finish and fit

pany is
ler out.

Capt. Cyrus N. Colson and family moved
Monday to Somerville, Mass., where they will
reside in the future.
Samuel Mortland died at his residence
Mortland road Monday evening. An obituary will appear later.
Mr.

on

Miss

Julia Leary of East Belfast was in town
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Peter

Saturday,
Ward

on

Leach street.

A large amount of spool and stave wood has
been hauled over the good sledding to Pike
Bros.’ mill yard the past week.
W. M. Parse has a mark-down sale on boots
and shoes at his store on Main street from
January 2‘2nd to January 30th.
W. T. Wheaton and Miss Margaret Sanford
were in town over Sunday, the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Wheaton on Main street.
Housewives are complaining bitterly of the
offensive odor emitting from the kerosene oil
which has been in use for the past mouth.
Bark Mabel I. Meyers, Capt. C. N. Meyers,
arrived January 21st at Castellemare, Italy,
from Stockton after a passage of 51 days.

Beans, Y. E., 2.75a3.00
26
Butter,
5a7^
Beef, sides,
fore
Beef,
quarters, 5
60
Barley, bu,
14
Cheese,
14
Chicken,
11
Calf Skins,
18
Duck,
Fowl,
Cleese.

through Searsport village

nobscot bay, there were 169 families with a
total population of 891 persons. Here are a
few of the first settlers: Roger Merithew, John
Ames, John Sweetser, James Colson, Hateevil
Colson, John Bolan, William Sullivan, Nathaniel Clark, Ephraim Grant, James Clark,
Enoch Kingsbury, Oliver Parker, Joshua Treat,
Jr., Isaac Hopkins, Nathan Hopkins, Grant
Woodman, Andrew Tyler, Soloman Tibbetts,
John Sweetser, Joseph Boyd, David Partridge,
Daniel Goodell, Clark Partridge, Benjamin
Shute, Nathaniel Cousins, Daniel Lancaster,
John Odom, John Odom, Jr., John Sweetser, |
Jr., Henry Black, Zethan French, John Pierce,
Samuel Stowers, Isaac Clewley, Nathaniel Clif- j
ford, Jacob Clifford, William Hichborn, Joseph :
Martin, John Clifford, Miles Staples, Langworthy Lamphor, Samuel Nathan and William
Griffin, Jotham Staples, William Pendleton, |
Peleg Pendleton, Joseph Crary, James Nickoils, James Nickolls, Jr., Henry Lord, Robert !
Porter, Ephriam Stimpson, Ichabod Colson.
Henry Black, Jr., Richard Hoyt, Archibald
Harding, Steven Littlefield, Reuben Nickerson,
Wm. Kimball, Aaron Nickerson and Berrick Ellis. On the westerly side of Halfway Creek in the j
town of Belfast appear the names of Richard
Stimpson, John Mudgett, John Gilmore. Jerome

j

1

premium of $11 will put a check on it.
The masquerade ball given under the auspicies of Penobscot Lodge K. of P., Wednesday
evening, January 20th was one of the most
successful of the season. Fifty- two couples
Albert E. Brown
were on'.the floor at one time.
took the first prize as the best dressed gentleman on the floor and Miss Mae Swift as the

Stephenson,
uel

back, Capt. Nichols had gone down.
fact that he was a very strong
swimmer and would ordinarily have kept up
for a long time, even though encumbered by
winter clothing, it is presumed he must have
been struck and disabled by the propellor.
Capt. Nichols was the son of the late Capt.
l’eleg B. and Hannah T. (Curtis) Nichols, and

and work
From

the

born August 23, 1871, on board the ship
Moonlight, at Iquique, Peru. He followed the
sea from boyhood and was probably the youngest man to bring a ship home from China,
having taken charge, when barely out of his
teens, of ship R. R. Thomas owing to his father,
Capt. P. B. Nichols, then in command of the
ship, being taken violently ill three days out
of liong Kong. They put into Mauritius
The weather last Thursday, Friday, and Sat- for medical aid, which, however, was unavailurday was very mild. Saturday it turned to a ; iling, his father dying August 27. 1893. He
cold misty rain, which froze as fast as it fell was buried at Mauritius and the young captain
and made the walking very slippery. Satur- sailed for home in company with the British
day night snow fell to the depth of four inches steel ship Jason. Shortly after leaving Maurand the mercury dropped down to 22 degrees itius the ships parted company and saw nothing
Sunday morning, which gave us the finest of each other until about a day’s sail from their
sleighing of the winter. Some of those who destined port, when they sighted each other in
returned home from the Rebekah dance in j a heavy gale which the Thomas came through
Gilkey & Havener’s hall Saturday did not un- j safely and arrived safely w'hile the Jason was
derstand how to balance on the slippery ice and lost with all hands but one apprentice named
sat down and took lunar observations without Evans near Pamet River Life-saving station
the use of a sextant.
near Cape Cod.
After making one or two voyages as master of the R. R. Thomas, Capt.
Nichols, believing that the day of the sailing
ruary 2nd, the Order of the Eastern Star will
ship was about over left the sailing ship for
present as the third of their course of entertainbest

dressed lady.

was

Don’t forget the entertainment at Union
Hall February 2nd, under the auspices of the
O. E. S. This will be a rare treat for all,
especially music lovers. Tickets 25 and 35
cents; children under 15 years of age 15 cents.
Those holding course tickets can have them
exchanged for reserved seats, free of charge.

Entertainment Party, with
the following personnel: Miss Kate Morse
Henderson. Violin. Violon ’cello, and Soprano
ments, The

Boston

Soloist; Miss Ruth Burt Henderson, Pianist,
Reader, and Sketch Artist; Frank LeRoy Beck,
Reader, Impersonator, and Manager. These
people come with the highest recommendations and each member is an artist in his line
of work. Searsport seldom has the privilege
of hearing talent of so high a class and we
hope our people will avail themselves of this
opportunity. The entertainment will be followed by a social dance.
Samuel Mortland, one of the oldest and best
residents of tt.is town, died Monday
night at the homestead on Mortland street,
at the age of 81 years and four months. His
last illness was of about three weeks’ duration.

known

the

He made several voyages as
mate of the steamer Evelyn and then joined

IT

steamer.

C

C

Aw,V

IJ

.......

_1

four years, after
which he went to the Pacific coast and there
was in command of steamers Edith and
Ella
Rolfe. During the past year he had piloted
steamers in Alaskan waters during the sumto that

mer

ship

but had

some

three

engaged

in

a

lumbering operation

also interested in some
copper mining claims farther north, and it was
on an intended visit to one of these claims that
He leaves two sisters, Mrs.
he lost his life.
Samuel Robinson and Miss Mary H. Nichols of
Vancouver, B. C., and two brothers, Clifford P.
Nichols of Dixfield and Albert G. Nichols of
New York. Capt. Nichols was one of the most
popular young mariners sailing out of Searsat

Ketchikan and

or

was

physique, weighing over
two hundred pounds and in his boyhood days
was an expert amateur base ball pitcher in the
local clubs; always cool and steady, and very
courteous and gentlemanly in his deportment.
He leaves a host of friends who sympathize
port.

He

was

of fine

spent all his life in Searsport,
the son of Samuel and Ann (Roulston) Mortland.
When but 13 years old he commenced
going to sea in the coastwise and West India j
trade. At the death of his father he retired
from the sea, taking the homestead farm, where with his relatives in their loss.
he spent the remainder of his life. In 1853 he
married Mary Carr of Belfast, who died in
HOME CERE EOR ECZEMA.
1898. Of three children, two are living, Mrs.
Emma F. Davis and Frank I. Mortland, both of
of
Oil
Wintergreen, Thy mo, Glycerine,
Searsport. He also leaves one brother, Hon.
Etc., Used as a Simple Wash.
D. N. Mortland of Rockland. Mr. Mortland
attended the Congregational church, and was
It really seems strange that so many people
always a staunch Republican, casting his last suffer year in and year out with eczema, when
vote for Governor Bert M. Fernald. Mr. Mortit is now no longer a secret that oil of winterland was held in the highest esteem by all; a green mixed with thymol, glycerine, etc.,
good citizen, whose word was as good as his makes a wash that is bound to cure.
bond, and he will be greatly missed by many
Old, obstinate cases, it is true, cannot be
life-long acquaintances. The funeral was held cured in a few days, but there is absolutely no
from the residence at 2 p. m. Wednesday. sufferer from eczema who ever used this
Rev. C. H. McElhiney officiating, and the insimple wash and did not find immediately that
terment was in Elmwood cemetery.
calm, cool sensation that
He

was

born and

wonderfully soothing,

By the passing away of Capt. Albert C. Colcord, Tuesday, at Stockton Springs, the Wassawaukeag Base Ball Club of 1874 loses another of its old-time players. Jtily 4,1874, the Wassawaukeags of Stockton and the Penobscots
of Searsport played the first game of base
ball in Searsport on the grounds where the
residences of L. W. Wentworth and E. L. Savory are now situated, north of Union schoolhouse on North Searsport avenue. The game
opened at 2. p. m. with Haywood Pierce of
Frankfort as umpire, before one of the largest

when the itch is taken away. Instantly
upon applying^ few drops of the wash the
remedy takes effect, the itch is allayed. There
is no need of experiment—the patient knows

comes

at

once.

Instead of trying to compound the oil of
wintergreen, thymol, glycerine, etc., in the
right proportions ourselves we are using a prescription which is universally found the most
effective. It is known as the D. D. D. Prescription, or Oil of Wintergreen Compound. It is
made by the D. D. D. Co. of Chicago, and our
long experience with this remedy has given us
great confidence in its merits.
Wm. O. Poor & Son, druggists.

30
12
18

Eggs,

James Gilmore, Henry True, SamHouston, Jr., Robert Houston, Robert
Steel, John Dolloff, John Durham, Jacob Ames. !
Benjamin Nesmith, John Alexander and others, j
Capt. George A. Mitchell, quartermaster of I Henry True lived on the farm now occupied by
the National Soldiers’ Home at Togus, was in
Rev. R. G. Harbutt. Winthrop Smith moved
across Half-way
Creek into Frankfort and !
town last week visiting his mother, Mrs. Mary
E. Mitchell.
built a two story house opposite the Searsport
The Rockland and Rockport Lime Company’s National bank on Main street in 1798 and died ;
barge No. 4, arrived Thursday from Carteret there in 1804. The house was taken down in
with 1700 tons of fertilizer to the A. A. Co. at 1870. After the death of Winthrop Smith the I
property came into the possession of Nahum j
Mack’s Point.
Mosman, the first physician of Prospect, who
J. J. Moore of Hingham. Mass., Supt. of the
died in 1824.
Searsport Water Co., and E. H. Going of ReadFrom more definite news from Alaska conat
in
town
Tuesday
ing, Mass., treasurer, were
cerning the death by drowning of Capt. Cyrus
the Searsport House.
G. Nichols, it appears that Capt. Nichols, in
Captains Charles M. Nichols, Nathan F. Gilwith a Capt. Thompson and a Mr.
company
ErsT.
J.
and
R.
W.
Gilkey
key, D. C. Nichols,
left Ketchikan, Alaska, on the 23d of
kine attended the funeral of Capt. Albert C. Powers,
November in a schooner-rigged gasolene
Colcord at Stockton last Friday.
launch to visit a copper mining claim farther
and
and
Grinnell
Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Capt.
north, in which the three were concerned.
Mrs. D. S. Good ell went to Bangor Monday to
Upon entering Clarence Strait they encounterattend the performance by the Lew Dock- ed a
strong cross current which created a
stader Minstrels at the Bangor Opera House
choppy sea. Capt. Nichols and Mr. Powers
that evening.
were sitting in the stern and Capt. Nichols had
George Moody, a resident of Brophy Hill on been reading a letter. After finishing the
the Black road, was before Judge J. W. Black
letter he put it in the pocket of an inside
in the municipal court Tuesday on the charge coat and rose to his feet to button h:s overcoat. At this moment the boat was struck by
of stealing an ax from Herbert Black. He was
found guilty and fined $11 but was released on a sea and giving a quick lurch. Capt. Nichols
The residents of the was thrown backwards overboard.
a suspended mittimus.
Capt.
Black road for the past year have been bother- Thompson was asleep below at the time, and
ed with petty thefts and it is hoped that the before Mr. Powers could put the boat about

Sch. Eliza Levenseller arrived Thursday
from Weymouth. Mass., with 700 tons of fertilizer for the A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point.

paid

i)

RETAIL

PRICE.

12al3

7a8
9
65
8
50
60
8

Lamb Skins,
Mutton,
Oats, 32 lb.,
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
Straw,

Turkey,
Tallow,

\

producer.

Apples, per bu, 50a75 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
2.50a2.75 Lamb,
Beans, pea,

|

Montgomery.

CURRENT

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
produce market.

In the first census of the United States,
Fred Kendall of Worcester, Mass., arrived ;
taken in 1790, Frankfort Plantation, which
E.
his
Mrs.
mother,
Mary
Saturday to visit
then comprised the towns of Hampden, WinPerkins.
terport, Frankfort, Prospect, Stockton Springs
Mrs. George Campbell, who has been visiting
and Searsport, the western boundary being
in
her
home
Rockreturned
to
her husbaud,
| Halfway Creek Stream which flows from
land Friday.
to PeKane’s Pond
Postmaster J. W. Black spent Sunday in
Bueksport, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.

Notice

BELFAST PRICE

Pike Bros.

;

forystafspring^^

:o

■£

9.00 !
26a28

j

3

Veal,
20
Wool, unwashed,
4.00a4.50
Wood, hard,
3.00
Wood, soft,
RETAIL

j )

l

jjji|

the Citizens of

^

°

1

s'

and address.

I

ge,f

have

completed filling my large, new ice house 0i
mile above all mills, with pure domestic ice to be
deliver,
of Belfast with an up-to-date ice delivery. Do
you appr,,
to assure yourselves of sufficient ice for the season?
|f
name

\
i

9al0

I

to

All parties booked as customers before March
1st
first week’s ice supply FREE OF CHARGE. I
make
order to lay out my route most conveniently before
starti,
Cards will be delivered and teams will start

■

th**’’ ’***'*«

April

All
me.

deliverinB? tf’

1st.

parties wanting ice before that date
Telephone connection.

T. S.

MARKET.

have the

can

v'. 'H
■

s.„

THOMPSON,

10 Lime,
1.10
Beef, Corned,
4A
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a20 Oat Meal,
77 Onions,
3A
Corn,
72 Oil, kerosene,
13al4
Cracked Corn,
I
6 |
72
Pollock,
Corn Meal,
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
13 |
ber, putting another captain into her for a Cheese,
18 Pork,
1.13
1.70 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
voyage, because t>f an annoying kidney trou3A I
Mr. Arthur Colcord arrived home January ble,which had rapidly grown better since
Codfish, dry,
8p9 Rye Meal,
adopt- Cranberries,
18 Shorts,
1.40
20th from Rumford, where he had been em- ing a diet and having medical attention.
So Clover Seed,
00 Sugar,
5A We offer eggs for hatching from thoroughbred
marked had been his improvement that he con- Flour,
38 Barred Plymouth Rock Yearling Hens that
ployed for a few months.
6.00a6.75 Salt, T. I.,
4 layed 200 eggs or over during the first laying
0.00 Sweet Potatoes,
G. Seed,
Capt. and Mrs. L. M. Partridge have both templated joining his vessel on the comple- 1 H,
13 Wheat Meal,
4 year. They are descendants of the Hawkin’s
Lard,
been quite ill for a fortnight, but are now im- tion of the present trip. Alas! in the midst of
Royal Blue family mated to cockerels from the
Registered 200 egg stock, bred by the late Prof.
proving slowly, and their friends trust steadily. seeming restoration to health the silent mes- i
BORN
Gowell, at Orono, Me.
to bear the spirit heavenward;
Mr. Bert Staples and sister, Mrs. Julia S. senger came
We offer eggs from Pure Bred Single Comb
and
our village mingles its tears with those of
Rhode Island Red Yearling hens that layed 200
Winship of Portland, arrived in town January
Bowden. In Sandypoint, Jan. 18, to Mr. and
for
the
widow'
and
the
loss
of
daughter
this Mrs. Alanson Bowden, a son.
eggs or more their first laying year, mated to
21st, called here by the sudden decease of their
excellent man, gone from its activity. Upon ;
Cunningham. In Dedham, January 11, to j thoroughbred cockerels from the Bay View
brother-in-law, Capt. Albert C. Colcord. They
Mr. and Mrs. Orange Cunningham, a daughter, j Farm, New Haven, 200 egg strain.
remained until Saturday with their stricken our streets one day as usual; and in the em- 1
Our stock is large, healthy and vigorous, i
Ellis. In Camden, January 20, to Mr. and
brace of the last sleep the next, brings a shock
raised on free range and carefully bred in this
sister.
Mrs. W. B. Ellis, a son, Edward I itz.
to all friends, who fondly hoped to share the
Grindle. In Bluehill, January 12, to Mr. climate for winter layers.
Misses Mary and Phoebe Calkins came from i
Price $2.00 per setting of 15 eggs. $3.00
kindly greetings of this quiet, genial neighbor and Mrs. Ernest L. Grindle, a son, Cecil Linwood.
Bucksport Seminary, Saturday morning, for a j for
In politics Capt. C.
many years to come.
Carefully
Perkins. In North Brooksville, January 5, for 30. $7.00 pei hundred.
brief visit with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. j
was a Republican; in religious belief, a Univerto Mr. and Mrs. William A. Perkins, a daughter. packed and shipped by express the day they
Charles Calkin, School street. They returned
to
Mr.
In
Perry.
1,
and
in
January
Stonington,
every day life an upright, exemare layed.
Sunday afternoon to be ready for their class salis^
Mrs. Ernest Perry, a daughter, Clara Hazel.
plary citizen, an obliging neighbor, a kind and
We shall have for sale in April and May 3000
Simmons. In South Appleton, January 18, to
work Monday.
friend and an attentive husband and father. Mr. and Mrs. George Simmons, a son.
day old chicks from both strains.
We announced with pleasure that Mrs. Celia He has been called in the prime of his manTapley. In West Brooksville, January 17,
PINELAND POULTRY FARM, Belfast, Me.
Herrick has sufficiently recuperated from her hood and, in our earthly weakness of vision, to Mr. and Mrs. Olden D. Tapley, a son, Murray.
severe attack of heart trouble to occasionally
W. M. RANDALL, Prop.
we vainly ask; Bather, O why?
The funeral
Webster. In Castine, December 23, to Mr.
sit at the table with her sister and husband, took place at his late home,
S. K. BOWEN, Supt.
Friday, January and Mrs. Emery Webster, a son.
In Castine, January 2, to Mr. and
With am.
Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, with whom 22nd, Rev. H. E. Rouillard officiating most acMrs. Grover Witham, a son.
she resides.
ceptably to the sorrrowing relatives and
Miss Maud Merrithew has been at home from friends. The great number of beautiful floral
MARRIED
Bangor two wreeks, called from her studies at tributes—many from acquaintances and business
associates
of
her
silent
illness
the
to
Shaw’s Business College, by
away—bore
testimony
Bickmore-Roundy. In Unity, January 20,
mother, Mrs. Simeon B. Merrithew. She ex- the character of the deceased and the esteem by James Libby Esq., Ezra Biekmore of Detroit
in
which
conand Mrs. Susan E. Roundy of Troy Cenhe
was
held by companions here and
pects to return next week, if her mother
ter.
elsewhere.
tinues to improve.
♦
Brassrk dc.k Knowlton. In Monroe, Janu“The mists shut down, no answ er comes
The Northland is at this writing (Monday)
ary 16, by F. L. Palmer. Esq., Willie Brassbridge
breeze
or
Through
murmuring tree;
of Frankfort and Miss Esther Mae Knowlton of
daily expected to arrive at Cape Jellison pier Rut yet we know he lives for aye,
Monroe.
In God’s eternity.
to load paper for New York. Mr. Lane, traffic
Bowden-Snow. In South Penobscot, Jan.
f at greatly reduced prices.
manager of the Great Northern Paper Co. of In purpling cloud snow melts the blue,
20, Winsor F. Bowden of South Penobscot and
Lite’s
A saving of 25 to 50 per cent.
Miss Idella M. Snow of Brooksville.
f
evening stars are born,
Millinocket, arrived in town last Friday to
Oh! memory bells ring low your notes,
Bridges-Wardwell. In South Penobscot,
the
loading.
superintend
His work was fitly done.”
Nov. 28, Archer L. Bridges and Miss Nellie F.
We know, to*him, this change brings only Ward well of Penobscot.
Mr. Frank H. Moulton arrived Thursday i
Coombs-Parker.
In Castine, January 5,
evening from Waterville to spend a week with J celestial joy; for to ail
James A. Coombs and Miss Alice B. Parker,
S.
Mrs.
“The
Mr.
and
Moulton,
best
will
come in the great ‘to be’:
his parents,
Henry
both of Castine.
It is ours to sorrow and wait.”
Gray-Grindle.
In Bluehill, January 14,
Cross street. He is employed as a jeweler by
N. Gray and Miss Rena S. Gnndle,
Ormand
his uncle, Mr. Fred A. Harriman of Waterville,
both of Blnehill.
JACKSON.
*
•
and is at home on his vacation.
Gray-Rothe.
In Belfast, January 16, by
Harrison Morton has returned to his work in Clifford J.
THE STORE FOR MONEY SAVERS ♦
Maurice
C.
of
Pattee,
Esq.,
Gray
was
Mr. James A. Blanchard of New York
*
Mass.
Before
HIGH ST1CEET, BELFAST.
Lowell,|
leaving home he was Orland and Mrs. Margaret Rothe of Brooklyn, ♦
called to Bangor by business and came down invited over to tea
his sister, Mrs. M. S. N. Y.
by
Rines-Clapp. In Waldoboro, January 18,
by train last Thursday morning to spend the Hatch, and was surprised by
finding thirty-five Fred E Rines of Waldoboro and Belle T. Clapp
day with Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, re- of his friends there to greet him. A
of
Camden.
pleasant
turning Friday by early train. A welcome
Russell-Ward. In Rockland, January 20,
evening was passed with music, songs and
R.
Mr.
is
town
native
in
his
Edward
Russell of Portsmouth and Miss Ivy C.
guest always
games... Mrs. Ruby Warren, who has been in Ward >f Rockland.
Miss Beulah uousens came aown xrom DanWk ht-Herrigk. In Belfast. January 20, by
poor health the past summer, is very sick, but
ger last Saturday evening to spend Sunday
is reported slightly better at this writing- Rev. Albert E. Luce, Roy Wight and Miss
Maud J. Herrick, both of Belfast.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. CousA. G. Ricker has taken the contract to cut the
ens, and remained over Monday night to atice for the creamery and will begin work at
Club.
DIED
tend the annual ball of Wassaumkeag
jluit in all llie financial transactions In the U.
once.
He will put in about 400 tons. The
s. but G 0k is done with currency, the other <4
She went back Tuesday to resume her study at
company has leased the entire plant to E. L.
being done by means of checks and bank
0/(
In the Soldiers’ Home, Chelsea.
Shaw’s Business College.
Fattis.
drafts? II you do not alreaoy keep a (‘beckBradford of Auburn for one year. They are
11, William Battis, formerly of
Mass.,
January
account si art one now and you will realize
ing
of
in
the
convenience
Our village rejoices
receiving 15,000 pounds of milk and cream a Manset, aged 76 years.
from its convenience ami safety why above is
electric lights, in the business places and a week.
Bradbury.
In Belfast, January 21, Miss
true. If you are not familiar with ilus sysM. C. Stevens will collect the milk in
tem come to us and we will show you. The
few residences, “The Penobscot Bay Electric
the north part of the town in place of I. G. Caroline Bradbury, aged 83 years, 2 months
and 19 days.
Company having turned on the light January Ricker, who has resigned.. ..Will Kelsey, Will
Coombs. In Waldo, January 19, William L.
20th and 21st, wherever it had placed the Abbot and Misses Mattie and Carrie Kelsey of Coombs, aged nearly 77 years.
Colcord. In Stockton Springs, January 19,
wires. The light is considered excellent, of a Knox spent Sunday afternoon with the family
Captain Albert C. Colcord, aged 50 years.
better grade than one often finds in a small
of H. E. Chase.
Cousins. In Brooksville, January 13, William
will give your business, whether large or
place. We hear others are contemplating putW. Cousins, aged 57 years, 11 months, 6 days.
small, careful attention.
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
Dority. In Winterport, January 14, Deacon
ting the necessary wires into their buildings.
country than all other diseases put together, George H. Dority, formerly of Brooklin, aged DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
The Current Events Club library, located in
73 years.
F.
Trundy, Sprague and until the last few years was supposed to
the fancy goods store of W.
Dennison. In South Thomasion, January 19,
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS
be
incurable.
For
a
doctors
has
great
many years
Harry Dennison, aged 29 years, 3 months and 8
block, corner of Main and Church streets,
;
it
a
local
disease
and
days.
prescribed
been liberally patronized by our citizens, espec- j pronounced
CAPITAL $50,000.00.
Howard. In Bath, January 17, Henry E.
local remedies, and by constantly failing to
ially since the arrival of the last invoice of j
of Rockland, aged 61 years,
Howard,
formerly
SURPLUS AMD PROFITS $40,000.00
Mrs. Trundy is a very pleasing j cure with local treatment, pronounced it incur- 4 months and 4 days.
new books.
Libby.
In Belfast, January 20. Leroy S.
She tells us Holman Day’s new able. Science has proven catarrh to be a conlibrarian.
\M/.KI> 1HKI.
21
2
months
and
24
years,
days.
stitutional disease and therefore requires con- Libby, aged
work, “King Spruce,” is having a wide circuIn Brooksville, January 19,
Limeburner.
stitutional
treatment.
Hall’s
Catarrh
Cure, Fannie E., wife of Sylvester Limeburner, aged
LEGISLATIVE NOTIGES
lation, together with several other recent pubmanufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 63 years, 2 months.
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
lications by noted authors.
Ohio, is the only constitutional cure on the
will give a public hearing at Hall of RepresenMortland. In Searsport, January 25, SamThe numerous friends of Mrs. Parker Blanch- market. It is taken internally in doses from uel Mortland,
aged 81 years, 4 months and 8 tatives, State House, Wednesday, February 10
10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on
ard of New York in this, her native town, will
at 2 p. m.,
days.
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
In Belfast, January 26, Mrs.
No. 19. On petition of the Maine SportsMcKinley.
hear with deep regret of her increased rheuThey offer one hundred dollars for any case it Eliza A. (Wiley) McKinley.
men’s Fish and Game Association for an inmatic trouble (bad while she was here during
fails to cure. Send for circulars and testiNichols.
Drowned, in Clarence Strait, creased appropriation for the operation of the
the past summer) since cold weather. She is monials. Address:
Alaska, Nov. 23, 1908, Capt. Cyrus G. Nichols fish hatcheries and feeding stations and for the
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
of Searsport, 37 years and 3 months.
now nearly helpless, suffering greatly and conprotection of fish, with accompanying resolve.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
2w4
Simmons. In Morrill January 21, Nahum L.
By order of the committee,
fined much of the time to the bed and under
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
61
and
19
HARRY M. BIGELOW, Secretary.
Simmons, aged
years
days.
the constant care of a nurse at the home of
Stimpson. In Brooks, January 25, infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Stimpson.
her daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. John
The Committee on Public Buildings and
Willard. In Winterport Jan. 19, Mrs. Maria
Mitchell, Port Washington, L. I., New York.
SHIP
Grounds will give a public hearing in RepreWilllard, aged 79 years.
Wingate. In Troy, Jan. 23, Fern, infant sentative Hall, at the State House in Augusta,
Bethany Chapter, O. E. S., has adopted the
on Wednesday, February 10. 1909, at two o’clock
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wingate.
AMERICAN TORTS.
on the death of Captain
resolutions
following
In White Head, January 21, Reuben in the afternoon, on the “Resolve in favor of
Wiley.
New York, January 19. Ar, schs. Edward T. W. Wiley, aged 78 years and 2 months.
the enlargement of the State House, or the
Albert C. Colcord:
erection of a suitable state office building adWhereas, The great Master of the Universe Stotesbury, Mobile; Marion N. Cobb, Tampa;
2w4
jacent thereto.”
has again taken from our chapter a highly Harold B. Cousens, St. John, N. B.; 20, ar, sch.
Samuel B. Hubbard, Stonington; cleared, sch.
By order of the committee.
respected and beloved brother, Capt. Albert C.
LEWIS
A.
and
San
sch.
BURLEIGH,
Secretary.
Methebesec,
Arroyo
Juan;
24,
ar,
Colcord; therefore, be it.
| Arthur V. S. Woodruff, Baracoa; Alice HolResolved, That we, as members of Bethany
Baltimore for Boston (and sailed 26th);
Chapter, No. 7<i, O. E. S., do deeply deplore our brook, sch. F. C.
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
Pendleton, Chehaw, S. C.; sld,
26, ar,
1 ss; but we would bow in submission to Him
sch. Methebesec, San Juan; 26, sld, sch. Edward
will give a public hearing in its room (office of
who doeth all things well.
Fish
and Game Commissioners) at the State
Resolved, That in the death of Capt. Albert Stewart, Washington.
uanuoi
vv
House in Augusta, Wednesday. February 17,
buis.
uallies
uuokuii,
ni,
C. Colcord this chapter has lost a devoted j
Knowledge
Miles M. Merry; do.; Jennie
at 2 p. m.
brother, who was interested as a member, and Paul, Jr., Norfolk;
French Potter, do.; John Twohy, do.; Henry B.
No. 14.
On an act creating an open time on
an honest and upright man, whose virtues endisease advances so rapidly that gray and black squirrels.
sch.
S.
G.
Kidney
Brunswick;
cleared,
Fiske,
but
to
all
Haskell,
the
to
not
deared him
chapter
only
Brunswick; 22, ar, schs. Gen. E. S. Greeley, many a person is firmly in its grasp before
By order of the committee,
who knew him.
Merrill C. Hart, New York; 26,
HARRY M. BIGELOW, Secretary.
3w4
Kesoivea, inai mis cuapi-ei cmchub w ui» j Newport News;
aware of its progress. Prompt attention should
sch. S. G. Haskell, Brunswick.
sld,
heartfelt
and
family
sorrowing
|
companion
the
be
of
disslightest
given
sympton
kidney
j
Philadelphia, January 19. Ar, sch. Hollissympathy in their affliction. May they find
The Committee on State Lands and State
wood, New York; 20, cld, sch. Maggie S. Hart, order. If there is a dull pain in the back, headcomfort in the thought that he still lives in
Roads will give a Public hearing in its room at
Port Tampa; 22, ar, sch. Annie F. Kimball,
that better life which God has given his chilor
a
tired, worn-out feeling, the State House in Augusta, on Tuesday, Febaches, dizzy spells
Stonington; cld, sch. Holliswood, Cienfuegos.
dren.
on bill entitled “An
2
Cape Henry, January 24. Passed in, sch. Ed- or if the urine is dark, foul-smelling, irregular ruary 9, 1909, attheo’clock,
Resolved, That in memory of brother Colcord
Public Highways of Maine
ward H. Cole, Port Tampa for Baltimore.
and attended with pain, procure a good kidney act to Improve
our charter be draped in mourning 30 days;
by regulating the width of tires upon wagons
Brunswick, January 19. Ar, sch. Tofa, No- remedy at once.
that a copy of these resolutions be spread
made for carrying heavy loads."
ank; 23, ar, sch. Georgia Gilkey, Boston.
upon our records; also one sent to the bereaved
Your
recommend
Doan’s
Be it enacted by the people of the State of
townspeople
Kidney
17.
steamer Texan,
Honolulu,
January
Sld,
The
to
Journal
sent
one
and
Republican
family
Pills. Read the statement of this Belfast citi- Maine, as follows:
Nichols (from Hilo), San'Francisco.
for publication.
Section 1. That on and after the first day of
Ponce, P. R., January 7. Sld, schs. R. W. zen.
Lelia G. Thompson,
February, 1912, all wagons for the purpose of
Annie K. Hakriman,
Hopkins, Sabine Pass; Sawyer Brothers, PenW. R. Clifford, Northport avenue, Belfast.
carrying freight, merchandise and farm prodsacola.
Frank L. Blanchard,
Charleston. S. C., January 20. Ar, sch. Henry Me., says: “1 can only add to the statement I ucts, to be drawn by two or more horses, shall
Committee on Resolutions.
be equipped with flat tires not less than four
F. Kreger, Perth Amboy; 22, ar, sch. Margaret
gave endorsing Doan’s Kidney Pills in 1905 that
wrlrl.T.
Obituary. Stockton mourns the decease of M. Ford, Norfolk.
whenever I have used them since they have alBy order of the committee.
Key West, January 20. Sld, sch. J. C. Straw’one of her most highly respected younger citiH. S. JORDAN, Secretary.
2w4
bridge, Port Tampa; 24, ar, bark Silicon, Rock- ways proven just as effective as in the first inzens, Capt. Albert C. Colcord, on the morning
stance. A severe attack of kidney trouble led
port.
of January 19th, the mysterious change comSan Francisco, January 21. Sld, stmr. Mexi- me to use this
remedy. There was a constant
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
ing while he slept, his wife being aroused by can, Honolulu.
Public hearing in its room at the State House
across the region of my kidneys, sapdull
23.
Miss.,
sch.
Fred
January
Pascagoula,
Ar,
gain
in
heavy breathing, and turning his body to find W.
Augusta, Wednesday Feb. 10 at 2 P. M.
Ayer, San Juan via Gulfport.
ping my strength and making me generally
Resolve in favor William R. MarNo. 77.
life extinct; from heart failure, as Dr. G. A.
Mobile, January 23. Sld, sch. Jessie Lena, miserable. There were other symptoms of kid- shall. Administrator.
Havana.
Stevens announced after all attempts at reorder of the committee.
in
evidence
which
By
20.
complaint
plainly
proved
Sailed, sch. Annie B. ney
Portland, January
suscitation proved unavailing. Capt. Colcord
ELISHA W. PIKE, Secretary.
that my kidneys were at fault. Having my
Mitchell, Stonington and New York.
was born July 14, 1858, the son of Capt. WilSearsport, January 21. Ar, sch. Eliza Leven- attention called to Doan’s Kidney Pills, I proliam David and Mrs. Eleanor (Hichborn) Col- saler, North Weymouth.
and two boxes completely cured
a
Stockton, January 22. Ar, sch. Northland, cured supply
cord, in Stockton village, which had always
the attack. I have been practically free from
New York.
been his home. In Portland, Maine, he marStonington, January 21. Ar, schs. Jennie S. kidney trouble sincejand still contiue to advise MR. GEORGE A. MATTHEWS
ried, on October 18, 1881, Miss Eleanor Black Hall, Boston; Annie B. Mitchell, Portland, both
any one I hear complaining of their kidneys to
wishes to announce that he has returned to
Staples, daughter of Mr. Wilbert M. and Mrs. to load stone for New York.
Belfast, and is prepared to do all kinds of cargive Doan’s Kidney Pills a trial.”
Addie E. Staples, former residents of this
FOREIGN PORTS.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos- riage building, repairing and painting. Specialtown. Her life with him has been spent
made of rubber tiring vehicle wheels, etc.,
Havana, January 13. Ar, sch. Augusta W. ter Milbum Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents ty
at his shop on Washington street, where he
his
she
the
ocean,
being
companion Snow, Philadelphia.
mostly upon
States.
for the United
will be pleased to serve his old customers, and
Castellemare, Italy, January 21. Ar, bark
in most of his sea voyages until recently.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no also new ones.
Stockton Springs, 51 days’
Mabel
I.
Meyers,
This very congenial union was blessed with an
GEORGE A. MATTHEWS,
3w4p
other.
passage.
Washington Street, Belfast, Maine.
only daughter, Miss Evelyn A. Colcord, who
marine miscellany.
today Bhares with her mother the deep sorrow
Norfolk, Va., January 19. Sch. Pendleton
CARD OF THANKS.
for the irreparable loss of a devoted, thought- Satisfaction, before reported ashore near Litful husband and true, affectionate father. tle Island, was floated by revenue cutter
We wish to express our deep gratitude to the
which is supposed to bfe towing her to kind friends for assistance and sympathy in
Capt. Colcord had commanded the barks Apache,
Norfolk. She is leaking and was nearly full our recent bereavement.
A LADIES’ GOLD BRACELET. Owner can
We also extend
Evanell and Willard Mudgett, and the four- of water before being floated. The crew had thanks for the beautiful floral
have the same by calling on A. A. Knight at
offerings.
masted schooners Harry T. Hayward and been previously taken off by life savers.
MR. and MRS. ROSCOE AREY,
the stable of the Belfast Livery Co., proving
New Bedford, January 22. The Gilbert
Belfast, January 23,1909.—p
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